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Abslracr- The project entails facilitating better healthcare 
services using NFC enabled devices. The NFC enabled 
devices offer an easy and secure way for self-reporting of 
health status information. The project involves use of NFC 
tag. NFC is used to collect important information about the 
patient such as the blood sugar count, pulse rate, ECG etc. 
Thus the doetor can access the patient's data through just a 
tap. Medical data is confidential information that must not be 
openly be available to anyone with physical aceess to the 
storage media. We are making a technology to provide secure 
and quick access to medical information. It is very important 
for the treating doctor to properly doeument the patient under 
his care. Medieal reports form an important part of the 
patient. It is important for the doctors and medical 
establishments to properly maintain the records of patient. It 
will help them in the scientific evaluation of their patient 
profile, helping in analyzing the treatment resul ts, and to plan 
treatment protocols. Medical records include a variety of 
documentation of patient's history, clinical findings, 
diagnostic test results, preoperative care, operation notes, 
post-operative care. 
Key words: Near Field Communication (NFC); Cryptography 

t INTRODUCTION 

Our aim is to create a -system that can use NFC to give a 
person a unique id that can never be erased and will prove to 
identilY a pe son. We want to create a system which will help 
India & its government to digitize the country. Also to create 
a system tlIat can usc NrC to reduce the paper work required 
during the registration of the patient and also eliminates the 
disadvantages of using RFID based systems. 

It is very important to maintain efficient software to 
handle information of a patient. This application provides a 
way to record this infonnation and to access these in a simple 
way. 

B'o hack' . th futu e whe e h mans Wl'11 b1- 109 IS enear r rue 
implanting devices, sensors and other electronic hardware in 
the body for enhancing and improving human capabilities and 
for various other purposes. This project aims to use bio

hacking and make an application which can be used to store 
all the medical history of a person and provide each person a 

. 'd tJ'ficat'o AI ';m to e t d th e of thumque I en I n. so we ~ x en e us e 
. ltd t t' !' t'o . th futuIll1p an e ag a vanous app Ica I ns III ere. 

The planned Near Field Communication (NFC) tag 
is supposed to hold emergency data. Near Field 
Communication (NFC) technology to provide secure and 

- kat ed'cal '-'0 at' The tags a b lacedqUic ccess 0 m I llll' rm Ion. c n e p 
. 'd th b d Th th d t an access th t' t' dataIDSI e e 0 y. us, e oc or c epa len s 
through just a tap. Medical data is confidential information 
that must not openly be available to anyone with physical 
access to the storage media. We make a technology to provide 

secure and quick access to medical infonnation. 

Similar to RFlD lags, NFC tags can be attached to 
objects, and store information about these objects [2), 
However, NFC tags do not require specialized readen to read 
the stored information. As an alternative, an NFC tag can be 
read by a cell phone, which makes this technology user
friendly. A large number of current smartphones eome with 
NFC built-in [6]. Thc NFC tag used in this project is xNT 
NFC tag [NT AG2I 6].It is a 2x 12mm cylindrical bio
compatible implant package. It is compatible with all ISO 
14443A RFlD systems and fully NFC Type 2 eompliant. It 
eontains 7 byte UlD and 880 bytes of user read/write 
mernorry~·________________________________-, 

Fig. I: NFC Tag (2x 12rnrn cylindrical implant package) 

II. RELATED WORK 

Digital Medical Records are now replacing Paper Medical 
Records which is now considered a key initiative in the 
Heallhcare industry. It is because hard copies of medical 
records are easily lost and damaged and also disappears in 
case of emergencies. They are often incomplete with 
incorrect or missing information. Doctors therefore end up 
duplicating tests, making uninformed decisions and delaying 
care. Attempts have been made using both RFID and NFC 
teehnologies to convert them into digital formats[I]. 

The NFC based system is used to store copies of the 
reports generated by the doctor and display them the next 
time visiting the doctor. Whereas, the RFID based system 
provided a wider scope to store and retrieve the medical 
records of the patients but it was a desktop bound software 

and required scanner to process the RFlD tags, which led to 
low portability and data access became obsolete for an on-site 
attendant in case of an accident. 

NFC is a comparatively novel wireless 

communieation technology that is primarily used for mobile 
payment and ticketing applications involving smart cards or 
mobile devices [3). It is a short range high frequency wireless 
communication technology that allows data exchange 
between devices that are about four inches apart [5). Due to 
the majority of NFC applications using sensitive data, e.g., 
personal details, a comparatively large body of scientific 
literature deals with security aspects in NFC applications. 
cryptographic challenge-response protocol, in which a tag's 
reader sends a cha~lenge to the tag. The tag then signs this 
challenge WIth a pnvate key, st9.[ed .o~ the tag, and sends the 
signature to the reader. The reader ve( 'm:s; ~Signature using 
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the corresponding public key, and thus can determine whether 
or oot the tag is legitimate. 

III. PROPOSED APPROACH 

In this project there will be a NFC tag which consists of a 
unique id and this tag will be implanted in the patient's hand 
in between the index finger and thumb as show in fig . There 
will be different applications for the doctor and the user and 
this will be controlled by an Administrator. The administrator 
registers the doctor and user's on the app with all the basic 
information filled. The doctor and user can then login to their 
respective app's the username and POl;s\\lor,d. 

F ig. 2: X·Ray depicting actual implantation 
The doctor can scan a patient's tag and can view the 

previous medical history of the palient. The application will 
also allow the doctorto'prescribe. new treatments, upload new 
repQrts of the ~.tient or' view the previous prescriptions and 
reports. This will eo c the load of maintaining medical 
reCQrds and documentation and will lead to good and accurate 
treatp1ents provided in case of emergencies. 

The user can view his own profile, prescriptions and 
reports. The user can also scan another user's tag and see the 
basic infonnation such as name, address, emergency contacts 
$0 as to provide help in case of emergencies. 

IV. FuTURE SCOPE AND APPLICA nONS 

In the near future this project can be extended to various fields 
like banking and payments where the person's banking data 
would be linked to his unique id and using which the person 
can either make payments from any ofhis accounts anywhere 
anytime by just a tap and also this project can be used to 
replace the traditional debit cards and allow user to withdraw 
cash from any of his account just by tapping his hand on the 
NFC reader. 

Also this tag can be used to authenticate a user as 
every user will have a unique id. This will help in applications 
like smart homes, security of mobile devices and PC's, 
identifying a person at various places like airports, railway 
stations, etc. 

In this way this project will make way for various 
new applications and has a great scope for advancements and 
improvements in the future and will be a big step towards 
adapting bio-hacking in our lives. 

NF'C Bfued Uniqlle idf'lIfijicatirw and Daw Munageml'n/ 
(lJSRDlVQI. 61lsslfc 02120181514) 

V . DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

Near Field Communication has already begun to shape the 
future of electronic gadgets in people's life. As the prices of 
chip manufacturing falls, the likelihood is that NFC-enabled 
mobHe phones will become standard and their applications 
will become a part of life. A paperless system which will 
make the Identification of a person more easy and authentic. 
Use of NFC tags increase authenticity of data as they cannot 
be overwritten. 
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ABSTRACT 
Our project has a very simple ainl which is to solve 0"1' daily problems which include transferring photos 

and different media from our phone storage to external storage. which is wi}y we chose to work on 
"transferring phone gallary dala to Ihe clouillo reduce load on device's memoryl/. They are nice portable 

devices used for communiaating hm with flt/VQ1lCemelll ill phOlJe technology things 'have taken a turn since 

weftrs! used a Nokia back in 2001. People communicate nfld share content wilh e(lch other via phones .now 

where does this can/ent go ? right, ill ow' phone's memory bul what happens whell YDU mn oul ofspace? 

right, you use an extenla[ memory facility but what's next wheu the card is fflll alUl you don't have the 

luxUlY ofa [Ilptop aroulld you QIUI you just can't delete all the data you have in the name ofmc.mories. 1 am 

so glad to tell you that we have a sollition .you dan 't need to worry aboll/tlre space that is taken by your 

media. We illUmd (0 /ink Ihis data sends to the cloud. 


Keyword :- C1oud,Mobile data, 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Today android devices play an important role in our day to day life since mosl of the tasks can be done on 
android device. Since the people have 10 manage Iheir phone's multimedia carefull y . The projecl aims to build a 
cuslomized app to link the cloud and the device and store aU the media received onto the device in a cloud, and 
thus reducing tHe memory load on the device and providing a secure plaffonn 

In today's world we have phones as our daily drivers .they are nice portable devices used for 
communicating but with advancement in phone technology things ~ave taken a lum since we first used a Nokia 
back in 200 I. People communicate and share content with each other via phones .now where does this content 
go ? right, in our phone's memory b'ul what happens when you run out of space ? righJ, you use an external 
memory facility but what's next when the card is fuU and you don't bave the lUXUry of a laptop around you and 
you just can't delete all the data you have in Ihe name of memories. 1 am so glad to tell you that we bave a 
solution .you don't need to wony about the space thnl b tilken by your media. We intend to link trus data sends 
to the eloud .each time you down'load the media, it will be uploaded to the cloud so you have aecess to your data 
wherever and wbenever on the go without wasting those extra megabytes on your phone. 

2. Motivation 
The motivation berund choosing the project was simple to reduce the memory load on one's Device. 

Every day we encounter problems of linllted space requirements on our gadgets. 
PartiaUy this is because of the fact that multimedia like photo, video, music files, documents etc. are 

stored in the gallery, wruch in turn consumes the device's memory. 

. .... 
3. OBJECTIVE ----.., 
I. To design an android application to shift multimedia from phone's gaUery onto the cloud. '" '" '' . . 
2. It allows user authentication through secure one time password system. i .j ( ,';il'''\\'~ \", 
3. An authentJcated us~r can access the cloud from anywhere and anytIme. \ .:_ '\' 7,.Jq~O . " I ~")} 
4. The Illllill oblectJve 1S to reduce memory load and prov1de a secure platform to save phone's me ~.\ I'll" ···· " / •. !J 

+>--A.':":'::Yo ,...~
H D 

.... e artment ol lnlorme\lol' Tecll~o\Ol!Y 
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4.PROPOSED METHOD 

This application has only been created for one simple purpose - to ease out your fingers from moving your data 
out from your phone when your stylish device slows down due to lack of storage. 
The idea clicked us when it suddenly became a topic of discussion among us friends that, smart phones which 
we are using today make 11 sacrifice in one way or the other in order to bring out the balance in design and 
ergonomics that plays a very important role in boosting the sales ofa particular device of a particular company. 

Upload Images 
(Automatic or manual) 

.!!~!.hid llocotiOl1 IdateTime 1 
: i:t ,)~.mr,~,lq - ~ " ·:"11 ~ •••••• Encrypt Images using \ Upload Encrypted data 

AES Algorithm. 
, 

toCSP 

L_=-....;;;;;;;;.....;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;f\----  ... _ -- -- - --- - - --_ .. 

L. ______ _ 
V".w """Ipted 

inogos. 
~uest to r~tore 
irooq, hom CSP 

u"r cl£<rypts data "inq 5ym"M ~ey. 
Rater. il1'<l9i' to 

the g~," upload tir11l,path 
i1 thew ••. 

) 


However, it came to notice after much discussion thai Sman phones in their early days came with just few 
megabytes of storage on board. Time flew by fast and the storage options that wore being offered were pumped 
to a bigger numoer to suit the needs of aIi individual. Todry, we haV"e nnones with 64 gigabytes of on board 
storage and yet it runs out in a year Or so. So 
what is happening here? Think of it as this - we humans .te 11 black hole and we are cpnsuming all the media 
that comes into our way. It all took a modem shift when apps like Whatsapp carne in to playa major game. 
Millions of users of Whatsapp, s hare ana re~ive photos, videos. files everyday and this media ultimately finds 
its place ofrest in the storage offered. This-heap ofmedi. floods your phone and as a result your phone starts to 
feel slow with time because it has a lot to carry. In simple words, the power of your phone doesn't remain as 
sprightly as it once was. All this because of ihe content that we keep in our storage which in turn eats out 
storage and thus devices don't perfonn well and do not stand the test of time. 

S.Algorithm Used 

BASE64 Algorithm: 
Base64 is an algorithm that uses a concept of modern encryption algorithms. It is a block cipher algorithm that 
operates on a bit, but the Base64 mode is easier in its implementation than others. Base64 is a general term for 
some similar encoding scheme that encodes binary data and translates it into a representation of the base 64. The 
tenn comes from the Base64 MIME encoding speciflc content. The base64 encrypting scheme is typically used 
when there a nced to encrypt binary data that needs to be stored and transferred through media designed to deal 
with textual data. This is to ensure that the data remains intact without modification during shipping. Base64 is 
used commonly in multiple applications including email through MIME and storage of co rJ1'iIalll<iR XML. 

cj~ ' 1) : ''-', 
Base64 needs to be learned because the transformation base64 widely used on the In)" · ,~. Olljn to 
transmit data format data. Due to the result of the transformation base64 be plain text. " n'\!li6 alue e 

. 01 c.i; ~ 
, -. ~ n~ l ';.\ -:-.,1 0 

HOD "\ :.;, F.f 
86:Departmenl Il'/l1fprmetion T< www.ijariie.com .~,,-' :::. 
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much more easily shipped, compared to the form of binary data formal. The transformation of Base64 is one of 
the algorithms for encoding and decoding data into ASCI format, which is based on the number 64. The 
characters generated from Base64 consist of"A.. ZIt, "a .. z" and "0..9", and the last two characters are "/" and n+". 

The Base64 encoding technique is simple. There are several steps to be done to complete the Base64 algoritllm 

is: Look for the ASCII code of each texl. Search binary number 8 bits of the ASCII code exisl. Combine the last 

8 bits to 24 bits. Then, broke a 24 bit earlier to 6 bits. It will produce four fractions. Each fragment is eonverted 

into a decimal value. Lastly, make value - the decimal value to an index to ehoose D character constituent of 
base64 aod the maximum is 63 or 64 to the index. 

Firebase 

Store and adjust information with our NoSQL cloud database. Infornlation is adjusted over all customers in 

genuine time, and stays accessible when your application goes disconnected. The Firebase Real time Database is 

a cloud-facilitated database. Information is put away as ISON and synchronized progressively to eaeh associated 

customer. When you manufacmre cross-stage applications with our iOS, Android, and JavaScript SDKs, the 

greater part of your customers share one Real time Database case and consequently get refreshes with the 

freshest information 


Applications 
I. This system will help in increasing the robustness and speed of the RTO system. 
2. It will also inerease effieiency in procedure related to vehicle burglary. 
3. All the data would be easily maintained in the database. 
4. Documents would be digitalized. 

6.CONCLUSION 

Utilizing a supplier on the Internet to synchronize records between all the work area and mobile gadgets that 
a client claims. Information synchronization is the way toward keeping up the eonsistency and consistency of 
information examples over every single expending applieation and putting away gadgets. It guarantees that the 
same duplieate or fornl of information is utilized as a part of all gadgets - from SOurCe to goal. Synchronization 
is empowered through particular programming tbat tracks information forms as they are made and used. The 
procedure is executed in circulated fra meworks wbere information components are steered between a few PCs 
or frameworks. Every PC may change unique information adaptations, contingent upon prerequisites. 
It guarantees that paying little heed to information adjustments, all progressions are converged with the firs t 
information source Syncbronization is additionally utilized as a part of information reflecting, where every 
datum set is precisely reproduced or synchronized inside anotber gadget. In mobile cloud syncbronization, data 
or information on a mobile phone are matched up to a server that prompts a cloud stockpiling goal. The 
information can incorp·orate things like contacts and schedule information, and additionally put away picnlfes, 
melodies} motion pictures or on the other hand business documents. 
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Abstract - In many different cases, such as accidents, there can view his account, password for accessing the account, 
could be an urgent needfor specific blood type. As compared date of birth of the donor because his age must be in the 
to the ratio of requirement of the blood ve,y less amount of range of 18-60 years, gender of the person, blood group, 
people donate the blood, hence the requirement of tile blood weight, mobile no, email id, address, city, state, last time 
increases. Blood Donation and Blood TransfUSion Services when donor donated blood also when a new blood donor 
(BTS) are crucialfor saving people's lives, Blood banks suffer registered himself as a Blood Donor. This project consists of 
frequent shortage of blood; hence, advertisements are an android application which is present on the donors' 
frequently seen on social networks urging healthy individuals android-phone application which will help to provide an 
to donate blood for patients who urgently require blood emergency services to the needy blood requestor seeking 
transfusion. The E-Blood Bank is an Android application which people for donating the blood and it also uses cloud services 
allows the user to search donors ofspecific blood group based for keeping the data of donor's safely, 
on their location, in a short period of time, This application 
will notonly display the list ofdonors but also facilitated with 2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

acking the location olthe nearby donors and providing SMS 
alerts 'to them, so that the patient can be served with blood 2.1 Existing System 
soon. In order to donate blood through the app, one has to 
register himself by prOViding all the required details. These We gather some of the data about the blood bank 
details must be valid and true so that they can be tracked at management system situated in city and rural area we find 
the time ofemergency, When all the information is accepted some of the hospitals have its own blood bank unit with each 
by the Admin, the donor will be further to the list ofregistered and all technical facilities in a city but this conduction is poor 
donors, CPS module is included in order to locate the donors. in the rural area [2]. There are a number of research work 
Thus, only registered members, who want to donate blood, are have been done to integrate cloud computing, health sector, 
able to access the service. Cloud- based services are proved and social media. In existing systems, the given blood group 
ve,y vital in urgent blood delive'y as they care able to central and quantity is searched for in the cloud database, where the 
and immediate access to donor's data and location from blood bank data has been stored, When the results are found, 
anywhere and anytime. they are displayed on the website for the hospital to see [1]. 

The results contain the basic information ofthe blood banks 
Key Words: Cloud Computing, GPS, Android ApplicatiolL that have that specific blood group, ordered by the 

geographical proximity, In spite of the obtainability of the 

1. INTRODUCTION prospective blood donors not more than 10% of the total 
Indian population donates blood. Advancement in medical 

.f'low-a-days, supply chains are very complicated than ever. science has increased the blood demand. Also, blood-donors 
usually don't come to know about the need for blood. These Jnsumers' expect new products, whereas organizations, 

need to be more innovative however because of these causes inspire us to grow a more proficient system that will 

numerous loop holes and various distractions it still assist the present blood donation system. 

incapable of satisfactorily addressing many practical, real
Z.Z Drawbacks of the Existing Systemworld challenges, One ofthe most important challenge I.e. to 

provide a quick service in the emergency situations, but 
many of the services fails to achieve it By developing an Adonor was donating a blood for storage at a blood bank or 
application which will help society and various needy people any other center for transfusion to an unknown recipient 
is the application ofE-Blood Bank which will providea quick These can occur at a number of locations including blood 
service to the needy people. In this application the user's donation centers, mobile camps, mobile vans, etc, There a 
location will be tracked using GPS system, If blood is number of types ofblood donations such as voluntary blood 
required, the donor with the required specific blood group is donation programmer [3], This is the safe and quality blood 
identified and notified about its requirement The project donation service as the blood collection from voluntary non-
consists of algorithm which tracks location of the donors, remunerated blood donors is well-thought-out to be the 
identifies the donors who are nearby to the location of safest In order to enhance voluntary blood donation in 
requester and notifies them too. If the identified nearby developing countries like India is based on well-defined 
donors are not able to donate blood at present then the frameworks and operational. ~~~~~~~jOl1S I'orthis 
scope of tracWng the donors is increase inm~ivity, ~ 

The MIS of Blood Bank India saves the name of the donor ~ tion Te;~~~;~~~~;~~(
who is donating blood, a unique id through which the 6~1Il!l\ment 01 \n{orCm~e9. 01 

~ . N.~al. 0 

~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Sr. 
No 

Paper Advantages Disadvantages 

1. 

A New Concept of 
Blood Bank 
Management 
System using 
Cloud Computing 
for Rural Area 

Use of Static 
Database 

Absence of GPS 
system for 
tracking the 
current location 
of the user 

2. 

Central Blood 
Bank Database 
with Anti GPS 
Mobile System 

Dependenton 
the hospital 
data for the 
DOllor's 
location 

Independent 
the Hospital 
database for t
locati011 of the 
Donor 

of 

he 

3 
Computer Aided 
Emergency 
Service System 

Computer-
based System 
i.e. is Web 
Application 

Mobile-based 
System 
Mobile 
Application 

I.e. 

Few drawbacks of the EXisting System 

1) Cannot receive the blood on time as the donors are from 
various locations. 

2) Extra clerical works. 

3) Error handling is 
maintained manually. 

not effident since records are 

4) Data management becomes 
increase. 

5) Time-consuming. 

tedious as the records 

2.3 Motivation behind the E-Blood bank 

Asystem can be developed technically and that will be used 
if installed must still be a good investment for the 
organization. The system is economically feasible. ltdoes not 
require any additional hardware or software. Since the 
interface for this system is developed using the existing 
resources and technologies available, there is nominal 
expenditure and economic feasibility for certain. The 
proposed system provides easy access to Blood bank system, 
and it will help during emergency services. The system will 
be able to how nearest blood bank so according to that user 
will able to find out nearest one in an emergency. 

2.4 Objective ofE-Blood bank 

1. To generate Blood bank portal and Android application for 
Donor to register for donating blood. 
2. To generate Donor, Blood bank admin. Hospital admin can 
register and login. 
3. Ifdonor once donated blood hel she not allowed to donate 
blood until three months of last donation date. 
4. Using system donor will get the notification whenever new 
blood donation camp takes place. 
5. The donor also requests for the blood of nearest blood 
bank with priority and also get an appointment. 
6. New Donor also can make request for blood donation to 
nearest blood bank and also get appointment after request 
7. Admin of all respective department can generate reports 
of the blood bank, bloodstock. check theexpirydate ofblood. 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

User Registration 

In this phase the user has to go through the registratior. 
process in which he has to fill his details such as name. 
registered address, contact number. blood grouP. age, also he 
has to fill his medical information in the form. 

Request Blood 

This is the second phase in which the user who is in 
requirement of blood will have to request blood by giving 
the details such as required blood grouP. contact number of 
the user, current location of user (which will be fetched by 
the application automatically), once requested, the list ofthe 
nearby donor's will get displayed and also will be notified. 

Blood Donor 

This is the third phase in which donor will get the 
notification of the blood request of the nearby blood 
requestor (user).and the contact details of the requestorwill 
be displayed on the application. Apart from this the don, 
can also donate the blood anytime on this will, by using the 
application. 
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4, PROPOSED ALGORITHM BLOOD BANK 	 a better way to communicate with blood Donors. It is also 
able to maintain the database of the registered Donor's. It 

Problem Description: This Algorithm computes blood bank also provides knowledge about the latest technology used in 
application. developing android based applications 

Input: !D, Password, is the of character type. REFERENCES 

Output: Outcome is Notification to the donor and Response [I] Javed Akhtar Khan and M.R. Alony" A New Concept of 
to the requestor from E-blood bank application. Blood Bank Management System using Cloud 

Computing for Rural Area (INDlA)"lnternational 
E-Blood BankApplication Journal of Electrical, Electronic ISSN No. (Online): 
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Step 1: If User is registered then provide User Id (ID) and 26(2015). 
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Step 7: If Conditions are not satisfied then send the 

notification to other donors who are nearby and also eligible. [4] IjIRST II National Conference on Networks, 
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Abstract: • In recent time there is rapid growth in E-Commerce market. Major concerns for customers in online 
shopping are debit card or credit card fraud and personal information security. Identity theft and phlshing are common 
threals of online shopping. Phishing is a melhod of stealing personal confidenlial information such as username, 
passwords and credit card delails from victims. It is a social engineering technique used to deceive users. In this paper 
new method is proposed that uses lext based sleganography and visual cryptography. tt represenls new approach which 
will provide limited information for fund transfer. This method secures the customer's data and increases customer's 
confidence and prevents idenlity theft. 

Keywords - steganography; Visual Cryplography; online shopping; Phishing 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Online shopping also called as e-tail is a way of 
purchasing products over internet. It allows customers 
to buy goods or services using web browsers and by 
filling credit or debit card information. In online 
shopping the common threats are phishing and 
identity theft. Identity theft is a form of stealing 
someone's identity i.e. personal information in which 
someone pretends to be someone else. The person 
misuses personal information for purchasing or for 
opening bank accounts and arranging credit cards. 
Phishing is a method of stealing personal confidential 
information such as usemame, passwords and credit 
card details from victims. It is a criminal mechanism 
that uses social engineering. Phishing email directs the 
users to visit website where they take users personal 
information such as bank account number, password. It 
is email fraud conducted for identity theft. In 2013, 

© 2016, )JeERT All Rights Reserved 

. 
Financial and Retail Service, Payment service are the 
targeted industrial sectors of phishing atlacks. 

The method which is proposed in this paper uses both 
steganography and visual cryptography. It reduces 
information sharing between customer and merchant 
server and safeguards customers' information. It 
enables successful fund transfer to merchant's account 
from customer's account and prevent misuse of 
information at merchant side. In this system there are 
two shares of OTP which are combined to get Original 
OIP. In this way the system provides secure 
transaction. 

The rest of the paper includes: Section II describes 
steganography and visual cryptography. Section ill 
gives brief idea of transaction in online shopping. 
Section IV includes merchant and bank server. Section 
V gives steganography 
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Figure 1. Transaction in online shopping. 

Details of information given to online merchant vary 
from one payment gateway to another. Payment in 
IRCTC website requires Personal Identification 
Number (PIN) if you are using debit card for paymen' 
whereas shopping in F1ipkart or Snapdeal requires Visa' 
or Master secure code. Online merchant may require a 
Card Verification Value code, CVV (CW2 for Visa, 
CVC2 for MasterCard).CVV is basically an authorizing 
code in CNP transactions. According to the PC! Data 
Security Standard [20], merchants are not allowed to 
store CVV information or PIN data. Online merchant 
can store card information such as name, card number 
and expiration date. 

IV. MERCHANT AND BANK SERVER 

In this paper there is one admin application and one 
product admin. The functionality of adrnin application 
is to add the servers and users. It also manages added 
servers and users. There can be n number of users but 
only two servers we are using i.e. one merchant serve~ 
and one is fake server. There is client application is also 
available. The main aim of product admin is to add 
various categories and different products into that 
category. The client application is an android 
application. Basically client accesses the various 
products present at merchant server via android 
application. 
The connectivity between client, merchant and bank 
server is shown be] ow. 

Volume 3, Issue 4, Apri/-2016, pp. 157-161 

algorithm. Section VIproposed payment system. 
Section VII gives advantages. Section VII gives 
conclusion of the paper. 

II.STEGANOGRAPHY AND VISUAL 
CRYPTOGRAPHY 

Steganography is the art of hiding of a message within 
another message. It is a technique of hiding the 
information into the image .. Steganography made of 
the two words steganos and graphein. Steganos means 
covered or protected and the meaning of graphein is 
writing. The basic concept behind steganography is 
that message to be transmitted is not detectable to 
casual eye. Steganography technique uses text, 
image,and video, audio as a cover media for hiding 
data. The hidden message may be in invisible link 
between the visible lines of personal letter. Number of 
words, number of characters, number of vowels, and 
position of vowels in a word are also used to hide the 
message. A text steganography technique requires 
small memory and simpler communication. At 
transport layerl electronic communication involves 
steganography coding. 

Cryptography is the study of techniques for secure 
communication in the presence of third party. It is 
special encryption technique in which visual 
information is encrypted in such a way that decryption 
does not require a computer. Moni Naor and Adi 
Shamir developed this technique. It was developed in 
year 1994. Visual cryptography contains two 
transparent images. One image contains random pixels 
and another image contains secret information. It is 
impossible to retrieve secret information from one of 
the images. The two images are required to retrieve the 
correct information. 

III.TRANSACTION IN ONLINE SHOPPING 

In oniine shopping customer selects products from 
oniine shopping portal and then customer is directed to 
the payment page. Online merchant may use third 
party payment systems such as Pay Pal, Web Money 
and others or online merchant may use its own 
payment system In Online payment portal customer 
submits his or her credit or debit card details such as 
credit or debit card number, name on the card, expiry 
date of the card. 
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side. sh""transaction is 
successful. 

Figure 2. Merchant and bank server 

The above figure illustrates what is the role of 
merchant server and bank server in whole transaction. 
The user side first log in into the merchant site then it 
will select the desired product. User information such 
as user id, user name, password etc. Will send to the 
merchant server then along with user details merchant 
details also send to the bank server for verification such 
as merchant server id, merchant server name, 
password etc. Bank server plays a vital role in this 
transaction. It will provide two ways authentication 
like it will verify both user and merchant server. 
User has its unique login password and transaction 
password so if fake user is there then it is also verified 
by bank server. When user login to the merchant server 
along with users details merchant details are also sent 
to the bank server. Here bank will generate an orp. By 
using steganography the generated orr is converted 
into QR code. Using visual cryptography the QR code 
is broken down into two shares. Share 1 is sent to 
merchant server and share 2 is sent to the client via 
mail. 
At client side we provide combine button for 
combining both the shares. Merchant will provide 
share 1 to client and share 2 is taken from mail. After 
combining both the share QR code is generated. After 
scanning that QR code we get original orr. Again 
client will send that orr to bank server for verification 
then it will ask for transaction password if the 
password is correct then the transaction happen. 
in case of fake user, the user details are sent to bank for 
verification so bank will get to know that fake user is 
there. If fake merchant is there then bank will generate 
two fake shares. One will give to fake merchant server 
and second original share to client via mail. But at the 
time of combining both shares due to one share is fake 
it will not generate QR code. So orr is also not 
generated. TItis is how hvo way authentication and is 
provided. 

V.STEGANOGRAPHY AND VISUAL 
CRYPTOGRAPHY ALGORITHM 
Steganography and visual Cryptography are the two 
methods that we are using in OUf project. Through this 
we are making the transaction secure and help in better 
security. In our project we are using the steganography 
technique to hide the orp (generated by bank server) 
in the QRcode. The visual Cryptography is applied on 
the QR Code to create the two shares/images of it. 

Steganography is the technique of hiding the secret 
message within other and extraction of secret message 
at its destination. Steganography takes cryptography a 
step farther by hiding an encrypted message so that no 
one suspects it exists. Visual Cryptography is a special 
encryption technique to hide the information into 
images in such a way it be decrypted by the human 
vision if the correct key image is used. 

The aim of our project is to provide the better security 
during the transaction. Now we need to have focus on 
the creation of two orp shares/images through visual 
cryptography. The process is described in detail below. 

Consider the QR code generated from the orp by 
steganography technique .In this QR code each pixel 
have 0 or 1 values of image. We are creating the two 
shares/images of OTP. For this we using the random 
matrix of 2·Dimensional.Visual Cryptography uses two 
transparent images; One image contain random 
pixelsiarrays and the other image contain the secret 
information or Pixels/arrays. It is impossible to retrieve 
the secret information from one of the images. 

,Sto't:,.~~ 

I' 10 I0 
I 10 I I 0 11 1 0 1 1 

o I j I o 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 
,. ,. , , ,. 

~1 b~ 

Figure 3. Visual cryptography algorithm 

Now while creating the shares we need to do 'XORing' 
and while combining the shares into one we need to do 
'ANDing' . firstly 1st pixel of QR code image (Le. 0/1 
value) XOR with the random generated arrays of 2· 
Dimensional that is (a) in Random Pixels/arrays with 
all the pixels/values in that arrays then new matrix is 
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generated with that is (a') in Secret Pixels/array. 
Similarly 2nd, 3rd and so on pixels in the QR code 
image help in generating the arrays of (b), (c), (d), (e) 
and so on in the Random pixels/arrays and (b'), (c') , 
(d') , (e') and so on in Secret Pixels/arrays. If we 
ANDing of 1st pixel of (a) and 1st pixel of (a') we can 
get the original pixel in the QR code. Similarly if we do 
ANDing of (b) and (b') and so on. We can retrieve the 
original pixels of the QR code. This implies that 
generated images/arrays are the correct keys. 
Finally all the arrays of 2*2 matrix in the Random 
pixels and Secret pixels are collected and merge 
separately in order to get the complete share 1 and 
share 2. The share 1 is in random array and which is 
sent to the merchan t server (in request and resJX>nse 
form). The share 2 is in Secret arrays and which is sent 
to be Client by maH. 

VI.PROPOSED PAYMENT METHOD 

In the proposed solution, we are authenticating the 
client as well as merchant server. So the information of 
customer which is given to the bank side and merchant 
side is the issue of security. The system helps to clients 
to prevent phishing by providing authentication of 
merchant. This it is a secure system. nus is achieved 
by the introduction of combined application of 
steganography and visual cryptography. In this 
process, shares are created by bank server and they are 
given to client and merchant server. First share is given 
to merchant server and another share is given to client 
via mail. After receiving both the shares, at client side, 
they are merged and original QR is obtained. The 
received QR is verified with the original QR at bank 
side. Thus authentication of both client and merchant is 
done. 
The system provides well security as compared to 
previous system. Considering the advantages of the 
system. it is definitely said that it is better secure 
system. The process carried is done step by step. So the 
system is scenario oriented and flow based. 
Steganography and visual cryptography are the 
security providing techniques. 

Oepartmen'. ollniormalio(\ Tech~olO!!Y 
6m\.Kashio,; No••le College 01 Engl"eenng 

Vadgaon, (6k.). Pune· 411 041 

Bmlk sen:er Merchant Server 

Create slt..'lfe 1 and share 2 Show list of products 

Verify OTP Keep user details 

Client 

Sbare 1 + share 2 

Submit OTP 

Figure 4. Proposed Payment Method 

Figure .a Figure. b 

Figure 5. Generated shares 

VII. ADVANTEGES 

I. The proposed system provides two ways 
authencation. 
2. It also prevents phishing. 
3. It uses visual cryptography to create two shares of 
OTP to make system more secure. 
4. n,e system prevents identity theft. 
5. It also provides security to the user personal data. 

VIII. CONCULSION 

In this paper, two methods are used such as 
Steganography and visual Cryptography to provide 
secure transaction during online shopping. It secure the 
customer confidential information as well as merchant 
credential and prevent misuse of data at bank side by 
Admin Application.. This method is mainly concerned 
with preventing identity theft and providing customer 
data security. It also pr~yel'~p!Ushing. The system 
authenticates client as 'w~')i as" m:,~ant server (i.e. two 

authencation). I'hY -, " .'\~~~ 
-( .., '.';-, \" 
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Abstract- Being l automobile crime and th e production of 
vehicle is growing in yearly world. So, vehicle theft are the 
universal problem. To deals with this problem, vehicle 
owners have started using the theft proteetion systems. The 
main aim of this project is to prevent the vehicle then and the 
functionality is achieved by cietecting vehicle status in theft 
mode and by sending messa ge is generated automatically. In 
this project firstly capture the image o f driver who is dri ving 
the vehicle. A captured image is send to the vehicle OWller. 
Vehicle owner check this image. We provide different 
options is an android app. Vehicle start or vehicle stop and 
lock the vehicle or send a message to the police. When vehicle 
owner press start button then vehicle \-vill be start. Or vehicle 
owner press stop button then lock vehicle or message will be 
send to police. 
Keywords: Webcam, Alert Message. Theft Detection 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In present days a crime rate is increasing day by day and car 
thefts are on· the rise. The vehicle thefts are involving mostly 
cars" which is account nearly about a million cars, were 
reporled in Ihe United States of Americo alone in 2009. Theft 
a car is become very easy for the criminals as owners do not 
worry to take necessary precautions. The main goal of this 
project is to avoid vehicle theft. This functionality is achieved 
by the detecting vehicle status in theft mode and by sending 
message which is generated automatically. This message is 
sent to the vehicle owner. The owner can then send back the 
message tin order to disable the ignition of the vehicle. Thus 
in this way theft can be reduced to a great extent as vehicles 
today are being stolen in large number. Hence. vehicles today 
require large security which can be conclude by help of this 
application, 

A. Objeclives: 

To detect theft . 

Support Digital India. 

This project is easy to use. 

Detecting vehicle status in theft mode and by sending 

message which is generated automatically. 

To improve the security of the vehicle. 


II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

In this paper, novel method of vehicle tracking and locking 
systems is used to track the theft vehicle with the help ofGPS 
and GSM technology. This system is puis into the sleeping 
mode vehicle handled by the owner either authorized persons; 
otherwise goes to active mode. The vehicle mode of 
operations changed by persons or a remotely. While the theft 
identified, the responsible people send message to the 
controller, and issue the control signals to stop the eng ine 
motor. After that all the doors will be locked. To open this 
doors or to restart the engine authorised person must enter the 

passwordsr51. In this paper, sensor for two wheelers like 
motorcycles which is built at minimal cos I. It is tested that the 
sensors can b~ robust and provides sufficient information on 
usage of the motorcycle. The anti-theH system is based on the 
sensor. which is provides the essential secmity information 
through mcss<lgc. Th~ location of bike is generated based 011 

cellular triangulation and il can be of great use in rural areas 
Because. a device Cflll be retrofitted in the motorcycle. it is 
readily ill1pl ~ l11cl1ted in many of the motorcycles at a low 
cost[1].l n Ihis paper they analyst: drivers' real driving data. 
Moreove r. collect the data from three I'o<ld types of a motor 
way, cily way and a pcuking lot. rile driving data is repeatedly 
collected by drivers. They c1assity drivers hased on behaviour 
characteristics that is di Ilicult to detour. Anti-theft method 
based on dri ving pattern of a vehicle. Our experiment results 
show drivers have own characteristics in a driving. This 
system extracts the mechanical feature from automotive parts 
in the vehicle, selects important featmes, and extracts 
statistical featmes after optimising windows size. This project 
take long time to detect the theft. Searching driving data and 
analysts this system take long to execute process time[2]. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Theft detect ion system. tirst ly capture the image of driver 
who has driving a vehicle. Captured image is send to the 
owner of a vehicle. Vehicle owner will be check this image 
for start the vehicle. We provides the different options in the 
android application like vehicle start or vehicle stop and lock 
the vehicle or send message to the police. When vehicle 
owner press start bu tton then vehicle will be start, or vehicle 
owner prcss stop button then vehicle will be lock, or message 
will be send to police. The proposed Sys tem has the tvlo parts. 
first is a mobil e unit and another is controlling system. Our 
project requires equipment that call communicate with the 
user in a two way. So. we decided to choose the following 
components. 

A. Motor: 

We use rnotor for turning ON or OFF the vehicle. 

B. Arduino COni roller: 

There are many different types of controller which differ not 
only in design and features, but also in size and processing 
capabilities. 

C. Android Mobile: 

Multitasking of applications, with a unique handling of 
memory allocation, is available . . Android Operating System 
is an interesting featurl! called Auto Correction 

D. lVehcolJI : 

Simple. thread-sa fe and non-~J.Q.C;Jill.~ API. 
No additional software re.Qti~e ,;.asf. ......

'/ . ...... . II/'t.

Supports mult iple Plar:.r~' ......~/ 

~ £j~!' ~';\~ I':) ,c:., :. • 

H D 01 -I ... g ;. ' 
. I \~ --"& / • . ., f Information TechM ogy . x'"<.> 1'<- / . ' - ___ 
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I) Algorithm: 
An image f(x,y) is represented by a two-dimensional 256 by 
256 array of 8-bit intensity values. This image can also be 
considered as a vector of dimension 65536. This is obtained 
by retlding pixel brightness values in a raster scan manner. To 
reconstruct all image we map a collection of points (in ollr 
case in this 

~...;..;.;.;~:;....;.;.--

f ig, I: 3D Face Recognition: Eigell values and Eigcn 
Vectors Algorithm 

if i=j 

if i'fj 
The main idea of theprincipal component analysis 

(Karhunen-Loeve expansion) is to find the vectors that can 
better describe the image (or theentire space).These vectors 
describe an orthonormal space and this property is presented 
below:where ui , ujare two eigenvectors and yijis the scalar 
producl.l= [i I ,i2,i3 " ",iN](2)where ii , i2, .. "iNare the pixel 
values.This vector represents an unprocessed image. The 
reflectance proprieties of the object shape can vary from 
scene to scene.lf the illumination conditions of the 
environment are maintained constant. the appearance is 
affected only by object position.The image set for an object 
is obtained as:[II,I2,13"."IP]T(3)where P is the Illll11ber or 
considered positions in space 

IV, FEASIBtLiTY SllJDY 

A. Software Feasibility: 

I) Java 
2) Arduino IDE 
3) My SQL 
4) Android Studio 

B. Hartfware Requirements: 

I) Motor 

'.,'!i f)rr~""It)1/ ,~ I'/'('I','" f/on S)'stem 
;"!, (SRf):'I '(/~ ; ·!.I-SIIi: fJJI20J 9l3:!1) 

, . 

~ ;: SOOT 


17 .0' 


RF-500T ", -12560 
Fig. 2: DC Motor: r L· i HI.· ~' l.:l.1 s whicle engine(1\'lodel: RF

5001'11- I 2560) 
2) Arduino Cantro lle-r 

Fig. 3: Ardu illo ;'\::10 0 Micro-controller 
3) IR Sell sor 

Fig. 4: IR Sensor 
4) Mobile 
5) Webcam 

C. S COj1l': 

Project is designed wHh remote locking system based 
vehicle theft control systems, which provides the security 
from thefts. 

This project can be fitted in this transportation buses, 
truck , motorcycle to deIect the petrol theft. 

We can provide voice feedback system and buzzer. 

D. Application: 

Theft detection system can be used in Cars , public and 
private buses, even in bikcs and motorcycles. 
Reduce the time, manpower and operates without 
inte rference of humanoid. 
Easy to install and easy to use . 
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V. EXP EIWvlENTAL 11ESlII.TS 

A. Java GUf displays 10 (I.u uI'e fhat image 14 U,I"eI' is 
captured 

.."... - , . ...... 

uU I I ;: 1I ': 

Fig. 5: JA VA based GUI: Display message or capturing 
irnJge. 

B. Mobile android app that shows /iSI a/images o/inrrlldel:'i 
thaI are not 1I100ched with the database. 

., 

Fig. 6: Mobile app display : Log of images of non· registered 
users clieked in vehicles 

C Android app inle/jace Ihat opens specific: image of 
intruder in owner 's mobile and 1I'oi{Jar Oll'ner 's pel'l!1;SSiOH 

10 allow or reject the access 10 him/her. 

t , 1 

Fig. 7: Mobile app display: 6ispl-;y speci fic image to take 
decision that allow or deny access of vehic le 

1/ ,~)·.~ft!fII 

.111 9/32/) 

,:ONCI.l ISION 

Then ddcclillil systc ' lIsed 10 delc'lthc till' ] ' L:h icle by 
using cloud ~~ stem r will be li se and l- I "pp for 
controlling l il l: the! ~· h i dc. Security sy l S which 
avoids vehkk till protect the lISII:. rlln the 
unauthen ticated l1.' ) provides scelll t.! . ,d safe 
environment sys lem . ,mobile users alld ,li s I.:y points 
for lhe investigalors ~ .; ily find out the hij:l... ! S image. 
Then detectiol1 systc ' :e used in Cars, puhlil .I u.. 1private 
buses, even in bikes: tJtor cycles. 
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Algorithmic Analysis on Adaptive Dragonfly based 
Optimal Key Generation for Privacy Preservation in 

loT 
Ravindra S. Apare, Satish N. Clljar 

Abstract: Tile IlJtemet of T/zi"g.~ (loT) i.~ a network of 
Internet-enabled devices tllat can selJse, communicate, and reacl 
to changes ill /lleir ellvirmrmeut. It is commollly applied;1I 111011), 

(lppllcu/iollS, like building ""tomalioll, medical /realtltc(lre 
systems, trallsporlatirJnJ envimnlllclJI lII(}JrllorillgJ ami energy 
IIIauagcmeut. BiJliolls of tlJese computing devices are cOn/recfetl 
to the In/ernetto exchange data between themselves amllor their 
i"fras!l·uc/ure. HoweverJ tire privacy of tlata seem.f to be tlJe 
greatest issue thaI needs to be solved. This paper ill/ends to 
{Ievelop all improved data sanitizatiolJ aud restoratioll framework 
ill loT for higlrer-order privacy preservation. Tire pre.servatioll 
process is carried out usiug key tlrat is optimally selected. For the 
optimul seleclioll of key, a nelY Improved Dragonfly Algorithm 
(IDA) is illlrO/luced. Filtally, the algoritfrmic analysis is carried 
alit by varying parameters like ellemy distrac/iolt lVeigIJl(e)mrd 

food attraction weight (r) ofthe proposed algorithm. 

KeywordS: loT,· Privo(..y Preservation; Data Sonitization; 
Data Hiding; key Generation; IDA. 

I, INTRODUCTION 

Over the decades in the era of connected devices, an 
incredible revolution is marked by loT in every aspect of 
human life. Since human life is becoming more dependent 
on smart devices, the necessity of interconnection between 
the smart dcvices (JoT deviccs are generally defined as 
smart devices) are uprising and resulting in wider generation 
of data [9] [10] . The data being generated each day are in 
the unconditional and unstructured fonnat. In the universe of 
loT, every entity in tbe real world is virtual, which meaos 
every person and thing becomes addressable with a unique 
!P, locatable and at tbe saIDe time readable. loT is a network 
of the internet-enabled devices that has the potential of 
sensing} communicating and reacting to the dynamic 
changes in the environment [8] [11]. 

loT do not have a centralized agency to cope up with the 
issues curtailing in the network and hence essential steps are 
to be taken in authenticating the server. Since the smIDi 
devices have constrained memory and battery storage, they 
are to be served with lowcr cost, weightless and higher 
performance solutions in terms ofprivacy [6] [7]. On tbe 

other hand, in the loT environment, there is no prior 
knowledge about tbe otbers and so the detection of the 
intruder is a big challenge. Since loT has penetrated in eve~ 
nook of the human life from transport to health and 
entertainment to interact with government, the count of the 
sensitive data is increasing and at the same timc the count of 

. 	 ~HD 

attackers is also growing [16] [17]. Fwther, to avert the 
sensitive data from unauthorized access and to resist the 
equipmcIlt fi'om attacks, it i!i utmost vital for loT 
practitioners to design secure and privacy preserved loT 
systems with appropriate architectural approach [12] [13]. 

A huge count of researchers has been undergone in 
privacy preservation in loT. Among them, the 
Cryptographic techniques are the most dominant one as it 
has the ability to overcome the obstacles in sensitive data 
preservation. But, this technique has only a limited count of 
resources and inadequate security protocols. In addition to 
the encryption and awareness on privacy, one viable 
solution to secure the privacy of data is access control [14] 
[15]. It has the potential of taking fine-grained authorization 
decisions and giving the users an opportunity to manage 
their own data. Apart from these advantages, it isn't able to 
overeome the obstacles of protecting tbe privaey of 
confidential data [18] [19] [20]. Further, most of the 
researchers arrived in loT privacy hasn't focused well on 
privacy preservation, sucb that some degree of efforts needs 
to be introduced with the help ofthc optimization concepts. 

The major contribution of this research work is 
described below: 

• 	 Improved data sanitization and restoration 
framework is constructed in loT with the intention 
of achieving higher-order privacy preservation. 

• 	 The key selection plays a major role here and so 
with the optimally selected key, the data 
preservation process is carried out. 

• 	 As a novelty, for the optimal selection of key, a 
new IDA is introduced aod it is tbe improved 
version of the existing DA. 

• 	 Finally, the algorithmic analysis is carried out by 
varying parameters like enemy distraction 
weight (e land food attraction weight (r) of 
proposed IDA. 

The leftover section of this paper is organized as: 
Section II portrays about the literature works undergone in 
privaey preservation in loT. Then, proposed data privacy 
preservation: architecture and objective fimction is 
described in Section Ill. The proposed improved dragonfly 
for optimal key gcneration is portrayed in Section IV and 
Section V tells about the data hiding and data restoration: 
architectural description. The results acquired from the 
analysis are discusse tion VI. Section V concludes 
the paper. ., v..ashib~. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. 	Related works 

In 2019, Guall el al. have developed APPA: a device'
oriented Anonymous Privacy-Preserving scheme with 
Authentication in fog-enhanced loT systems with the 
intention of performing data aggregation applications [I]. 
The authors had introduced the proposed model to support 
SD as well as FN local management (multi-authority), They 
have recognized Ihe anonymity of SDs by means of 
deploying pseudonym certificates. Further, with the aid of 
the security analysis as well as evaluation in performance, 
the authors have demonstrated both the efficiency as well as 
the security of APPA scheme, 

In 2019, Sharma et ai, bave designed a novel solution 
with edge-crowd integration in the form of fission 
computing for trust preservation and also to preserve the 
rules in Social-Internet of Things (S-loT) [2]. In the 
proposed model, the authors had maintained the trust of S
loT by means of modeling the entropy and had deploycd the 
crowd sources as mini-edge servers. Further, with tbe aid of 
numcrical simulations, they have evaluated the privacy of S':' 
loT by cooperative trust relaying (CTR) and privacy
preserving solution. 

In 2019, Anatoly et ai, have proposed CHPC (Cultural 
Heritage Preservation and Conservation) approach for smart 
museum systems on the basis of loT, Artificial Intelligence 
(AI) and Semantic Web technologies [3], This approach was 
developed with the intention of controlling as well as 
regulating the parameters automatically jn the exhibition 
halls, The proposed model has four layers, namely data 
collecting layer, light-weight analysis and estimation layer, 
data management and processing layer and regulating layer. 
In addition, the authors have introduced the Device 
Identification service that aid in identifying the devices and 
when a new device gets connected micro·service ensures the 
privacy of the existing devices by providing a notification. 
In case of an authorized device, the authentication process is 
neglected and the proposed model thus was appropriate to 
privacy preservation. 

In 2018, Wang et at. have developed a privacy
preserving raw data collection scheme (PPRD-CS) for loT 
with the intention of sccuring the privacy of tbe data [4] , 
Here, the authors have collected the participants data and 
have obfuseated the collected data over the data of the other 
participants in the group with the intention of masking the 
privacy of the individual. The authors haven't gained the 
help of tbe trusted authority (TA) and evcn bave made the 
system adequate for real- world application. 

In 2018, Gbeisari et at. have developed an 10T·based 
smart city witb Softwarc Defined Networking paradigm [5], 
Their aim was based on leveraging the benefits of Software 
Defined Networking as well as the SDN paradigm's 
flexibility. The authors haven't defined any behaviomrules 
in 10T-SDNl'P in prior and have preserved thc loT-based 
smart city from privacy breaching and loss of data. Finally, . 
they have cvaluated the superiority of tbe proposed model i;l 
terms of communication cost. ~ 

Ii 	0 Technology
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III. PROPOSED DATA PRIVACY PRESERVATION: 
ARCHITECTURE AND OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 

A. 	Objective Function 

Tbe foremost objective of this research work is to 
enhance the privacy of the sensitive data in loT bi' means of 
generating an optimal key, The objective model lObj) of the 

current research work is expressed mathematically as per 
Eq. (I), 

Obj =Mit~J) 	 (I) 

Where J is expressed in Eq. (2), in which the original 
data R. sanitized data S and the data to be preserved 
(sensitive data) H are included. The count of data is 
symbolized as N ' 

J=Mi{t _[tRi!H]] (2) 

,,,' ,e] 

B. 	Adopted Architecture 

The step by step procedures for the proposed PPDM 
model in JoT are as follows: 

~ Initially the proposed data preservation modcl 
includes two processes: (i) Data Hiding and (ii) 
Data Restoration. 

~ Tbe data hiding process takes place initially in the 
sender side and for this sanitization process, a key 
is required. 

~ The generated key has to be transfonned to its 
binary value with a length equivalent to the length 
of data, 

~ Then, the enerypted sensitive data passes to the 
receiver side over a defined transmission line. 

» The authorized person in the reeeiver cnd can get 
the original data by deploying the inverse key. 

» Moreover, the key that used for data sanitization 
sbould be optimal, thereby enhances tbe correlation 
between the original data and the restored data. 

The schematic diagram of the proposed PPDM model in 
loT is illustrated in Fig.1. 
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IV. PROPOSED IMPROVED DRAGONFLY FOR cohesion, food source and enemy source of l" individual. In 
OPTIMAL KEY GENERATION addition, the weight of separation, weight of alignment, 

weight of cohesion, food factor, enemy factor and weight of 

E. = Enemy + X 	 I lnlorroaXg)' Teolllil';~~lIthe velOCIty IS accompitshed uSing Eq. 
, 	 Department 0 college 01 ~\\'!f8 Eq. (7), 


"",ol\lh" N.'~'; ~ 4~\ 04\

The position vector (X) and Slm .•'''P .v~~O~el{lr,-\1ua:;e· 

taken into consideration to update the po'tM&R ofdragonflies 
in the exploration phase. Eq. (9) depicts the mathematical 
formula for the movement of dragonflies. Thc 
term p; •~ , Gj , ~ and E; denotes the separation, alignment, 

Published By: 

Retrieval Number: D647704942012010f::BELESP 
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A. 	 Solution Encoding 

The optimal key generation is the major idea behind this 
work. For the optimal selection, a new IDA is introduced 
that sclects the optimal or best key among the random keys 
given as the solution (illustrated in Fig 2). More 
particularly. IDA intakes the count of keys ranging from I to 
D,. Herc, the minimum boundary limit is I and the 
maximum boundary limit is 2'1-1. The length of the solution 
is expressed mathcmatically as per Eq. (3). 

C
Length of chromosome = 	-L x C2 (3)

40 
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Fig. 2.Solution Encoding 

B. 	 Improved Dragonfly 

Standard DA: The traditional DA is based on the 
swarming behavior (Static swarm and dynamic swarm) of 
dragonflies [21]. Here, in the exploration as well as the 
exploitation phase, a crucial role is played by the 
randomization process. The major advantage of DA is its 
capability to neglect out the local optima and get global 
optimal solution for solving both the constrained or 
unconstraint optimization problems. The separation (~). 
alignment (A;) , eohesion (GJ phenomena of DA is 
mathematically defined in Eq. (4), Eq. (5) and Eq. (6), 
respectively. Here, the term 	 X denotes the position of the 

current search agent and Xj reveals the /11 position of 

neighboring search agent. The count of the neighboring 
individuals is symbolized as N and the velocity of the 
neighbouring individual in Eq. (5) is represented using the 
tcrmQr 

N 

P,;-I,X-Xj 
J=:. I 

A; = I,~=, Qj 

"N 
N 

L..j=1 X j XG; 
N 

The attraction of the search agents towards the food and 
the distraction of the search agent away from the enemy are 
expressed as per Eq. (7) and Eq. (8), respectively. Here, the 
notation food and Enemy represents the position of the food 

source and the position of the enemy, respectively. 
'CI~ 

F, = food ~ X 	 Hb'tl (7) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

I''' individual are depicted using the term p, a, g, /, 

e and w, respectively. The position vector of dragonflies is 
denoted mathcmatically as per Eq. (10). 

LlX", =(pp, +aA; +gG;+ iF,+eE;)+ wLlX, (9) 

When there is no neighboring solution, the dragonflies 
make a random walk (Levy flight). This random walk is 
introduced to enhance the randomness, exploration and 
stochastic behavior. Thc position update of the dragonflies 
using a random walk is mathematically shown in Eq. (II). 

X I...I = X, +Lery{z)x XI (II) 

The mathematical formula for Levy flight (Levy) is 

expressed in Eq. (12). Herc, r, and 'i are the two arbitrary 

numbcrs that reside in thc range [0,1]. In addition, jJ is a 

eonstant and 0 can be mathematically expressed as per Eq. 

(13), in whichr(x)=(x-I). 

' xISLevy()X =O.Olx-'-, 

hili 

r(\ + jJ) x sin(~) 

( f3-I ) 
r(l+jJ)xjJ X 22" 

2 

Improved DA: Besides the advantages of DA, the 
model suffers from the drawback of lower convergence rate. 
Thus, to override these drawbacks, the improved DA is 
introduced in this research work. 

Assumption: Let the best dragonfly be X /k" and the 

worst dragonfly is denoted as X Worst. 

Controversy to traditional: In the traditional DA, the 
value of p , a , g , f, e and ware once updated, the 

computation of the values of P, A and G takes place using 
Eq. (4)- Eq. (6), respectively. In the proposed model, in 
addition to the food position, the fitness position is taken into 
consideration and it is compared with the tlueshold 
fitness (Fit,;') as per Eq. (14). 

Fil", ; food jitness+(jood jitness*0.2) (14) 

Hence the attraction of X B~, towards the food will be 

minimum and the distraetion of X ..., from enemy will be 

maximum. In addition, the updating of the neighboring 
radius (rad) takes place. In case of the :xistence of a 

(12) 

f3 

(13) 
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The distance from X ~,''' position to food position is 

depicted using the term DisjiH.J and the Distance from X &1'1 

fitness to tood fitness is depicted using the term FitfrlO<! . 

Similarly, the Distance from X / , position to enemy 

position be depicted using the term DiS..",.,.,). and Distance 

from X / , fitness to enemy fitness be symbolized as 

Fito "",,.' The pseudo-code of the proposed IDA approach is 

depicted in Algorithm I . The flowchart of the proposed IDA 
approach is depicted in Fig.3. 

All!:orithm t: ProtlPsed Improved DA 

InitilllizatiOD: Population of Xi (i == 1,2,...n) and slep 

veclorsM",(i = 1,2,,,Jl) 
Condition I: in case ofend condition being unsatisfied 


Compute: objective value of entire drogonnies 

Update: Source ofenemy and food 


Updatc:lhevaluesofp,a.g,j. eand 


Evaluate: P , A > G using Eq. (4·6) 


Condition 2: If Disfood < rad and FiIJ(JfH.1 ~Fil'h 


Evaluate Fusing Eq. (7) 

Else 


F =zcros (x,1 ) 


Condition 3: If Dis{,1!tmy < rad and Fi/ •my ;;:::: FilllI
tllt

Compote: E using Eq. (8) 

Else 


E =zeros (x,I ) 

Update: the radius of the neighbor 

Condition 4: ira dragouOy involves one neighbor dragonfly, 


Update : Velocity of dragonflies are updated using Eq .(9) and 
position using Eq. (10) 

else 
Update: using Eq. (II) update the position vector 

end if 
Verify and approve Ihe novel positions depending on variable boundaries 

end while 

v •• 

Vo 
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Thc algorithm steps are described below: 

Step I: Initialize the population of X,(;=J,2, ..n) and step 


vectors M,(i = 1,2,.. J'). 
Step 2: Compute the objective values of entire dragonflies 

Step 3: Update the source ofenemy and food. 

Step 4: Update the values ofp, a, g, J ,e and evaluate 


P, A ,Gusing Eq. (4-6). 

Step 5: If Disfood <radand Fill""" ~FiI,Io' cvaluate 


Fusing Eq. (7), else F =zeros (x,I). 


Step 6: If Disenl.'mY < rad and Fit",um)' ~ Fil,,,, 


compute E using Eq. (8), else E =zeros ( x,1 ). 

Step 7: Update the radius of the neighbour. 

Step 8: If a dragonfly involves one neighbor dragonfly, then 

update the velocity of dragonflies using Eq. (9) and position 

using Eq. (10), else update the position veetor using Eq. 
(II). 
Step 9: VerifY and approve the novel positions depending on 
variable boundaries. 

V. 	 DATAHIDINGANDDATARESTORATION: 

ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION 


A. 	Data Hiding 

With the generated optimal key, the sensitive data that 
need to be transmitted from the sender over loT network 
need to be hidden. Before the hiding of the sensitive data, 
the chosen optimal key is converted into a binary value. 

The specific process that is deployed for the formulation 
of the binary data is given in the subsequent section: 

~ The size of data is C, x C, ' where the range of 
data is 200x4. Here, the records be symbolized 
as C, and the fields be denoted as C, . 

~ The optimal size of the key is assumed as 20x I, 
which is multiplied with the original data to 
generate the hidden or sanitized data. 

~ Then, the key that is subjeeted to further 
processing is converted into its corresponding 
binary form. For accomplishing the equivalent 
binary form, the optimal key of size 20x 1 is 
converted into five subsets with 4 elements in 
each. Each of the elements in the 5 subsets is is 
transformed into 40 binary bits. Therefore, each 
subset achieves (40 x4) data and as a whole, 
there is five (40X4) data. These five (40x4) data 
is said to be the generated binary data. 

~ Further, to acquire the cumulative binary data 
of size (200x4), the concatenation of five 
(40x4) data takes place. 

~ FinaUy, the sensitive data is generated by means 
of mUltiplying the original sensitive data with 
the product of the binary data. 

B. 	Data Restoration 

The two major components of the generated optimal key 
are index and sensitive data. A vector corresponding to the 
sanitized data having the length alike length of the 
sanitized data is generated in process 
and it is then multiplied with .' .. 
the restored data or the of 
summing the sanitized data 
the multiplied data. 

T
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Table. II. Convergence analysis for IDA in terms of food attraction weight V) on (a) Testease I (b) Testease 2 (c) 


Testease 3 

Test case I 

wei~hts 0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 
e=O.O 1.4988 0.4153 0.4153 0.4153 0.4153 0.4153 

e=0.0245 1.4875 0.4352 0.4231 0.2981 0.2981 0.2981 
e=0.049 1.4836 0.4251 0.4253 0.4253 0.4253 0.4253 
e-0.0735 1.4945 0.4469 0.4469 0.4321 0.4295 0.4168 
e=0.098 1.4658 0.4256 . 0.4256 0.4256 0.4256 0.4256 

Test case 2 
wcights 0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 
e=O.O 1.4845 0.6546 0.6546 0.6546 0.6546 0.6546 

e-0.0245 1.4866 0.4023 0.4023 0.3589 0.3589 0.3589 
e=0.049 1.4924 0.4251 0.4251 0.3654 0.3654 0.3654 
e=0.0735 1.4963 0.4523 0.4523 0.3654 0.3654 0.3654 
e-0.098 1.4997 0.4564 0.4564 0.312 0.298 0.3254 

Test case 3 
weights 0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 
e-O.O 1.4899 0.2863 0.2863 0.2863 0.2863 0.2863 

e-0.0245 1.4887 0.3125 0.3125 0.3125 0.3125 0.3125 
e=0.049 1.4955 0.4035 0.4 126 0.3742 0.3638 0.3672 
e-0.0735 1.4952 0.3696 0.4245 0.4321 0.3742 0.2892 
e=0.098 1.4966 0.4426 0.4426 0.3786 0.3786 0.3786 

C. Key sensitivity Analysis 
...

The key sensltmty evaluatIOn of the proposed IDA 
approach for food attraction weight(r) in terms of 10%, 

Table III exhibits the key sensitivity analysis of the 30%, 40% and 70% of variation corresponding to 3 Test 
enemy distraction weight (e) for the proposed IDA model fot cases is exhibited in Table IV. Here, the lowest value of 
10%, 30%. 40% and 70% of variation. This evaluation is f in IDA is observed under Test case 3 at 70% as 0.75186 
conducted for 3 Test cases, viz. Test casel, Test case2 and in f =0.098, which is 6.19%, 5.13%, 6.83% and 4.75% Test case 3, respectively. In the case of Test case I at 40% 

bettcr than the pcrformance of the proposed IDA, when ofvariationJ the proposed IDA achieves the maximum value 

at e = 0.0 and the corresponding value is 0.77424 and it is f = 0.0, f = 0.024 , f = 0.049 and f = 0.0735, 


1.87%. 0.04%, 1.82% and 2.6% better than e = 0.098, respectively. 

e = 0.0735 , e = 0.049 and e = 0.0245 , respectively. 


TABLE m KEY SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED IDA IN TERMS OF ENEMY DISTRACTION 
TEST CASE 1, TEST CASE 2 AND TEST CASE 3 WEIGHT 
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Mon.:ovcr, in the case of the generated optimal key' 
being more l1ccuratc, the recovering of the original data 
takes plnec morc efficiently. 

Apart Irom this, in case of the kcy produced being 
inaccurate, then there is no chance for the accurate 
restoration of the original dat.. Moreover, to reveal the 
signiticance of the projected IDA in optimal key generation, 
the correlation coefficient is computed for both the 
recovered and original data. 

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Simulation procedure 

The proposed data privacy model in loT was 
implemented in MATLAB and the results acquired are 

observed algorithmically. The proposed model was 
evaluated using the physical activity data monitoring and 
here the size of each data is [600 x4] , i.e. 600 records and 4 
fields. From the original data, the synthetic data is 
formulated and it is varied along 10%, 20%, and 30% 
respectively. Subsequently, from this variation, three test 

cases, viz. Test ellsel, Test case 2 and Test case 3 arc 
generated. The arbitrary data are generated for each of the 
variat ions. That is , in the case of 10% variation, the random 
data is generated within the range (- 10 to + I 0) by means of 
either adding or sublTacting the values. Similar to this for 
20% and 30% variation, the random data is generated within 
the range of (-20 to +20) and (-30 to +30), respectively. 

B. Convergence analysis in terms of Enemy Distraction 
Weight (e) and Food Attraction Weight(j) 

Enemy Distraction Weight: The convergence analysis 
of the proposed model under varied enemy distraction 
weight (e) is shown in Table I by varying the count of 

iterations from a to 100. Here, ill case of Test Case 1 in 
Table i, at 100'" iteration, the highest cost function is 
achieved when e=0.098and it is 50%, 5%, 12.5%, and 
37.5% better than the convergence obtained in proposed
model when e=O.O, e=0.0245, e=0.049and e=0.0735 , 
respectively. Similar to this in Fig. 4(b), for Test case 2, the 
highest cost function is achieved when e =0.049 and it is 
80%, 8%, 10% and 40% superior to the performance 
whene=0.0245,e=0.0735, e=0.098and e=O.O, 
respectively at lOOth iteration. 

Table. I. Convergence analysis of Proposed work for different enemy distraction weight (e) on (a) Testcase I (b) 


Testcase II (c) Testcase III 

Test case I 

weights 0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 
e=O.O 1.4825 0.2775 0.3547 0.2263 0.2155 0.2453 

e=0.0245 1.4646 0.4359 0.4246 0.3451 0.3822 0.3891 
e-0.049 1.4513 0.3998 0.4125 0.3725 0.3598 0.3255 
e=0.0735 1.4278 0.3596 0.2454 0.2358 0.3854 0.2369 
e=0.098 1.4043 0.3973 0.3922 0.3972 0.3712 0.4215 

Test case 2 
weights 0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 
e=O.O 1.4878 0.4235 0.4125 0.3841 0.3732 0.3751 

e-0.0245 1.4791 0.4836 0.4769 0.3456 0.3145 0.3124 
e =0.049 1.4887 0.5867 - 0.4691 0.4256 0.4264 0.42258 
e-0.0735 1.4799 0.3764 0.4854 0.4325 0.4351 0.4458 
e=0.098 1.498 1 0.4694 0.4596 0.4478 0.4654 0.4521 

Test case 3 
weigbts 0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 
e- O.O 1.4581 0.3541 0.4325 0.398i 0.3732 0.3754 

e-0.0245 1.42345 0.4123 0.4695 0.3254 0.3846 0.3751 
e=0.049 1.4852 0.4846 0.5129 0.3169 0.3654 0.3694 
e=0.0735 1.4692 0.4676 0.3847 0.3875 0.4213 0.4216 
e- 0.098 1.43494 0.3659 0.4521 0.4426 0.3954 0.3951 

Food Attraction Weight. The convergence analYSIS of 
the proposed model under varied food attraction 
weight (j) is computed by varying the count of iterations 
from 0 to 100 as per Table II. In order to achieve the 
objective of privacy preservation, the attraction towards the 
food source needs to be lower. Here, for Test case I in Table 
n, the lowest cost function is achieved when f = 0.024 at 
100~ iteration and it is 33.3%, 25%, 14.2%, and 10.8% 

Relde-.'al Number: D64770494]OI]O}~BEJESP 

better than the performance of the proposed IDA, when 
f = 0.049, f = 0.0, f = 0.0735 and f = 0.098, 
respectively. This section clearly exhibited the cost function 
evaluation of enemy dislTaction weight (e) and food 

attraction weight (j). 
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finally, the algorithmic analysis was carricd out by 
varying parameters like enemy di~traction wcight(e) and 

food attraction weight (r) of proposed algorithm. In casc of 
Test Case I at 100tb iteratioll, the highest coSt function is 
achieved when e=O.098and it is 50%, 5%, 12.5% and 
37.5% better than the convergence obtained when e= 0.0., 
e = 0.0245, e =0.049 and e= 0.0735, respectively. For 
Test case 2, the highest cost function is achieved when 
e=0.049and it is 80%, 8%, 10% and 40% superior to the 
performance 

whene=0.0245,e=0.0735, e=0.098and e= 0.0 ,respe 
ctively at 100lh itcration. Thus the enhancement of thc 
proposed algorithm was confirmed by various research 
analyses in preserving data in loT. 
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Test case I 
10% 30% 40% 70% 

[=0.0 0.9802 0.88654 0.74263 0.73056 
[=0.0245 0.98245 0.8869 0.75507 0.68995 
[=0.049 0.98366 0.89449 0.76325 0.73405 

[ -0.0735 0.98197 0.88638 0.75201 0.72519 
[ - 0.098 0.98194 0.88426 0.74307 0.70121 

Test case 2 -10% 30% 40% 70% 
[=0.0 0.94223 0.77581 0.77716 0.71182 

[=0.0245 0.94851 0.78113 0.78012 0.72826 
[ = 0.049 0.94017 0.76777 0.75042 0.71092 
[=0.0735 0.94293 0.78369 0.76718 0.73442 
[=0.098 0.94636 0.78731 0.76597 0.72226 

Test case 3 
10% 30% 40% 70% 

[=0.0 0.94038 0.86051 0.74272 0.8015 
[=0.0245 0.94162 0.83764 0.73636 0.79258 
[=0.049 0.94561 0.84672 0.73231 0.80699 
[=0.0735 0.94361 0.85295 0.71204 0.78941 
[ -0.098 0.93899 0.83908 0.69167 0.75186 
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e=0.098 I 0.97417 I 0.8541 I 0.68946 I 0.77429 
TABLE IV KEY SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED IDA IN TERMS OF FOOD ATTRACTION 

WEIGHT (j) FOR TEST CASE 1, TEST CASE 2 AND TEST CASE 3 

. . 
Test cases and IS tabulated. Table V exhibIts the KPA 

D. Attack Analysis: KPA and CPA analysis for Test case 1, test case 2 and Test case 3, 
This section portrays about tbe attacks like KPA and respectively in terms of varying enemy distraction 

CPA. The analysis on KPA is accomplished by correlating weight(e) form e = 0.098, e = 0.0, e = 0.049, e = 0.0735 
original data with all original data and sanitized data with all d 0 0245 t' I d C d ttr t' 'gl tV')an e =. • respec rve y an .00 a ac IOn weI Isanitized data. In addition, the CPA analysis is undergone by 
correlating each sanitized data with its corresponding from [= 0.049, [= 0.0, [= 0.0735 and [= 0.098 and 
restored daw . The attack analysis (both KPA and CPA) of [=0.024, respectively. For a typical privacy model, the 
the proposed IDA model is evaluated algorithmically for 3 KPA and CPA need to be lower. 

TABLE V KPA AND CPA ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED IDA FOR ENEMY DISTRACTION WEIGHT (e) AND 

ENEMY DISTRACTION WEIGHT (e) 

VU. CONCLUSION 	 optimally selected key. 
selected by introducing

The current research work on loT privacy preservation version ofDA. 
has an ave ata sanitization and restoration framework 
with the ' . ~ntion of achieving higber-order privacy 
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2. Sensor ludicatiull 

When the us.:r do Ihe :'l h.;\.·~ss rLJtly logi n in lhal case he can access dma and area orlha[ particular bin T\\ o LEOS ;11"1: 

put on dust bin tlu:sc afC red l.lIld green. BOlh <lre used for differenr purpose. Irlhe weight in bin cro~se5 paniculCir k·'1.:1 
at thm time red LED lilt s lip and iflhc bin is t:mpty means there is no load in the bin in that condition green LED t :; in 
ON condition. All the I1h.'ssagcs are shown on the LCD display. 

3.GSM 

The GSf'.'1 modu le LJs .... d to show the exact location of lhat bins means is it empty or full alongside e;-.;ac~ locat ion Iha: 
particular bin i.c.. Il.lIillidc. longitude, weight of that bin that message is send to the adlllil ~ i s t ral io!l \\'here aClual 
database contains. After Ihm using GSM module message is selld 10 driver ofIimt truck w hich gives the cxnc! locati on 
of that bin find dfccli\'c route is also given to him by link. 

4, \Veb Server 

Web Server is lIsed (0 show the e;-.;act data that included in the database means ?oil informc:uion like latitude alld 

longitude. After that data is send 10 parLiclllar web server. 

S. Food \Vaste Disposal System 

Food Waste dispos<1l lllac iline (FWDM) is a machine to reuse with the end goal of re-utili zing \...aSle food to fill in 
as tnanure by pounding Ihe food waste in the fundamental comparunent and the food waste thar has been fin ished will 
be dry under the daylighllo make compost plants. Just by completing two stages, fill in and take it. At the point when 
the substance of the bin is filled , at that point the status of the bin will be refreshed in the application which will be 
no ticeable to the client. In the evem that the client needs to see the area of the container. 

Table I. Infonnation of all bins on server. 

l ID Volume Latituce longitude !Qt. ! Tim.: 

1 Volume fi lled 1253.2913 0)7;1213 15/05/2018 7:34:12 

1 Volume Empty 1259.3012 077l2.41l 15/05/2018 10.20.5, 

3 Volume Empty 1261.4213 07734163 151OS!2018 i2.27.()l 
., 
'I Volume filled 126i.1145 077J9.421 15/05/2018 20.21.43 i 

The user opens the application. If he is already registered in that case first of all he \vill ask for the user name and 
password which is g iven to all the user. After the login of password it goes to en list page which contains {he a ll 
info rmation . In the regis tration page the client needs to give required informatio n tha t he aClua lly needed after that click 
on submit bulton. 
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Fig.3 Exact locmion of Bin. 


A web server gi\"cS Ihe 1111 (he inti.lrlllatil1 ll about the bin in lhat particulcn area. Sometimes it gives location and all 

inform(ltion abollt the bin. 

-

Box 1 

) dClJ[ 

Box 2 

BOX4 • 

BOX 5 

Fig.4 \f./aste box dash board. 

, "-lu:!t bin is full in that case application gets refreshed and gives the information to [he clients as weB as truck 
dn vt or r ~spo llsible 3LHhority. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

This will help the waste managers to efficiently route and schedule Ihe movement of collection machinery. The 

overflowing of waste bins will also be avoided. It is responsibl e for measuring the waste level, in waste bins and alter 

send this data to server for storage and proeess ing. 
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Abs/rac/-I\lzhcimcr Disease is one of the kading neuro-degenerative diseases. It is th e most e:-.:pe nsive disease in the modl:nl 
society which is characterized by cognitivl.!, intcllectu<ll as well as behavioral dislllrbanec. Due to this, the early diagnosis orthe 
disease is I.!sscntiul. Electroencephalography can be USl.!d as standardized tools for diagnosis of Alzheimcr Disease. This paper 
discusses the important aspects of Ekctroencephalography & spectral & wavelet based features for early diagnosis or 
Alzheimer'S discase. This paper discusses the use of the different spectral based features such as Relative EEG power in 
various bands ofEEG signal. In this study, it is observed that the EEG of the Alzheimer patients slows dow11 & the EEG of the 
AD infected pmicllls is less complex as that compared to the Controlled patients. In present research work, classi fication 
accuracy of 96% is achieved by use of K nearest Neighbor classifier by combination of Spectral & Wavelet based features. 
EEG can be therefore used as the tool for the eady & automated diagnosis of Alzheimer disease. 

Keywords- Alzheimer Disease, Dementia, EEG, Spectral features, Wavelet features. K nearesst neighbor classifier 

I. IXTRODtiCT ION 

Alzheimer disease is one of the Neuro-degencrativc diseases 
whic h are found to be complex in the present scenario. It is 
the common form of dementia <lnd by the limt: it allects lhc 
brains cells [I , 2]. Alzheimcr Disease is a chron ic NCllro
degenerative disorder that has ranked as third mosl expensive 
disease and s ixth leading cause of death in United States. It is 
neurodegenerative disorder characterized by l<Jpid impairment 
of memOl)' and some other cognitive functions, which are 
mainly associatcd with the behavioural disturbanccs and 
finally leads to total dependency [3]. An impol1allt research is 
to identifY the neuroanatomical basis of cognit ive impainnent 
in Alz.hcimer disease (AD). The need of rcsearch is to 
understand the changes taking place related to the cognitive 
impaimlent and the progression of AD in the brain structure 
{4]-[7J. There exist different techniques for diagnosis of 
Alzheimer Disease & other neurodegenerative diseases such 
as Epilepsy, Brain Stroke, and Parkinson's Disease etc. 
DifTerent neuroimaging methods such as MRI (Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging), SPECT (Single Photon Emission 
Computerized Tomography), and PET (Positron Emission 
Tomography) are used today lor diagnosis or neural diseases. 
Imaging has a key role in medical diagnosis, education and 
non-invasive therapeutics. The new scientific and 
technological advances boost the complex issues of d iscases 
such as Alzheimer, Epilepsy and many more. Computer 
Aided Diagnosis (CAD is a e. eral tool used for a variety of 
applications sud 

; 
Rea 

nose the disease in medical 

D 2019, UCSE P; 

applications. CAD helps the physicians, researchers in 
diagnosing the disease in less [ime by identi fying th~ patterns, 
making fewer elTons. Non-neuroimaging methods such as 
EEG. Biomarkers are also used today for AD diagnosis. 
Electroencephalography (EEG) is one of the tools \\;hich can 
be used for early diagnosis of Alz.hei mer disease. The 
Electroencephalogram (EEG) basically reflects the electrical 
activity of large num ber of conical neurons which is mainly 
associated with the neural infOlmmion processing of brain 
regions [8]. In present scenario, there is no significance of 
objective method based diagnosis of Alzheimer Disease but 
the lISC of EEG as a diagnostic tool continues to be 
challenging part in current studies. Focusing on previous 
studies obtained in literature, none orlhe existing systems are 
not clinically or analytically validated. Due to such rcasons, 
the systems require significant improvements. 

In prcscnt study, our <lim was to invesligate and observe 
lhe efTects of difTerent wave let & spectral based features on 
EEG signals of both Alzheimer Disease & Normal patients. In 
literature, it is observed that Spectral Based features such as 
EEG Relative Power, Magnitude Square Coherence, Phase 
Synchrony & EEG amplitude modulation Energy are widely 
used which plays a s ignificant role in AD diagnosis giving 
accuracy of about more than 80%. In our proposed research 
work, our goal was to improve the diagnostic accuracy for 
classification between two groups. In further pan of the paper 
we discuss the role of the different non - linear features used 
for early diagnosis of Alzheimer disease. 
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intemutiomtlJolirnal OrCOillputcr S~:jenl:es illld i ·lIginl.:~ ring 

II. "VU:TIIOUS 

FE(i is ont: o r t h~ "..:li-!.;llO\\!l Illoda lil }" Ii II' 1ll1.: i1!'illring lhl.' 
I?!t:,.: lril:a l ill,; li\' iIY gC Ill,;r,Lll:d by neu rons or Ihe l:llrle'\ in brain 
I'l:gion s" The 1":1:(; sigmds (BilJckl:lric signals) an: r~e() rded 

,on in vi.ls ivl,; l) through a set or dectroues placed on tilt.: scalp 
u f human bruin ae l:ordillg to intcllliltiona l 10 -20 sys lems. 
EEG is now not only Irca lcu as key diagnosti c tool I()r 
neurologists but it is Illor..: w idely lI sed in Bruin Computer 
Intcrfact.: (Bel ) applic;l.l ions. Tht.: use of EEG in Ihe curly 
dillgnos is of Alzheimer uiseasc is supported by typ ical 
abnonnali tics observed in the lite rature [8Il9] 11 01: 

Il) Slowing: The slowing eilcct in EEG signnls of AI7.heimcr 
pmients is associated wi th the increase of rc lmiv!.! power 
of the low li"cquency bands (Delta, 0.5-4 l iz, & Theta, 4
8 liz), along with reductions in power in high frl.'quency 
bonds (Alphn_ 8- 12 Hz & Bela, 12-30 Hz). 

b) Reduced Complexity: Reduced Complexity is I11casurl!d 
by use of different non-linear fea tures such as 
InfOimmion Theory & other signal processing measures. 
The non-linear measure shows the increase in regularity 
in EEG signals o f Alzheimer patients. 

c) Loss of Synchrony measures: Synchrony measures 
obtained from EEG signals may be sign ificant ly affected 
by brain events other than changes of synchrony. and by 
choices (like the reference electrodes) that neccssar)' 
have to be made during the analys is. Sewral of the 
Synchrony measures can be applied such as the Pearson 
Correlation Coefficient, Magnitude and Phase 
Cohcr\!l1cc, Grnngcr Causality, Phase Synchrony etc. 
Some typical measw"es includes Coherence, Granger 
Measures, state space based synchrony measures, Phllse 
Synchrony (PS) and stochastic event synchrony 
measures. All thcse measures seek to quan ti fy the 
re lationsh ips Oel,,"een two or more signals. 

The diagnos is of Alzheimer disease us ing EEG signals is 
foll owed by suitable methodology. Initially. EEG signal from 
patient is acq ui red through the EEG electrode. l3asica lly, 10
20 e lec trode placement system is used for acqu iring of EEG 
signal. Nowadays, a special electrode cap is ava ilable in 
markel, which is normally used for e lectrode placement On 
pmients head. The Clcqui red signal is pre-processed [0 obtain 
the noise free signa l. This is done in order to remove certa in 
artefacts available in signal. DiITerent pre-processing 
techniques Ilre used for signal processing such as Independelll 
component ana lysis (lCA), Wavelet denoising, Blind source 
separation (BSS) etc. By using suitable feature e:>: tr3ction 
methods, various algorithms are used for different iat ing the 
signal. The features ex tracted are given as the input lor 
classification. VllriouS classifiers are available in domain of 
pahem recognition & machine lea rning. Linear Discriminant 
Analysis, Suppon vector mllchine aI'\! some of the classifiers 
that can be used fo r diagnosis [8]. The fi g. I shows the 

«;: 20 19. I.ICSE A ll RighL> Reserved . 0> 
Dept. of EI-ett'onks & 
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methodology ll:-;~d for ":,lrl~ diagnosis 1)1' AD using /":E(i 
sigl1<1 b. In thi s \\<1)'. IT.(; ..:an b~ lIs~d as a 11101 lill'di;'lgrmsis 
or A I /.h~i111CI' diseas..:. ,\Iong \\"ilh this. til..: U Xi signals PI" 
ll.:lllporal. I:roillai. Cl.:llIml & l)iWIeIZII lob~s oj' bot h normal &. 
Alzhcilllt::1' di s..:asc pallen ts \\er~ w !.;l: n into till: ..:onsid..:ratiol1 
liw ~tudy. 

C1mi::c''''"'' •. '?",Clm" I 
~::;.:~ ! ~;~i):I A!6timc: 

lrlfJ::t ~:,:It~ ~I I ,--_r_I.It::_.'_~_ ,--_"'_;i(_::::_'--,:

Fig. t Block Diagram of the Propos ...'<l SYSlcm 

III. DATA COLLECrIO;.l & Sl H.l.n :c.TS INvOL,vF.O 

Relcvant Datil used in the study was obtained fi'o m Smt. 
Kashibai Nava le Gencral Hospita l & Rcsl!nrcll Centre , Punc 
(India) & Jagtap C linic & Research Centre, Pune consisting 
of both Alzheimer patients, Demenlia & contro l patients. 
Paticnts were se lected (i'om consecutive , community residing 
elderl y persons 60-80 years of age with the repon or 
cogniti ,'c decline as well as behavioural func tioning. The 
diagnosis of the patients was made by experienced 
neurosurgeons , neurologists based on Mini Melllal Slate 
£wminalion (!\-IMSE) and Clinical Dememia Raling (CDR). 
Resting awake multi channel EEG recordings (24 channel 
electrode) werc obtained from 100 pmticipams separnled into 
2 groups. The first group was consisted of 50 subjects: 30 
males & 20 females (mean age: 60 YCllrs) giv ing indicati on 
of functi onal cognitivc & behavioural decline. The second 
group consists of 50 participants or normal subjects 
consisting of 35 males & 15 fe males (mean age: 60.5 years), 
giv ing no indicalion of func tional cognitive decl ine. In 
addition to [he AD cohorts. nn additional criterion was the 
presence of fu nct ional , behavioural & cogniti"!.! decline over 
the previous 6 months. Patients belonging to the abnormal 
group were a lso checked for dilTcrcnt diseases such as 
diabetes, kidney disease. thyroid disense lung & li ver disease 
or vi tamin B 12 defici enc)" a<; these can a lso cuuse cognit ive 
d~cJine" The EEG recordings Ilnd the study was approved 
from Ethica l commihee of Lhe hospitlll & the panic ipants. 

EEGs were recorded from RMS (Recorders & Medicare 
systems Private Limited) EEG machine with 12 bits 
resol ut ions nnd sampling nUc of 1024 Hz. Impedance was 
maintained below IOMohms and the e lectrodes (Referentill l 
Montages) were placed according to the I nternmional 10-20 
systems. Biauricular referen tial electrodes were also attached 
as recommended by Americlln EEG Society. The Power grid 
interference was e liminated by low pass filte ring. As thc re is 
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I.!v iden..:e or ,til interhcmi:;peric disCOilll~(.· ti on in AI) & 
dCJnl.!nt in. a virtua l Ih.: misphcrc bipo lar IIiOI1UlgC is a lso wkcn 
in to ~ons i dcntliun. Thl.! ,)htair.cd signals an.' a lso tennl.!d as 
'Bipolar sign"h;·. rhl.! Bipolar sigm71s n:con.h:d in thl.! slud~' 
&: lakl.!l1 inlo the c.:onsidcrmion a~'c Fp I-Fp2, F3-f4, F7-f.S. 
(,3-C4 . '1'3 -'1'4 . 1'3-1'4, TI-T6, 01-02" During EEG 
c.\:uminmioll & rl.!!.:mdings. patients were nwukc and relaxed 
with eyes dosl.!d. The artefacts of EEG signals such as 
muscle ar.:tivity & eye blinking wen; removcd manually. 

IV. PRE-PROCESSE\G 

In proposed research work. EEG signal is acqui red using EEG 
electrode cap. DUL at the time of acquiring the s ignals, the 
signal is comaminnh.!d with different noise artefacts. These 
artdb:::ts UI"\! mainly associated due to the pO\....er line 
intt!rfcrcncl..: . musch.! Olctivity o f the patients & eye bli nking 
I!ftec ts. To obtain thc noise free signals, pre-process ing o f the 
signal is necessary since signal containing noise may Icad to 
false diagnosis oj' the patient In present work, Independent 
analysis (le1\) method is lIsed for signal Denoising. In such a 
case, first aim is to search a method to separate out signi licant 
compollents from background mental activity & noise. As per 
the lite rature review; dilTerent algorithms are applied to 
biomed ical signals considering rhe EEG s ignal, one o f the 
most popular classes of algorithm is the Independent 
Component Analysis (IC1\). It is one of the effective tools 
wh ich can be used tor obtaining noise free signal. The 
impol1ant use of leA technique is to perfo rm the 
diml..!ns ionali ty reduction & separate the rele\'ant information 
or the signal. In this case, aim is to separate ou t the 
information from various lobes of the patient EEG signals 
consist of high dimension data., in such cases ICA helps out 
for obtaining noise free signals. leA is general purpose 
stati stical technique in which observed rnndom data are 
linearly trnnsformed into components w hich are maximally 
independent (i'om each other, and simultaneous ly have 
""i nteresting" distribUlions [10) [IIJ [1 2]. In general, 
mathemati ca l formulation of Independent Component 
Analys is is given hy) 

x=As+ n ......... (I) 


where A is mixing matrit, x is sensor veclo r, s is source 
"ector and " is noi~, \vhich is (Q be eliminated by fihcring 
[11][12]. 

Il is a lso assumed thaI the component variables used are 
statis tically independent trom each other. We have also 
assumed that the independent components Illust have Non -
GtJussian components-

V. F EATU RE EXTR-'\CTIOr-; 

The There exist ditTerent features for diagnosis o f Alzheimer 
disease in literature. Features pia\' a ~sionificant role in 
automated diagnos is or Alzheimer Disease.;::'In this papcr, we 
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I~aturcs Ihr diagnosis. The- ro llowing s..:ctiolls li iscuss the 
roll.! o r Spcctra l & Wa\'clcl bascd Illcthuds lor di:.~gnosis. 

I) Spectrul Ba.\·ed Feu/ure.\·: 
St:\"cra l rcsl!clrch Iindings havl! shown the changes in the 

EEG power spec tra due 10 AD. It consists or int r-:asc in tht! 

delta & tIl CH' band powers, together ,"itlt a uecrl..!ase in ulplm 

& beHi band po,vers, thus suggesting a ""S lowing or the EEG 

signal" [9][13][14][15], In (his paper, Srec(ral rower 

features present iu each of the five conventional EEG 

frequency hands is measured, namely: 0, I - 4 Hz (de ha), 4
8 Hz «he(a), 8 - 12 Hz (alpha), 13 - 30 Hz (Bera) and 30 
100 Hz (gamma) [16], The above of (he live spectra l pow<r 

fea tures can be computed for per epoch I'or diOercnl 20 EEG 

decLrodcs and 8 hipolar channe ls. In thi s present study, we 

have computed the same for EEG electroues such as T3 

(Temporal) , F3 (Frontal), C3 (Cen(ral) & 1'4 (Parietal) 

respecti ve ly. Thus, Spectrnl Power based lemures plays a 

signi tican t role in diagnosis of Alzheimer Disease. 


The algorithm used for the computation o f Po,,'er features in 

each sub band ofEEG signals is given he lo \\,. 


Step,l : Load (he EEG signal of any electro dc, 

Step.2 : Declare the Sampling Frequency (fs) & obtain (he 

length ofthe EEG signal (N), 

Step.3: Declare the Wavelet decomposi tion Function 

(Daubechies wavelets). 

StepA: Obtain different EEG hands (from 05-30 Hz), 

Step.S: Obtain the frequencies of EEG Bands Us ing detrend 

& FFT functions, 

Step.6: Compute the Power in each Bands of EEG signal 

using the Power Densi ty function (PSO). 

Step,7: Stop, 


From above a lgorithm , it gives the idea of ca lculating the 

Power in each sub bands of each signals from specific 

e lectrode. FirstiYI the filtered EEG signal is decomposed into 

the various bands using the wavele t decomposition tool. In 

(his, "Daubechies" mother wavelet is uscd (or decomposing 

the EEG signal into different fi ve s ub bands. The reasons 

behind use of Daubechies wavelet is ( i) they possess wide 

smoothing characte risti cs ( ii) they are well understood & (i ii) 

(he changes in (he EEG signals are easily seen [1 7], The EEG 

is decem posed using "db2" Daubechies wavelet at level 

decomposition 5. Accordingly EEG s ignals into fi vc bands 

with following frequencies Delta (0.5 - 4 Hz), Theta (4 - 8 

Hz), Alpha (8-1 3 Hz) & Beta (13-30 Hz) is obtained, 

Funher, the Power in each sub bands of EEG signal is 

computed by means of Power Densit), function. The 

foll owing figure shows the classification of EEG signal in 

various bands. 


have incorporated th wavelet & spectra l ba-:;s;;e<:":::::::::::-., 
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Figure:2 Classilicalion of EEG signals 11110 dillt:rcrll sub hand~ 

The asscs~mcnt ofspectml characteristics orlhc EEG activit), 
is based 011 the power spectral density (PSD) of cHeh EEG 
epoch. which is computed as the Fourier lti.H1~lorm of its 
au tocorrelation. The PSD is normalized by Ih~ lOta l power in 

l: lll zPSD(f) 

the considered broadband ( I Hz to 40Hz) 10 ohtain .1 
normalized I'SD (PSDn): 

PSD{f)
PSD,,(f) = E'w", ........... (2) 

The above equation is used for calculating the power in 
each band of lhe EEG s ignals. 

~o 

I ; -+-=,,----. ,-::' - --- 

; 

o 
Thdn Bel;! (inmm :l 

Figure 3. Computation of Power in different EEG b:ll\ds in EEG 
sigll:l]s of Alzheimer p':lIicnls. 
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"F"ignre 4 . ComplIIolions o(Rel,uive Po~\'er in EEG sub bands ill 
Nonm.l patients. 

In the above fig.6 & fig.7, it is observed that power in low 
frequency bands of Alzheimer infected patients is increased 
whereas it is reduced in high frequency bands. Thus, spectral 
based feature helps out in diagnos is of AD. Thus, it shows 
that slowing effect is observed in the EEG signals ot" 
Alzheimer's disease patients. 
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~lIbj(',(; I !': cEG signal. shown in rimc-dom;!in x (ll, frequency dom ain X (I), 


;!Ild rime·frequency dOl1lain IX (I, f) i. 


The nbove Iig.8 & fig.9 shows the time frequency bumps 
observed in tht: EEG s ignal of the Alzheimer' s disease 
patients. In f....ase of AD patients. the EEG signal shows the 
slowing e lTeet due LO the neuronal loss observed in the brain 
regions; but this phenomenon is nOl observed in case of 
normal subjects. Dauwels et al. [9] has already justified this 
concept in his paper. 
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Figure 6. Praclical resuhs obrained for Slowing o f lhe EEG signal in AD 

paFicnls : EEG sign<ll, shown in time-dOln:Jin x (I), Frequeney domain X {O. 


..,xJ time-frequency domai n !X ( t, f) I. 


But in this study) bumps exhibited in EEG signals of Qur 
database are observed. Relative EEG power is also 
computed. Time - frequency maps of EEG signal of 
Alzheimer patient is quite sparse. Most energy is contained 
in specilic regions of time frequency maps which are called 
as '·bumps··. It is obst!l"vt:d that mmsienl oscillations in the 
EEG signals of Mer & Alzheimer's disease patients occur 
more often at lo'w frequencies as compared to the normal 
subjects. This is the signal of severe Alzheimer disease; in 
which the signal exhibits slmving effecl. Thus) cognitive 
delicits are tremendously affected in this stage. The above 
figure also shows the time-frequency representation using 
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wuvl!h.:i trall s lonn: ulong with it the relative power i:; also 
l.:a lc.: ulatcd which is lkcrl:<lsl.!d in delta &. th elU bunds in .:11::;1.! 

01' /\ 1"b.: iIllCr'S di sL~usc putients. These bumps arl.! 110\ 
~)hscrvl.!d ill casl.; o f N(l l'flml pa(jl.;l1ls sine!.! Ihey do not exhibit 
slowing l.: !Tcc(. 

2) Wavelet Based Felt/ures 
In previolls sec ti on, EEG signa l decomposi tion is computeu 
by means of wuvelet technique. Tn present research work, 
EEG signal is decomposed a t five levels for separating the 
signa l in dilTerent bands o r Irequency. In such a case, for 
certain coenicien ts mean & variance for those panicular 
coc flic icnls are calculated. In case of AD pati ents, it is 
noticed (hal the value of mean & variance decreases as 
compared 10 those Normal patients. Mean & Variance are 
given by, 

1 ",,,-1 . 1 N (')M ean ::::: - L.i=o Xi. l::::: ... . .. ..........)


" 
where Xi'S are the computed coeBicienLS of the signal a l each 
sub· band, n is the number of coefficients at each band & N is 
the number o f band. 

Simi larly. Variance is ca lculated by us ing following formu la, 

VarIX) = ~L7=1(Xi - /i)' ................ (4) 


Where J.l is the expected value. The above calculated values 
of mean & variance is taken for classificat ion purpose. 

VI. RES ULTS 

After computations of the above features, the significant 
results were obtained clearing out our proposed hypothesis, 
Spectral based feature i.e. Relative EEG Power & Wavelet 
based features such as mean & variance were computed for 
cel1a in eleclrodes of EEG signals as discussed above. In 
proposed research work, the use of K nearest neighbor (k-NN 
classifier) is incorporated for classifYing the data. Based on 
database avai lab le fo r computation, 50 % of the data was 
trained & remaining 50 % data was left o ut for testing 
purpose. The computed values for different features used in 
difTereli t e lectrodes are used for training & test ing purpose. 

Based on above va lues computed, we have usetl K nearest 
Neighbor classifier for classifying the EEG data between two 
group' s i.e. Nonnal vIs Alzheimer patients. K-NN is a s imple, 
intuitive & effi cient method of classification used by 
researchers & scientists for classifYing signals. This classifier 
makes a decision on comparing a newly la beled sample 
(testing data) wi lh the baseline data (training data). For the 
given set of input values, it finds the k (closest 
neighbourhood) in training dataset and assigns a class which 
appears frequently in its neighbourhood. In similar 
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" 	 Th..: k-nl.! '.lI'CSI neighbor l.:li:lssili t'<'l ti ntl is p'..!rfornlt.:u hy 
using i.l training cku;: s~t which wnlil ins both Ihl.! input lInu 
the lest!ng \'arij]hk~ which ur\! to he c lussilicd 

ii , Theil tcst auto ",hid, only contains illPllt vari;:tbl\~s is 
compared with rd'erencc set ofvalucs, 

iii. 	 K-NN classi lier works with k paltcl11s, the diSti,II1 CC o f 
unknown 'k' determines its class, by considering nemest 
neighbor points. The value orK can be varied. 

iv. 	Majority voting scheme where class gelS one vote for each 
instance in neighbourbood samples is c1<tssi lied 
accordingly. 

v. Tile given target data is then said Lo be classifit:u. 

The C lassi fi cation output o f the K Nearest Neighbor 
classi ficr is shown below. 

, ;;'7: -~'''~_~.'' .. 
. . ~~.::/ :"I-~~) .. , 

-; A A' k'. ... • ...!. ' -. 
_ .; - . 

Figure 7. Classification arK Nearest Neighbor Classifi er for clnssi~\'ing 
the lesting Dato iOlo t\\IO groups, 

1n K Nearest Neighbor classifier. we have to specify the value 
of K for classification. Default va lue of K is equal to 1. But. 
to ob tain more accuracy we can vary the value o r K from I to 
10. We have used default value K= I in our study. Based on 
the features calculated & classifier lISed, we have calculated 
the accuracy of classitication based on following terminology 
[i 8]. 

Accurac)' ~ (T? + TN) I (TP + TN + F? + f N). 

Sensitivity ~ T? I (T? + FN). 

Specificit), ~ TN I (FP + TN). 

Where. 

TP stands ror True Positive (AD indiv iduals cotTectly 
classified), TN stands fo r True Negati ve (NC individuals 
correctly classified), FP stands for False Pos itives (NC 
individuals misclassified), FN stands for False Negative (AD 
individuals misclassified) (1 8). 

In our study, we have trained 50 EEG signals from Temporal, 
Frontal, Parietal & Central electrodes mndomly. Out of which 
remaining 50 EEG signals were le ft Ollt for testing comprising 
of both Normal & Alzheimer AtTected persons. The to llowing 
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I. 	Tmal numhl.!l" or Corr~ct ly Id~llIi l iLd i\1) indh' iduals (I"P) 

= 24. 

.., 	 Total 11IImh!,,;!" llj" ('orrCl.:"t:y lJL:1l!ili::d Nlmnll l imlividll"l~ 
(TN) < 2~. 

3. 	 Tota lllulllbl:r (Ji"lllisdass ilicd AD indh'iliuuls (I.'N) = 01. 

4. Towl number 01" ll1isda.s..~ilied Normal individuals (FP) = 

01. 

COiTespondingly~ we have ohtaim::d the lollowing results "11kr 

calculating the valuc!'i, 


Aeel/me)' = (T!' + TN) 1(TI' + TN + 1'1' + ION) ~ 24 + 24 1(2~ 


+ 24 + 01 + (1) = 48/50 = 96 % 


Sensitivity = T!'I (TI' + I·N) •." 241 (24 + 0 I) = 24/25 = 96%. 


Specificity = TN 1(FP + TN) = 24 1 (22 + 03) = 24/25 '" 96%. 


Table.l Results incliciHing th e Accurm:y obwincd in tnC rl!scnn:h 
work usingK NN classifier 

S,Il'cificiry 

94% 92% 96% 

The table. I shO\\·s the accuracy obtained in present research 
work. 

VII. CONCLUSIOf\,· & RESEARCH CHALLENGES 

On the basis of the above results & reatures used, we have 
evaluateLi different features for EEG based diagnosis of 
r"\lzheimer disease by using EEG signals. The aim of these 
features was to observe and slUdy them if they canoy any 
diagnostic usefu l infOimation In medica l terminology, it is 
signified that AD affects [he neuronal activity of the patients. 
In this study, we evaluated the spectral & wavelet based 
features for AD diagnosis. from the above calculated features 
values, it is observed that po\\'~r ill low frequency bands 
increases & Power in high fi-eqllcm::y bands is dl:!creased in 
case of Alzheimer dis~ase patients. The above used features 
show decreaseLi features values for AD patients, which 
practically conllnn our obta ined results as discussed in 
literature. The difference in the wavclet based fealUres va lues 
among two groups are small, but indicates it s signi ficance on 
thc di lTerent electrodes o f EEG_ The AD group feotures 
consists of lower values, suggesting that AD subjects tends to 
be less complex. The temures used CatTY relevant information 
in the cemral, parieta l, temporal & frontal lobI:! of the human 
bmin as per the guide lin~s of American EEG society. This 
reduced complexity occurs due to the appearance of the 
neurofibrillary plaques & tangles. Mean & variance values of 
wavelet coellicients were also lower for Alzheimer piltients in 
the frontal & temporal lobes_ It is observed that there exists a 
higher amount of spect ral content in higher frequencies for 
coruro llcd group. T his is predicted as the high level of 
complexity in controlled subjects. 
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Futun.: \\urk in thi!'i stutly im;luLil.:s !hl.: ,\u!OIlWll.:d tlii.lgl1()~is & 
dassiliL:<llion Ilf ELCi data lI~il1g varitlllS c:htssilicrs such as 
Support V I.!C:llr Mnchint:s 1[91 , Random Forc~t [201 ami Illany 
ilion.:: and to USI.: automateci anili.tct r.:movo l t.:cilniqllcs to 
ilH.;r~as~ the dhlgnoslic llCcurClt.:y lor distinguishing hC\\\TCn 
AI) & controlled group. In this stuu)', investigmion of 
Speclrul 8.; Wavcl..:t based li.:nlurcs is tlone for oUlomatcd 
diagnosis of I\D. It is to highl igh t ihm when we combine 
the!'ic Ii..:alllres together with one another they provide more 
diagnostic information & increas..:s the diagnostic accuracy. 
III this way, we can conclude that the above combination of 
Spectral & Wavelet features can be ~nectively used tor AD 
diagnosis using fEG signuls . 
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Abstract: In Ihis paper, we will he fOl'using on bl'ain UInWI' 
present ill the :\IIU images. :\" Rllh:ll is directcu into inlnlCI'ani:1I 

c3\'itJ pl'oduces :1 complele illl:lgC of hrain. '(]cnlifil.:lIliun of 
Tumor cells leads to classification or stage uf TUIlIOI·. 'Ve h:l\"C 
calTied Oul yal'ious I)rocessing steps to identify Ihc hrllin lumOl' 
usiug ~I..\TLAB. Process ing steps like RCB In gn,y conyer'sian, 
image n:sizing ar'e uset! in thi.s projc-ct. Wc- IllIw suggcslcd 1111 

eITective 31gnrithll1 on brnin lumors hascu on rc.\I 
segmentatioll. ;Vforphologic:tI opcratiolls are carried oul fOI' 
backgrounu rt!lUo\'al anu iUrnlification ofTumor nils. 

Keywords - brnin tumor, MRI, FCM srgmcnt:lIion. 

,. INTRODUCTION 

N onnally the anatomy of the Brain can be viewed by the 
MRI scan or the CT scan. The MRI scanned image is 

taken for lhe entire process. For the accurate detection or the 
malignant tumor thaI needs 3D representation of the Brain and 
3D analyzer (001. Image segmentation plays an irnportrmt role 
in the field of Biomedical applications[2]. In segmentation 
process pixels having s imil al' character ist ics arc grouped 
together to fonn a cluster. Fuzzy C means algorithm is applied 
on [he fanned clusters for the detection of Tumor panion. The 
word Tumor is a synonym for a word neoplusm which is 
formed by an abnonnal grO\vth of cells. Classification of 
tumor is done on the basis of stage of tumor whether it is 
nonnal, mild or severe conditions. 

Primary brain tumors are developed by brain ce lls covering 
the brain while secondary tumor is developed when CD-ncer 
spreads to the brain from other pans of body [3].This paper 
focuses on the detection of brain tumor using Fuzzy C~meal1s 

algorithm. 

II. FLOWCHART/ALGORITHM 

START 

PrE-proce~5ing 

Morpholcgio l 
Operation 

Feature 

h .traction 

Classificat ion 

STOP 

Fig. I Flowchart 

III . PROPOSED SCHEME 

A. Fuzzy C-meons algol'ilhm-

Fuzzy c-means is a data clustering techniques in which a 
dataset is groupcd into n clusters \.\~th every data point in the 
dataset belonging to every c1usler to a celta in degree. Fuzzy 
clustering is a form of clustering in which one piece of data 
can be a member of more than one clusters. 

Clustering involves assigning data points to clusters in 
which items in the same clusters are as similar as possible, 
while items belonging to different c1ustel"S are as different as 
poss ible. Clusters are idcntified via similarity measures. This 
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sirnil'lri!y lllt.:aS~II·cs ill~llH.h: ~Ollllc.:l:ti\·i[y. JislnJll:1..: ami 

illl~nsjIY · 

c 

1/ L (di; / dk)(2Im - l) 

k=l 

n 

Vi =Q': (;iijt Xi) I (L: (Jl ij)/n ), 'V} =I, 2, .....C 

i=1 i=1 

Where. 


n = no. of data poinLS. 


vj=t duster cemer. 


M= fuzziness index mE [ I . 00]' 


c = no. of dusters center. 


~lij=membership of jLhdatatoyh cluster center 


dij = Euclidian distance between jLhdata to yh cluster center. 


Main objective of fuzzy c-means algorithm is to minimize: 


n c 2 

J(U, V) = L L Cpu)'" I,IX; - V)II 
; = 1 )=1 

Where, 


IIXi -viii = Euclidian distance between j'hdata La /11 cluster 


center. 


B. Algorithmic step for Fuzzy C-means c1l1stering

Let X = {x" X2, XJ .. •~ xn} be the set of data points and V = 

~V l o V2_ V). "', ve } b~ (he set of cenrers. 

I . Randomly se lect 'e' c1us[er centers. 

2. Calculate the fuzzy membership 'Ilil' using: 

c 
1/ L (di; / d k )(2Im - l) 

/c= l 

3.Compute the fuZZ)' centers \'j' using: 

Vj = (L:
n 

(Jlij)'" Xi) I (L:
n 

(Jlijt ), 'V} = I, 2, "...C 

1=1 i=1 
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K = iteration slep. 


B = termination criler:on between [0. 1J. 


U=()lij)n*c = fuzzy membership matrix. 


] = objective function. 

IV. RESUI.TS AND DISCUSSION 

/\. ('viR I image is taken as an input image 1'01' flu-ther 
processi ng. 

Fig.. 2 Brain Tumor Imago: 

B. Image resizing is done in pre processing. 

~'D"~ 

J 

Fig. 3 Resized Im<lge 
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('. 0:"jl1g it-Icc/ian Filler IlJl11"{llli e t/ Noise is J"C!II/OI.'erl 

• ' ~t:.. . ....~. 

D. WI! have <:onven ed the origina l image: LO grey sca le image 

using RGB to gn::y cOllversioll , Tumor ponion in Ihis image is 

much darker hence identifica tion becomes easie r. 


Fig. 8 segmentation :; 

F, On lhe basis of centro id each and every cluster value is 
evaluated and plotted. 

FEATURE 

ETo obtain s implified image for easier ana lysis the 
Partitioning of image is done. 

OL-----~----~-----~----~ 

o 20 40 60 80 

Fig 9 Fe.n.tu rc Extraction 

Fig. 6 segmentation I 
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V, C()~CLI.ISI ()N 

In thiN pap~r impkJ111.!ntHLioll or Fl1Z1Y ( '-mean .... Sl.:glll~IIWtioll 
i.llgorithrn lor UCL~L: L ing the br;lin tumor is d01l1.! Slh':C~Ssrlllly 
using Matlab, ThL: uccunltc f!.!sull!'i of funy c- means 
clustcring algorithm CfCccLivdy cxtract Ihe brain tUllIor 
COlllclit frol11 rvlRI imugcs. It gives mon.: aCL'UnlIC ,lI1d dlidcm 
outcomes when cnmpart.!J LO other approa..:hcs. This npproach 
is easier to apprchend and apply. The system has been tested 
in each and every circumstance. In reature: c:'<.:lracLion LBP and 
GLCM techniqucs arc used for cfli.::Clivc and apprOpri<lLC 
result of affected pan. 

Thus cxpuimcl1!al results arc compared wilh 
cOllventional FCM and K-Means algorilhm. 'nh! p..:rfOrI113ncc: 
of latest FOvf is morc satisfactory as compurcd to other two 
ulgorilhms. 
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ABSTRACT: Remote Sensor Network (WSN) has developed endlessly in the previous couple of years and point ing 
out the vital requirement for versati le and energy efficient network. Clustering is a powerful and do\>\'fl to earth 
approach to upgrade the framework execution ofWSNs. In this paper, we contem plate a safe information transmission 
for cluster based WSNs (CWSNs), where the clusters are shaped progressively and occasionally.Security and energy 
efficiency in WSN is testing task due to constrained assets of accessible vitality and handling power.We look at secure 
and effective information transm ission (SET) conven tions for CWSNs, called Leach, SET-IBS and SET-IBOOS, by 
using the identity-based digital signature (18S) scheme and the identity-based online/offline digital signature (IBOOS) 
scheme, respectively. In writing survey, researcher proposed various rou ting protocols in WSN, in whichcluster-based 
routing protocols shows better performance as compare to other routingprotocols.A long these lines, the target of th is 
paper is to give a survey on some proficient cluster based routing conventi ons with favo urable circumstances and 
restrictions. 

KEY\VORDS: Wireless Sensor Network (WSN), Energy e ffici ency, clustering, Secure and Efficient data 
Transm ission protocols 

f. INTRODUCTION 

Clu ster based Wireless Sensor Network is utilized to lessen the system utilization and furthenn ore the increment in 
energy effic iency. Clustering in WSN is done to limit the vitality utilization and likewise to lessen the information 
transm ission over the system required to transmit the message to the BS, as the CH winds up in charge of 
correspon den ce, which results into delayed system lifetime. The indi vidual hubs are fit for detecting their surroundings, 
preparing the data information locally, and sending information to at least one gathering focuses in a WSN [I]. 
Productive information transmission is a standout amongst the most vital issues for WSNs. In the interim, numerous 
WSNs are sent in unforgiving, dismissed, and regularly antagonistic physical situations for specific applications for 
example, military spaces and detecting undertakings with trustless surroun4ings [2]. Secure and productive inforn.,..t"io",n,-__ 
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I.WSN Network 

II. REL\TED WORK 

In the past, expansive measure of resea rch brought through group based calculations in WSNs. A study on vitality 
profi cient bunching directing coll vention in WSN by V. kumar et al. [5] revealed LEAC H and its relati ves with various 
vitality proficient grouping calculations for improving the system lifetime o f WSNs. 
V. Kumar et al. [8] creatOi"S exhibited di verse various leveled grouping calculations. These are most centered aro und 
information tota l/combinat ion so meas ure of information transmitted to the base station is decreased and improve the 
vitality productivity ofWSNs. Moreover, looked at the grouping calculations dependent on bunch check, heterogene ity, 
group covering and so on exists ill wri ting ofW SNs. 
S. K. Gupta et al. [7] creators displayed vitality proficient calculations dependent on bunch head detennin a tion 
strategies, these are: likelihood based and non-likelihood based. In which, likelih ood based system are less vita li ty 
con sumable. In this paper, a few grouping approaches are explained with correlation dependent on grouping properties 
and different parameters, for example, bunch head portability and area mindfulness. 
S. R. Prabhu et al. [6] Authors exhi bited some much of the time utilized conveyed grouping calculation and 
demonstrates the distinction among them dependent on certain measurements for example, group check, dependability, 
bunch head versatility, group head job, grouping objective, bunch head choice, benefits and impediments. 

m. C L USTERING IN W SN 

]n clustering, the sensor organize is separated into various groups. Each group has an agent hub known as CH and other 

are bunch indi viduals. Part hubs don't discuss legitimately with the sink hub or BS. They need to advance the totaled 

information to the CH. The CH will perform collection of the got information from part hubs and sends it to the BS. 


LEACH stands for Low Energy Adapti ve C lustering Hierarchy which is the first protocol o f hierarchical routing which 

proposed data fusion , it is of mil estone significance in clustering rou ting protocol. 

All the nodes in a network organi ze themselves into local cluster, \ ...ith one node acting as the cluster head. All non· 

cluster head node transmit thei r data to the cluster head, while the CH node receive data from all the cluster members or 

leaf nodes, perform signal process ing fun ctions on the data aggregation and transmit data to the remote base station. 

Therefore, being a cluster head nod e is much more energy intensive than being a non·cluster head node. Thus, when a 

cluster head node dies, all the nodes th at belong to the cluster lose communication. The problem of LEACH protocol is 

balance the energy consumption. network energy consumption. 


LEACH minimize the communicat ion energy that is dissipated by th e clus ter heads and the cluster members as much as 

8 times when compared with direct transmission and minimum transmission energy routin g.LEACH incorporates 

randomized rotation of the high-energy cluste r-head position such that it rotates among the sensors in order to avoid 

draining the battery o f any one sensor in the network. In this way, the energy load associated with being a cluster-head 

is evenly distributed among the nodes.Since the cluster-head node knows all the cluster memberso it can create a 


. dule that tells each node exactly when to transmit its data. 
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In addition, using a TDMA schedule for data transfer prevents intra-cluster collisions. The operation of LEACH is 
divided into rounds. Each rollnd begins with a set-up phase \vhen th e clusters are organized, followed by a s teady
state phase wh ere several frames of data are transferred from th e nodes to the cluster-head and onto the base station. 

In the set-up phase, the clusters are arranged and cluster-heads are chosen. In the first round, each node selects a 
random number bel ween 0 and I and compares it to the threshold T(n) given in (4) and if the number is less than a 
threshold, th e node becomes a cluster hea.d. 

P 
Ten) ------ --i/il E C, o ollil'nvise 

[- p* (r . 
1l10cl -

I 
)


P 

Where 
Where p is the desired percentage of cluster heads, 
r is the current round , 
G is the set of nodes that have not been cluster heads in the last lip rounds 

Online/Offline Signature Schemes: Online/Offline signature plans separate the procedure of message marking into 
two stages, the Offline stage and the Online stage. The Offline stage, which comprises of complex calculations, is 
performed before the message to be marked ends up accessible. \Vhen the message is known , the On line stage begins. 
This stage recovers the fractional mark determined amid the Offline stage and plays out some minor brisk calculations 
to get the last signature. [1]The Online stage is thought to be exceptionally quick, comprising of little calculations. The 
Offline stage can be performed by a creative gadget. On the web/Omine permits an asset obliged sensor hub to sign a 
message rapidly. 

!D-b.sed Online/Omine Signature (!BOOS): An Online/Offline Signature (005) plot partitions the procedure of 
message marking into two stages, the Offlin e stage and the Online stage. The Offline stage is performed before rhe 
message to be marked winds up accessible. This stage performs the majority of the calculations of mark age and results 
in an incomplete mark.[J] When the message is known , the On lin e stag.c.-begms:-- . stage recovers the incomplete 
signature determined amid he Offli e stage and plays out SOme minol;.. fa~t l c~lad¥~~ acquire the last signature. 
The Online stage is thou~ .' tionally quick comprising of littJ e;.catc lllat~~~ c the Offline stage can be 
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performed by some other clever gadget. !BOOS is the ID-based form of OOS, where a message marked with a 
underwriter's pri vate key is confirmed utili zing the endorser's 10. 

IV. COMPARISION RESULTS 

Examination of Cluster-based Routing Schemes Table I. outlines the correlation between group put together directing 
plans with respect to the premise of versat ili ty. bunch strength, vita li ty profic iency, load adjusting, calculation intricacy 
and conveyance de lay. Filler, SET IS S AND SET 1800S have comparab le includes and fi xed design in some degree. 

SC H EMES 
NA IVIE 

SCALA BILIT Y CLUSTER 
STABILITY 

EN E RGY 
EFF IC IE NC Y 

LO AD 
BAL ANCI NG 

DE LIVERY 
DEL AY 

LEACH Very low Moderate Very low Moderate Very sma ll 
SETI8S Moderate Hi gh Moderate Modera te Moderate 
SET moos low Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate 
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Remote Monitor and Control Drip Irrigation System 

using Wireless Sensor and Naive Bays algorithm 
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..Ibslrncl- IlIdhl is an agricultural country lind :tgricultu,'c 
is backbonc of the Indi:.n cconomy. ..\~rkullure lu'ovides 
thc principal means of livelihood for the major Indian 
population, The optimum use of agriculturc "cso urces can 
lead to a good crop yicld. Water' resource is major 
constrain in agriculturc so cfficient distribulion of 
:wailable water is certninly beneficial to get good crop 
yield and hence profit. The sensor based iITigation system 
is able to provide optimum solution by continuously 
mOJlitoring the para meters like, soil tcmperatu re, soil 
mois ture air temper:lhl re, wind direction , willd speed. The 
proposed system consists of sensors placed in (he fann 
area, a control stalion and a base station. Wirelcss sensor 
network (WSN) uses ad-hoc netwol·ks whi ch support 
flexibility and self configuration which is beJ1 encial for 
agricultural applica tion. Data acquired from different 
sensors is provided to the base station by wireless 
trausmission using zigbcc. Once the data are received at 
tbe base station, furth cr data processing and computation 
requirements for decision making are can'ied out lJy using 
data mining .lIgorithm. The result of data processing and 
computations are utilized for controlling automa ted drip 
irrigation syste m. Dllt:l processing provides a ll real time 
data in the integra ted form and generates infor·mation o r 
observations in form a ts that are convenient for fa rmers or 
to other end users a nd this data is transmitted for web 
applications so that observations can be remotely 
monitored. \Vhen r ea l time data is delivered, farm ers are 
able to achieve intelligent crop irrigation system. Hence 
such enhanced autom ation for irrigation provides a good 
electric & water conserva tion with more efliciency. 

Index Terms-Wireless Sensor Network (WSN), Agriculturc, 
Soil moisture, soil tempcnttu re, wind speed, Data mining, Na'i\'c 
Bays algodtbm, electric & watcr consen!ation. 

I.INTRODUCTION 

The most basic need of living things on the earth for 
their survival is food. Wi th the help of intelligence which 
makes human being differcnt from other ani ma ls, human 
being has been fulfillin g this basic need by cultivating crops 
that is agriculture. India is an agricultural country and 
agriculture is backbone of the Ind'an e my. Agric ulture 

Head 

provides the principal means of livelihood for the major 
Indian population. This field has been developing from 
ancient times. In this era of technology, how th is fi el d can be 
untouched by the technology. Techn ical innovations for 
agriculture will defin itely helpful for reducing the problems 
increase the yield. Agriculture requires large amount of water 
so v..'Hter management is very important constrain in 
agriculture fi eld. Ivlany times because of improper or 
unplanllcd use o f water farmers have to keep the ir fields 
uncultivated in summer season. Il has been observed lhal the 
drip irrigation is very good solution for water managemem 
particularly fo r precise agriculture and is considered to be a 
more e fficient d istribution system. Especiall y in drought prone 
areas farmers should be able to get a satisfactory production of 
crops with the optimum use of available water. Use of 
wireless sensor networks within the farm is increasing day by 
day. It makes the farmer free from the maintenance o f wiring 
in a difficult environment. Wireless sensor networks let users 
to make precise monitor ing of the crop at the time of its 
growth, farmers can immediately know the state of the item at 
all its stages which will ease the decision process regarding 
the time of harvest. 

o 
I 

o l~~'J~ , 
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\~I 
Fig. LLayout of proposed Irrigation system 

In many wireless communication products radio fTequency 
(RF) technology is wide ly used and it also supports use of 
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efficiently. Analysis of information regarding soil moisture 
not only reduces the amount of water consumption to grow a 
crop, but also increases the yield and the quali ty of the crop by 
better management of soil moisture during cri tical plant 
growth stages by the fanner. We are proposing the 
deployment of a high frequency VH400 series moisture sensor 
probes which enable precise low cost monitoring of soil water 
content sui ting our purpose. A soi l temperature probe used is 
THERM200 which provides temperature range from _40° C to 
85°C. It outputs a voltage linearly proportional temperatllre so 
easy to calculate temperature from voltage without using any 
complex equation. It consumes less current which satisfies 
power consumption constrai n as well it is cost effective. It is 
highly precise with O. i 25° C of resolution. This sensory data 
are transmitted wirelessly via Zigbee. 
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wireless "::Olllll1;lI1!<:atioll in agricultural applic;ltiolls. I.es:; 
installat ion cost and lime a rc the factors which SUPPOri Ihr use 
of wireless cOllllllunication rmher [han hard wi red "YSII.!II1 .T!l1! 
potelHial usc of It.:cdback from the ~el1sors sYStem plays 
important role 10 enhance the precision or tllc tlUlOllllllcd drip 
irrigation system. f\d·llOC network of \Virekss sensor network 
(WSN) supporls flexibility and selfconfiguf<!ti oll. ilild provides 
suitable solution for agriculture applicati on. j i l This system 
allows continuous l1lonitoring of renl time in field information 
which is certainly beneficial for morc precise decision making 
which leads to good yield with optimum use ofwalcr. 

II. LITERA TURE SURVEY 

There are many systems designed for water saving for 
various cropping systems from very basic ones to 
technologically advanced ones. In one system plant watcr 
sta tus was monitored and irrigation controlled bnsed on 
canopy temperature distribution. In site specific control 
system closed loop irrigation system is used and irrigation 
amount based on distributed soil water measurement is 
determined. [2J Bluetooth radio for various farming conditions 
and environments, power consumption and for different data 
transmission rates have been evaluated. (3) For transmitting 
moisture concentration data wi relessly Lee observed and 
explored range limitation of Bluetooth. 1-'1 Smart so il moisture 
sensor design and sprinkler valve controllers design used for 
implementing plug and play technology is explored. {51 
Various commercial WSNs exist, ranging from limited and 
low-resolution devices with sensors and embedded processors 
to complete and expensive acquisition systems that support 
diverse sensors and include several communicati on features. [6 

III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

The Configuration of an automatie drip irrigation system 
using WSN is shown in fig. I. The system consists of wireless 
sensor units placed in the field which are used to acquire the 
real time data, a base station which processes on data acquired 
and transmitted by wi reless sensor unit, and a control section 
which controls the drips when it receives control command 
from the base station. 

The \virdc:!;:; sensor unit t:olllJiriscs mdio modem, se nsors. a 
micro..::onlrollcr. <lnd pow..::r sources. Thus sensors ill tht: field 
acquir~ data stich as so il moisture. soi l temperalllre. anc! ,:ir 
temperature. Po\vcr management is quite challenging ill r thl.: 
wireless .sen:->or unil. Once rhe data are acquir\!d by the sensorS 
further it is tl'l1llsmittl!d te the base Slat ion lIsing wirl.:kss 
COIllI111111it:mi oll. Zigbel.! i5 used for wireless tn1!lsmission of 
data from wire!e~s sensor unit to base .station. 

Base slation receives the data from wirelcss sensor unit and 
processes on it using data mining algorithm. The data are 
bring up to date continuollsly and updated data are processed 
and accordingly tinal values are calculated which are utilized 
for decision making. AI the base stat ion fhnners are able to 
observe the data as it is genermed in the form cOllvenient to 
them and thi s data is in the integrated format. Once the data 
are processed and decision is determined at the base station 
then control command is sent to control section by wireless 
communication. Controi section consists of microcontroller, 
and relay switching unit, receiver. Control section receivcs the 
control command from Base station and drips are contro lled 
accordingly. 

A. Wireless sensor Unil: 

Several wi reless sensor units are placed over the farm area 
to form a distributed WSN for data acquis ition. The Wireless 
sensor unit consists of transmitter, sensors, a microcontrollcr, 
and power sources. Microcontroller controls the Radio 
Modem (Zigbee) and it also processes on data acquired by soil 
moisture sensor and temperature sensors. Microcontroller, 
sensors, radio modem are powered by the rechargeable 
batteries which is being charged by solar energy of the field 
sensing station are Sensors, wireless data communication unit, 
microcontroller unit. The efficient use of power is important 
for a long- term operational system. Power management is 
major constraint for sensing station as it constitutes sensors as 
well as data logging and transmission unit. Wireless sensor 
unit provides preeise data acquisition by using soil moisture 
sensor and temperaturc sensor. 

Measuring soil moisture plays vital role in agriculture to 
help farmers for managing their irrigation systems more 
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n. II 'jreless fmllsmission: 

Mosl wireless (':ollllllunicmiolis use standard pl'olOl.:ols su~h 
as the IEEE 802.1 !. Billctoolh, or Zigbcc. which all usc spn.:ad 
spectrum rad io technology. Spectrum bands oft)02-928 "'1Hz, 
2.4-2,48 GHz. and 5.7-5.85 GHz have been alim;alcd for 
licensc-fr'C'c spread spect rum devices. [7] The ZigBcc stnndard 
is built on top of the [EEE 802.[5.4 standard. The IEEE 
802. 15.4 siandard defines the physical and MAC (M edium 
Access ConlroJ) layers for low-ratc wireless personal area 
networks. Also, ZigBee provides higher network flexibility 
than Bluetooth, allowing different topologies. ZigBee allows a 
larger number of nodes more than 65.000 Sensors. Bilieloolh 
is not suitable for application that requires jow power 
consumption. As zigbee consumes less power jt is suitable for 
its bauery opernted wireless sensor unit in the farm area. As 
weI! as its low cost and range for communication makes it 
su itable for agricullure applications. Power management is 
major concern for long term operational system. Thus, Z igBee 
provides opt imum solu tion for wireless communication in the 
irrigation system which at a time satisfies both constrains 
power and cost. Communication protocol contributes more in 
effic ient power management tha ll hardware optimization. 
Wireless standard for this system is determined by the various 
parameters like range, rate of data transmission, compatibility 
and cost. ~ 

C. Base SloJion: 
Data transmitted from all wireless sensor units are 

received by zigbee receiver at the base station. Data received 
from wireless sensor units arc processed at base station to 
calculate final values. Updated data is received time to time 
and data processing is carried out on this updated data. Data 
mining algorithm provides the necessary computations 
required for decision making. Once the processing is 
completed final control command is sen t to the control section 
via wireless communication. Then microcontroller at control 
section controls the drips according to the control command 
received from base station. It provides all real time data in an 
integrated form and generates information in a form at 
convenient to farmer. The soil moisture and temperature levels 
are represented graphically so as (0 get a all information at 
glance. The Internet connection provides the data monitoring 
in real time on a website, thus all information is available for 
remote moni toring. 

D. Conlrot sec/ion: 

The receiver at the control sec tion receives control 
command sent by the base station and accordingly gives 
command to relay switching unit. Thus system automat ica lly 
controls drip irrigation depending on decision determined 
th rough decision making algorithm from the real time values 
received from wireless sensor unit. 

v. SOFTW.\R" DESIG N 

J)atn lv!ining refe rs to li se orvarimls techniques to identify 
suggl.!st pf information or dc:dsion making knowledge in the 
dalabasc ilnd e.'\ tracting. these in a way that they can put to use 
in an.;as such as decision slippor!. predictions, forectlsting and 
estilllatioll. Dal<1 Mill ing is the nont rivial precess of 
identifying valid. novel. potclltially useful and ultimntely 
understandable pattern in data with the wide use of datnbases 
and the explosive growth in their sizes. Data mining refers to 
txtracting or ·'mining·· knowledge from ample amounts of 
data. Data mining is the search for the relnrionships and global 
patterns that exist in large databases but are hidden fllllong 
large Clmounts of data. 

R~cei'.'e data. from in ·fidd semon 

DaTa Set 

CalcuJar<': probabilityoteach amibute 

Control to DripsCalculate Yes fNoprobability 

Fig2. Implementation of Data Mining Algorithm. 
The conversion of data into knowledge is essential 

process of Knowledge Discovery which plays key role in 
decision making, and is referred to as data mining. Knowledge 
Discovery process comprises an iterative sequence of data 
cleaning, data integration, data se lec tion, data mining pattern 
recognition and knowledge presentation. Naive Bayes model 
identifies the characteri sti cs of data acquired and then 
processes on it. It shows the probability of each input attrib ute 
for the predictable state. In our case attributes are soil 
moisture, soil temperature and a ir temperature. A conditional 
probability is the likelihood of some conclusion, C, given 
some evidence/observation, E, where a dependence 
relationship exis ts between C and E. This probability is 
denoted as pre IE) where 

p(f)-p(C) 
P(CIE) ---""p':-::(£::-')-'- ........... . ...... (I) 

This method is preferred Naive bayes implementation as data 
are high. The Naive Bayes classifier selects the most likely 
classification V nb given the attribute va lues a I, a2, ........... (111. 

These results in 

Vob ~ argmax 'l'V p (vj) np(uilvj) 

We genera lly estimate p(ailv · u 'n rn-es timates: 
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p(aiJviJ = 
/I";", 

Whei";: 
11 = the number oflraini ng exampks for wh ich v = ~j 

IlC= numb;,:: r ()rc~<Il11p l es for whkh v = vj and a = ai 
p ~ n priori es timHte for p(a ilvj) 
III =' the eq uivalent sample size 

The Na ive 13ayes Class ifier technique is particularly sui ted 
when the dimensionality of the inputs is high. Though it is 
simple, Naive Bayes can often provide more sophisticated 
classilicatioll1l1cthods. 

SUMMARY 

Wire less sensor unit in the [ann area collects dat,1 from (he 
sensors, th is acquired data are wircless ly transmitted to the 
base s tation. Base slat ion reads va lues and compare with 
thresholds, applies dnta mining algorithm, calculates optimum 
values and creates drip control layout sends command to the 
contro l sect ion which [Urns respective drip on or off. 

CONCLUSION 

Us ing wi reless sensor networks in automation for 
irrigation, this sys tem provides a low-cost wireless solution 
for an in-field WSN and remote control of precision irrigati on. 
Data mining fligorithms used enhances automatic intelligence 
for WSN based drip irrigation system. This irrigation system 
allows cult ivation in places with water scarcity, with optimum 
use of aV(lilab le wate r and hence offers electrical energy & 
water conservation. 
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ABSTRACf: N/JI'/ (I i!{IYS (he t/crnund for onlinc (It'cess to music datu is incn..:usili$J day by ciuy. rhe n<1ed lnr 
proper searchin.lJ jf)!' multimedia dl1!..(1 Ull inter1lC!t has be(ome {/ major 1.JlOllell.:/e in inlelligent hr(J\ ',Jscr ill 
int.ern et search C!1l.qine. Mllsical instrument n..'co,qlliliol1 helps ill proper s('urchin.CJ of musicoi dow Oil 

internet. 

In lhis popel', the pJ"(Jhlem o/recogn i;,:ill ,cJ lind c/uss.i{yillg aImusical illSl"l"!lIJlellts is acfclressed. Th e nJllsicc:/ 

instrllments arc chlsslji'ed lIsing linear prcc/iClil'c cmiilJl l /(!clturcs Gild KNN clussijier. The propriscd sys tem i.e; 


tested with 19 Musical inSl"l"l/men£s Fum Slrill/J, Per cussioJJ, Bmss (lnd woodlVind family. Tht.' JJ!'oposed 

system gives accurocy 0/75.67% Ior ill(livhhwl ilistn;ments alld 7R.S % lvr i llstl"ll ltll!Ji i. j(l:nily. 


Key T¥ords: Musical illstrumenl classijJcation, LPC, KNN, Fealure Extraction. 

1. Introduction 
In this resea,'eh work a computer sys tem will li sten to musical note played and "ewgnize the type 

and family of musica l instrument. The various applications of musical instrument classific ation systems are 
automatic indexing, Musical Informa tion Retrieva l, Musical content analysis iln d database retrieval. 
Music is not only used fo r entertainment and for pleasure but also for wide ran ge of purposes due to its 
social and physiological effects. Efficient and accura te classification of musical in stru ments has becom e an 
important issue in music search. Human be ings have natural ability to recognize and cl assify sounds in a 
variety of si tuations. Th e ear co llects sound and presents it to the brain for processing. Th e huma n brain 
recognizes and cl ass ifies this sound after p"ocessing this informa tion. Some of the questions which remain 
unanswered in "ecognizing sou nds by human bra in are: How and what kind of information does the brain 
receive from human auditory sensory orga ns? Which features are cru cial and whi ch are redundant or even 
which do cause confusion in the recognit ion and classification process? 
Though computer systems are used to recognize sounds with the help of extracted features, none of the 
systems has com e close to the recogni tion ability of huma ns. So the problem of musical instl"llment 
classification remains an open problem. 
This paper is organized as follows. Introduction is given sectio n I, a revi ew of related wod, is desc ribed in 
Section II. Proposed method is covered in Section III and Sectio n IV deal s with Result and conclus ion. 

n. Literature Review 
Brown et al. [1], [2] built classifi ca tion system using cepstral coeffi cie nts which are based on the constant-Q 
transform. K-mean s classi fier is used to differentiate between oboe and saxophone. An erro r rate of 15% 
is observed in this work. Marti n and Kim [3] des igned a system which identified 15 musical instruments. 
The tes t and training samples were recorded with the help of different instruments. The authors observed 
an error rate of 28.4%. Further, Marques and Moreno [4] used SVMs and Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) 
for instrument identification and observed recognition accuracy of 70% for 8 instru ments. The different 
instruments used are clarinet, piano, bagpipes, violin, flute, organ, harpsichord and trombon e . 
Consequently, Eronen a nd Klapuri [5], used cepstrum coefficien ts featu res with other 21 features such as 
spectral spread centroid" rise and decay time, frequency & amplitude modulation rate, and fundamental 
frequency for class ification of instruments. The au thor reported an a ccuracy of 75-80% for 30 instruments 
playing a single note. Later, Eronen [6] used a wider range of fea ture vectors, wh ich included both MFCC, LP 
and delta coefficients. They anal yzed 23 features and' also studied the relevance of each featu re for 
classification. Mel-Freque ncy cepstrum coefficients 20-30% 
of instances, using 29 instruments. D. G. Bha lke e for 
classification of musical instruments using res. The 
Counter Propagatio n Neural Network (CPNN] ca pability of 
the proposed features have been increased k!;t!ilbnents. 
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DO! osi ,) n I 
Figurel: Bloc!< diagram of Musical instrument classification sys tem 

Pre-processi ng: In thi s a sil ence pa rt of the s ignal is removed using ZCR & energy fetures . The 
computational compl exity of the sys tem is reduced by removing sil ence part of th e s ignal. 
Framing and wind owi ng: Mus ic is non -stationary signal, th e sho rt time a nalys is is preferred for it. In sho rt 
time analysis th e signal is fram ecl with 20 ms dura tion a nd multiplied wi th hamming window fun ction to 
avoid the Gibb's phenomenon. 
Featme extraction: It is important part of th e sys tem. The ]lmposc of feature ex tracti on is to obtain the 
compact and relevant information frolll th e signa l. In this work we are extracting Linear predictive coding 
fea tu res . 
Linear predictive coding (LrC) represen ts the spectral envelope of a music signal in compact form . It is 
most powerful music an alysis techn iqu es. It is also used for encod ing mus ic at a low bit rate and provid es 
accura te estimates of music parameters, 
The lin ear predic tive codi ng (LPC) is based on mod elling body of instrum ent using llR fi lter ( all pole 
mod el with the system tra ns fer func tion: 

G(z)
II(z) = l' (1)

(1 - Ik~l ak Zk) 

T =. piedl p~ riod 

1.. 1...1 J 
impulse- t-f·t1.lU--r 


........ '1£(7/.) 
 m(n) 
'~--O<J-----i H(z) 

Music signal 

LPC l'ilt.er 
hTIT1~ 

I Pl'. 
white noi.">e 

Fi~f;~~u~ i c ,;Signal generation using LPC filterSJ~

Here p is number of pol es, a ., ine pol es, and G is gai ~ . . . . .s music s ignal is periodic with 
fundamenta l frequen cy F:'b0nd pit ead (l/FO) ,the short t" r ''atfs6!'i.S~onsiderecl . These parameter 
depends on instruments. ept. of Elech-onics & i1' .. " ~,_ '. . :." , 
Research Paper - J RW nfMlliI.ll&mal J - I ofRbearch ~nd Analytical Reviews 217i 
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;11 (11) =o -~' 1I . (il 1II(i/ ···i ) (2)

lL i 

; I 

Tli e error hdv~l ('e l j tilp nhse rv·,,\ d ;\1\ (1 nrcLi ictPd samples of nll1sic signa ls is g iv t'li hy 

e(n) = /1'/(17) - 171(1'1) (3) 

a ,(i) 
TIl!! iil l pole pal"~'il11 e t e r s 1 ~1!"e compu ted by m i!li mising [h e Slim of squa red eITO~"" Th e .s e t of 'po 
Ii : l ~ar eq ua tions are obtailH~d hy by differ en tiati ng the :,lItll \"\-' . r.(.. each parameters Clnd equating result If) 
zero. 

L
p 

a
l
) (i)r,-\ (111 - i) -r (4)

.\'.\'( 111) 

;=1 

I' 
Wh ere m=l, 2, 3, 4, ....... P and .", 'm, is autocorrelation of the sequence men) 
Th e autocorrel a tion of th e sequence is given by 

.\' 

r ,Y(m) = L177(n)m(n + m) (5) 
11 =0 

The equation (5) can be expressed in matrix form as 

R a = -r (6)xx xx( m) 

R\. a }'
h " x "YX is a P x 1 au tocorrela tion vector.Were is P x P au to correlation m atrix, 


These LPC coefficie nts are us eel as feature vector for classification o f musical instruments. 


K·NN Classifier: 

K-Nea rest neighbour is non pa ram etric, lazy and simple algori thm. KNN stores a ll samples and class ify new 

sa mples based o n si mil arity measures. There are struct u r e less and structu re based NN types of KNN. All 

sample data are class ifi ed into training and testing sam pl es in structure less type. Str ucture based K-N N 

type are based on structures of sample data like orthogona l structure tree COST), ball tree, k· d tree etc. .In 

this all attributes are co ntinuous . 

KNN algorithm is described below. 


• Compute t he K training ins ta nces which are nea res t to unknown instances 
• Find the most nea rest class for these K instances 

So me of the application of KNN is classi fi ca tion, interpretation, problem solving, function learning etc. 
Some of the drawbacks of KNN are selecti o n of value of K, low efficiency a nd dependency. 

IV. RESULT 
Table I shows the perfo rman ce analys is of individual feature subset us ing KNN classifier. For 19 
Instrumen ts from four di fferen t famili es the r ecogn ition accuracy for individual instruments a re 71.13%, 
61.23%, 72.54%, 75.67% usin Timb ra l, Ceps tral, MFCC and LPC features . No of features us ed fo r Timbral, 
Cepstral, MFCC and LPC ar e 1 12 respectively. Th e ' tshow tha t using 12 numb er of fea ture 
usin g LPC the r ecog nition . ood. It refl ects '(JibiI1e mo dels the body of the mu sica l 
instrumen ts an d distinguish fr m each other. Als !'-E6V:rJli'\S~ Il tS from four different fam ilies 
th e recogniti on accura'n'~ f~V' ill ent family are . ~/o, 67.t\ \j .98%, 78.5% usi ng Timbral, 
Cepstral, MFCC and LPLre~toH!s /!!;)1e(!Hl.imy~o of fea iores uSB<;efll-r T riil:i aI, Ceps tra l, MF CC and LPC are 
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Fig. 3: Average class ification accuracy for individual reatures su bset 

Table 2 represents the individual ins trument and family classification using different feature subset. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
The maximum separa bality between a nd wi thin the class has been o btained using LPC features. As LPC 
model the spectral envelope or the mus ic s ignals and al so model s the response o f the body of the musical 
ins truments. So these feat u res help to distinguish the musi ca l ins truments b etter co mpared to other feature 
set. 
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Implementation of Digital modulation schemes using 
FPGA 
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1.2.3 Srnt. Kl1Shihui Na\'llic College orr:ngineering pUlle 

Abstracl- Jhe choice of digital 1II0(/lIlutioll schellle will 

signiflcallt~v affect the characteristics, pel/o}"lIIance and 
resulting physical realization of (I commullication system. 
There is no universal ·best' choice a/scheme, bill depending 
on the p/~vsical characlerislics of the channel, reqllired levels 
of pel/ormclIlce and target hardware trade-qfJs, sOllie wi/I 
prove a be/lerjit than others. COl1siderotion mllst be given to 
the required da/(I rale, accepwb/e level of latency. avai/able 
bandwic:l£h, Clllficipaled link bZ/dgel and largel hardware cost. 
size and curren! consumption. Jill? physical characteristics of 
Ihe channel, wi/I typica/~v significantly affect the choice of 
optilllum system. 

There must be some review, study qf the key 
characteristics and salient jeall/res of lhe main digital 
modulation schemes used, including consideration of (he 
receiver and transmitler requiremenls. Simulation is used to 
compare the peljormance and trade-offs of poplilar systems 
such as Amplitude Shift Keying (ASK), Frequency Shift Keying 
(FSK), Phase Shift Keying (PSK). VLSI simulation of digital 
modulalion scheme is considered with its impleme}J{Olion. 

Keywords- Digital modulation, ASK, FSK, PSK, FPGA. 

L INTRODUCTION 

Wireless engineering is an emerging field, which has 

seen an enormous growth in the last several years. NeVI; 

systems and standard are on the horizon which wi II enable 

broadband wireless communication in the office, at home, and 
'<on move". In near fumre. a complete convergence of mobile 

phone technology, computing. Internet access and potentially 

much multimedia application such as video and high quality 

audio will be seen, The choice of digital modulation schemes 

will significantly affect the characteristics, performance and 

resulting physical realization of a communication system. 

There is no universal "best" choice of scheme, but depcnding 

on physical characteristics of the channel, required level ofthe 

performance and target hardware trade-offs, some will prove a 

better fit than other. Consideration must be given to the 

Hiding, or a mobile comlllUllicaiion sYS!elll to racing car with 

last changing multi path, ,,·ill typicall;' anct.:t thc choice of 

optimum system. 

There must be some r;.:;vic\\", study of the key 

characteristics and silent fc<Jture$ of the main digital 

modulation schemes llsed, including consideration of the 

rccciver ancl transmitter requircments. Simlllation is used to 

compare the pcrformance and trade-oITs of popular systems 

sllch as Amplitudc Shift Keying (ASK), Frequency Shift 

Keying (FSK) and Phase Shift Keying(PSK). 

IL LITERATURE SURVEY 

It's Digital modulation schemes transform digital 

signals like the one shown below into \\·avcforms that are 

compatible with the nature of the communication channel. 

There are two ma.jor categories of digital modulation. One 
category uses a constant amplitude carrier and the other calTies 

the information in phase or frequency variations (FSK, PSK). 

The other category conveys the information in calTier 

amplitude ·variations and is known as amplitude shift keying 
(ASK)_ 

The past few years has seen a major transition fi'om 

the singic amplitude modulation (AM) and ft'equency 

modulation (FM) to digital techniques such as Quadrate Plate 
Shin Keying (QPSK), Frequency Shift Keying (FSK), 

Minimum Shift Keying (MSK) and Quadrate Amplitude 

Modulation (QAM). For designers of digital ten'estrial 

microwave radios, their highest priority is good bandwidth 

efliciency ,,·ith 10\\' bit-en·or-ratc. They have plenty of powcr 

avai lable and are not concerned with power efliciency. They 

arc no especiatty conccrned with receiver cost or complcxity 

because they do not havc to build large numbcrs of them. 

On thc other hand, designcrs of hand-held cellular 

phones put a high priority on pmver efficiency because these 

phones need to run on a battery. Cost is also a high priOlity 

becausc cellular phones must be low-cost to encourage more 

required data rate, acceptable level of latency, availab~~1ii~~'t<~o rding:ly, these systems sacrifice some bandwidth 
bandwidth, anticipated link budget and target hardwarc powcr and cost-efficicncy. Eve!); time one of 

size and current consumption_ The physical r paramolcrs (band\\id~st) is 
the channel be it hard\-yired without the associated probl <l /~ ~ 
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incr..:aseu. iII10tha Ollt! u..:creuscs. ur become!; more cDmpl e;..: 
or docs not peri(>nn well in poor l',wiroIlIllCIlt. 

Cost is a dOllli nillll system priority. Lo\\ -cost r'lli ios 
\\'ill ul wu: :.. he in {kmilll<..1. In the p~,s t. it \\":IS pO$Si blc (0 make 
a :"mlio IOW-CllSt by sac.: riiking po\\cr and hmu,];,idth 
cllickncy. This is 110 longt:r possible, The radio spectrum is 
vcry valuuhle and operators who do not use the spcc trum 
ellicicn tl y could lose thcir existing licenses or lose out in the 
competition lor new ones, These are the tradeo lTs that must be 
considered in digital RF (Radio Frequency) communication 
design. 

The techniqucs used to modulme uigitul information 
so {hm it I.:an be transmi tted via microwavcs, satellite or down 
a coble pair is diOerelll to thm of analogue transmission. The 
data (ransmiltcd via satellite or microwave is transmitted as an 
analogue signal. The techniques lI sed to transmit analogue 
signals arc uSt!d to transmit digital signals. The problem is to 
conVCr! he digita l signals [Q a form that can be treated as an 
analogue signal that is ten in the appropriate form to either be 
Iransm iued cJown a twisted cable pair or app lied to the RF 
stage where is modulated to a frequency that can be 
transmitted via microwave or satellite. The equipment that is 
used to convert digital signals into analogue formal is a 
modcm. The word modem is made up of the words 
~'modulator" and ;:dcmodulator". A modem accepts a serial 
date strcam and converts it into an analogue format that 
matchcs the transmission medium. 

The move to digital modulmion provides more 
information capacity, compati bility wi th digi tal data services, 
higher da ta security, better quality communication. and 
quicker sys tem avaiiab ililY. Developers of com munication 
systems face these constraints: 

Available bandwidth 
Pemlissible power 
Inherent noise level of the system 

III. DIGITAL MODULA nONS 

The following Digital Modulation Schemes are evaluated 

using SIM ULINK: 

a) Amplilude Shift Keying Model (ASK) 

b) Frequency Shift Keying Model (FSK) 

c) Binary Phasc Shift Keying Model (BPSK) 


AMPLITUDE SHIFT KEYI NG: 

. h the catTier is 
between two ~~~rr~Pr1;: is known us !\mpliL 
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ShiH Kcy ing{AS K).A speciul Ii.mn or ASK is unc in \\hich 
the carrier is simply switched \l/l and olT. rhc binary level 
turn:) thc cmTicr 011. and the him!r) 0 level tu rns tne carrier oil 
This is eallctl lm-o!r keying (OOK). 

ThL' t1:giti.d signal coming Ihull a digi:al soun.:..: is a 1111ipuiar 
NRZ signal which acts as the motlulati ng signal. 

u (t) =Oma bit which cun tak..: values " 1·· or ··0·'. 

Here the can"icr is a SINE wave of Ih:qucncy Ie. We can 

represent the can'ier signal mathcmalica lly as lollows: 

cc = sin (2 it fc I) 

The ASK lTlodulator is nothing but a multiplier followed by a 

band pass filter. This muhiplicr wi ll muhiply thc NRZ digital 
and tht! sinusoidal catTier signal to produce the binary ASK 

signal at its output. Due to nluhiplication, the ASK output will 
be present only when a binary " I" is to be transmiued. 

There will hc 110 such outpUt for Ihe va luc ··O··The ASK signal 
can be mathematically expressed as lo llows: 

v ASK(t) =sin (2 " lei) ••••••-when d (I) = I 
VASK(I) =0 ------whcn d (I) =0 

Modula tln g V\lave (dl g .ca') 

o o 

t-1odul <.)u;:- d Rc--sult 

Figurc 3.1 : Wavefo rm of ASK 

FREQUE TY SHIFT KEYING: 
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inl.: rcasc to a Ill<lXimUIll and it logic low C;jU~CS thc cC l)(rl.: 
li'cqlll: lh':: lU dccrcilsl.: {(l a minimulll. 

In binary FSK. thc li"Cljucnl.:Y 01';'1 cOlls i<J1l1 mnpli l\1dc 
cun'i\!r ~ ignH I is s\\'itch.:ti hCIWCCIl I.!ithl.!r or t\\() \ ..lIU\:S 

corrcspl,nding (0 binary sYlllhols "(r' an:.! " 1" ', J\ 1:'c~ llI CIlCy 

shill kl.!ycd transmitter has il5 li·cqul.!llcy shi lkd by the 

messagc . In this WI.! arc using binary sl.!l/ucncl.! only hl.! lh:C 
only two rrcqllcncics an.: rl.:quircd. The word 'kl.!)'l.!d· suggest 
th at the message is of (he 'oll-ofr va ric I)" mol'\! l ikdy in the 

present context. it binal)' scquencc. Hcre amplitude and phase 

renulins constan t 

AS its name suggests, a frequency shi Ii ke)'ed translll !ltc r has 

its frequency shifted by tne message. 

Although there could he more than IwO frequencies involved 

in an FSK signal , in this experiment th~ messagc will be u 

hinm) I hit Slr~am. and so only t\\'o freq uencies will be 
involved. 

.' 
I' 

Carrier 

VWlvWM\/W 
Hodul"ted Slt~nar 


Figure 3.2: \Vaveform ofFSK 


BINARY PHASE SHIFT KEYING: 

Binary Phase Shi ft Keying (BPSK) is most efficient of the 
three modulation methods, i.e. ASK, FSK, and PSK. It is used 
for high bit rates. The BPSK modulator is similar to the OOK 
modu latOr, the d ifference being that no de component is 

presen t in the modulating waveform and therefore no carrier 

component is transmitted. In this modulation one has as 

possible results two exit phases for the carrier with a si ngle 

logic O. The ca rrier phase is changed between 0° and 

Page 1476 
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Ih...: hipol:lr digital signal. !\ hipolar N RZ sigmd is us\.-d 10 

rcprcsent Ihe Jigi lil l Jalacoming IhnTl the digi l ~li SlJUr...:c, 

Carrier 

Modulating Wave (digital) 

o 1 o o 

Modulated Result 

flJl____J\ M f\ f\ !\ 
--VW V vvVV 


Figure 3.3: Waveform of[)PSK 

IV. RESULT 

AS K Model in XILINX 

Si mulation result in the form of waveform: 


::.........,... ~..- --- .. 

Figure 4. 1: Si mulation of ASK in XILINX 
FSK Model in XILINX 

Simu lation result in the form ofwavefbrm: 
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IlI'SK Modd in XILI NX 
Si mul~tion !"~su h in I h~ l;'lfIn 01" w;,]v;: rorm: 
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rigure 4.3: Simulation of BPSK in XILINX ~::;;~.i ., ~ 

ASK Model in SIMULINK Ib..n..n..nr 
8,,,,,lIi f-------+I!xl ' 10 1E i",~ 01-------+.1 L-; 

E:,1'IauliiBin:;y F:roud Sro~~ I 

Gifl~5bl 
 rn :-. -' 

1: . 

Figure 4.6: FSK Model in SIMU LI NK 

l~ Figures 

Figure 4.4: ASK Model in SIMUUNK 

in ~)lfo I\ ~ ~ 9 1 
{!at!! ' 

FSK Model in Sim >Jo.~~~ 
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::IIScope xI 
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Figure 4.7:0ulplll ofFSK Model 
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Figure 4 .8: I3PSK Model in SIM ULI NK 

Fi llf i!:S 
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Figure 4.9:0utpul o f BPSK Model 

y, CONCLUSION 

A In this work, successful des ign and simulation of a 
100v power various digital modulation schemes with proper 

understanding are presented. We are using FPGA as it can 

control multiple inputs and multiple outputs 
concurrently.FPGA provides bel ler pO\<\ler management as 

very less power is consllmed by rPGA. Xilinx ISE tool is used 
for implementation of systems in FPGA. FPGA 
Impiemenlation of d ig ita l modulatio n systems requi res use o f 

fSSN ION Ll NEI : 2395-\052 

ill hanJ\\"arc arc dcpl.' lldcliI o f the design in so li\\'an:. it is Illlll.:h 
~il1lpkr to ;;<trr) out changes in thesc resu lts by means o f the 

snl"t\\"arl.'. evel1 ailcr h'lvi ng finisheu the design amJ ils 
implementation. This Ihe! is considl.'n:d o lle or the 1ll(i~1 

imp<'fHmt in thl: th.: vdopl1ll.! l11 o r this Iype ofucsigns . 
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SMS Based Load Shedding 
iYls. Anuradha Suresh. Pandit t Ms. Sonali· Raghunath.. I,,!lha'" :VI:;. Dnrga Sadashiv NikamJ 

1.2··~ J\ ss i s latlt Pro!essor 
l.:uSmt. KHshibai Nawale College nl'Enginee ring, Pune. India 

.·lbsfI"(Jcl Electricity is very important aspc<.:t o flwllwn lif(:. 
So it shculd be utilized in proper way. Lond shedding is best 
oplion for best lItiliz;ltion of electridty. Load shed ding is 
basically required to balance the elec tri c ity demand alld 
electricity supply. When there is a shortfnll in the e lectric ity 
supply, there cnn be a need to reduce demand vcry quickly to 
all acceptable level, or ri sk the enti re electricity network 
becoming unstable and shutting down complete ly. In 
automatic load sheddillg, load shedding is done 
automatically. One o f the <1dvantages of auto matic load 
shedding is that load shedding do ne auto matica lly which will 
not only reduce man po wer but also effecti ve in MSEB 
persons security. MSEB provides the services like 
information about payment of bill , complaints of c ustomer 
nrc taken from call. Instead Ibis method automatically 
controls lights of the particular area. It also provides facilities 
like complaint server, info rmation service , advanced 
M.S.ED.C.L. repair system.lfnelwork will be busy then call 
completion probability will be less. Also one facility provided 
is ifany MSEDCL person wants to cut light ofparticuJar area 
in which he working at instant then he can send SinS to cut oIT 
light. 
f(ey 1V0rds: GSM. SMS. VB. MSEDCL 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The electricity used by people is generally produced <\I1d 
supplied by companies. When people are demanding more 
e lectricity than a company has to g ive load shedding is 
required. The solution to this situa tio n is that company has to 
deny some users fo r some time. When the supply ing company 
receives more demand for e lectrical power than its generating 
or transmission or installed capacity can deliver, the company 
has to resort to rationing of the available electricity to its 
custo mers. This act is called load shedding. Load shedding 
can also be referred to as Demand Side Management or Load 
Management. Load shedding can be of two types: 
A. Automatic Load Shedding 
B. Manual Load Shedding 

A. ..\Janllal Load Shedding: 

In manual load shedding particular area light will be cut off 
by the person from MSEDCL. But now days we can see that 
much of things are becoming auto matic then why should 
MSEDCL remain apart from this. And automatic load 
shedding eame in picture. There are many advantages o f thi s 
type of load shedding. 

B. Automat;c Load Shedding: 

In automatic load shedding, load s heddi ng is done 
automatically. One of the advantages o f automat ic load 
shedding is that load shedd ing done automatically which will 
not only reduce man power but also effective in MSEDCL 

call. Instead proposed method :wtolllaticnily controls lights of" 
tile particular area. II also provides tilciJities likc <.:olllplaint 
server, informatio ll sl.'J'vice. ndvcmced tvI.S.E.D.C.L repair 
systcm. If network will be busy then ca ll completion 
probability will be less. Also one facility provided is if any 
MSEDCL persoll \-\lants to clltlight ofparticular Clrea in which 
he working at instant then he can send StvlS to cut ofT light. 

II. PROPOSED METHODOl.OGY 

The section gives detail description of hardware & so fiwClre 
to be lIsed in the system. Block diagram s hows the interfacing 
of PIC microcontroller & other hardware parts such as LCD 
and relay driver Ie. The software part includes respective 
flow cllal1s and aloorithms 

~ 

l j tCO O,l pI5'/ I 

I 
·\':o~ i' .. '1PCw,!hVS I' ·6 Siw I I 

"c , 
!::oqtKo!l,: ;::fl~ 'r'l-c;;J-j 1;r9!.~r. !!r:v~r 

P.ela-;2 l- d flVi le;;] l I 
;:;~!ly J1 ''''Y 1_I d: ,y;;t: -I I 

The block diagram 
following main blocks: 

PIC microco ntrolJer 
ULN2803 relay driver 

MAX 232 
RS232 interfacing driver 
LCD display 
Microcontroller section: 

o f thiS project conSists of 

Microcontroller is the heart of the system, the 
microcontrollcr basically receives the control commands 
serially from the PC (VB s/w), Afte r receiving the string 
serially, microcontroller stores the string in to its RANI. Then 
microcontroller decodes the received string .The string from 
the PC contains the load shading Relay On/O FF commands. 
Microcontroller reads the s tring o ne by one and turns on/off 
the relays accordingly. 
I) Relay driver: 
This method using a 12v, 100 rnA relay from i/p s ide. The 

J.1 C operates on 5volts and can provide only 20 mA ofcurrent 

.So to drive the relay we are using a ULN based Relay driver. 
The ULN 2803 has.8 i/p ' s and 8 olp' s .So we can.connect 8 
rclays on I ULN .dn:-er. T he olp vo!tag~ of ULN IS I2v and 

. ~!~~ c_~rr.ent capacity IS lampere whle! IS than enough 
persons security. ~\/oJ...dn, ng relay. 

MSEDCL provides the services like infor y ?f!!II;;:::~·r.~lItJ,, · . .l ' t\ I 
about payment ofbil!. complaints of customer are take " {·rp ),il ThiS eth I Llslng relay~ol _.)Ov ~ "1 mperes at the 0 p 

. Z . s ~g~) T~· cans we carH:l;R1t.<lf tiolUIlEt!iwli~9(~r 230v 
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and iC <Hllpen.:s. In th l.: sy:·acm relays ind ita li ng din~ rc nt 

smilller areas in bigge r one. 
3) 1105132 
RS 232 is used (0 CO Il1IJ1IU1ic , ll ~ bc: twccn PC alld the ~IC .We 
nrc lIsing the sped lie seria l format to cOlllmunicate . 
Baud rate: 9600 
Stop bi ts: I 

ran o r frame: nonc 
Flowchart: 
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III. CIRCU IT 1>1.\(;[{A\1 

Circuit diagram consist of different units like PIC 
microcon1roller, reset circuit, fvlAX 232, LCD, crystal 
oscillator, relays, relay driver lCs, and RS 232 9pin DB 
connector. Analog inputs are given to the port A of 
microcontroller. These analog inputs are converted into 
digital output. Port B, port C and port D are connected to the 
relay driver and LCD. Port C is also connected to the MAX 
232 for compatibility poi nt of view 

IV. RESULT 

'---------- ----.-"'  .-:..."'..... 

V. CONC LUSION ,~ This system deals with automat ic load sh mp mt 
01 

server, information center, security ofworkq;; . 
.ttead 

, Dept. of ElectronIcs & 

-,- 

• 

Due to automatic load shading. time table of loading 
shading get controlled automatically. So, manual efforts 
get reduced. Hence, huge number of labors gets reduced. 
III complaint server, complaints of customer's are taken 
through mobile & actions are taken immediately & 
related information are send automatically to customers 
through mobile using GSM .Hence, solutions of 
customer's problems get solved in less time & they get 
quick response to their complaints. 
In information center, messages are send ing to customers 
related to changes in time table automatica lly. Hence, 
customers get familiar with changed load shading time 
table. So, customers face lesser problems. 
In security section, main preference is given to workers 
security. Security codes are given to workers, so (hat they 
can cut power supply of particular area automatica lly in 
which area they are working. It reduces accident capacity 
& workers can work safely. 
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Abstract: In thi s paper, we propose a new technique for detection of camera in photography prohibited areas. This 
technique will locate R camera. It uscs image processing for detecting mobile camera. After detecting camera laser light 
will be directed towards that camera user also, securi ty can be alerted about the same. The proposed work has 
applications such as preventing pirflcy in theatres. This work will serve beneficial at places such as museums. 
industries, historical monuments, exhibitions, changing rooms. shopping malls, jew'Cllcry stores where maintaining 
videography and photography is prohibited. 

Keywords: Mobile Camera Capturing Detection, Camera Tracking, Arduino UNO, Flash Light 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Smart phones with camera are very common these days. While visiting places such as museums, historical monuments, 
temples, ex.hibitions or places where maintaining secrecy is a big issue, lIser carries his smart phone with him. Though 
photography is prohibited in such areas, user lend to capture images of these sites secretly, which is not significant. 
Considering the piracy at theatres, Indian film industry sufrers heavy losses due to it. To avoid such problems, we need 
to develop a system which wi ll detect such smart phone camera or any digital came ra and then neutralize image or 
video taken by that camera. At the same time the system should not cause any damage to camera or the user. So system 
design aims at a suitable technique which will not interfere with camera's operation along with being harmless for the 
user. System will simply detect camera in photography prohibited area and then it will emit a strong infrared beam CIt 
each device to neutralize it from capturing image or video .As we are using infrared beam for neutralizing digital 
camera, it is neither a health danger to human nor it \vill affect the detected camera 's operation. This detecrion ami 
deactivation method ofcamera or other optica l device can be more useful in defence areas to identify possible attacks. 

1t is Supreme Court justices themselves who have been the most vocal opponents of allowing cameras into courtroom. 
The no-photography policy is not limited just to India. But it is a worldwide phenomenon. Photography is banned at 
places such as museums, court rooms, shopping malls, industries, defence areas, jewell ery stores etc. Eliminating use of 
cameras in such places improves visitor experience. Banning photography is believes to boost security by preventing 
thieves or terrorists from visually capturing and pinpointing \veakness in alarm sys tems and surveillance. Also, taking 
photographs after violates copyright protection. Fi lm industry also suffers 1/3 loss due to movie piracy. Hence, there 
arises a need to prevent this undesired photography, to avoid this heavy loss. This paper presents solution for this 
undes ired photography to prevent security and privacy of the site. Our solution is based on detecting the camera's rhat 
are capturing pictures of the site. After detection of camera 's a strong light is rocused onto detected camera, which 
degrades the quality of the captured image, thus rendering the captured photograph useless. 

Piracy is a wide spread menace in fndia these days. Illegal recording devices like mobile phones and hand held cameras 
are used for recording the film from movie theatres. Availabi lity of low cost smart phones with decent camera quality 
has led to the inflow of theatre recordings at an unprecedented rate into the market. And due to availability of high 
speed internet on these hand held devices, such recordings are almost instantly upl oaded on data sharing sites on the 
internet. This causes huge loss to production houses and the movie industry . Such losses are calculated by market 
researchers and are directly transferred onto the audience in form of increased ticket fare rofine . Thus, a system 
providing solution to the problem of piracy could revolutionize the tariff arrangements in dIe: fuQ?t!1 'ndustry. Apart 
from the movie industry, various industrial organizat ions or corn anies suffer from industrIM 0l!§:, . nage. Many 
government agencies also suffer from leakage of H C3d confidentl . a pal t or which IS IIIf\ga 'l)f n!Forded from 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

There hilS been tremendous increase in the populaticn having access to ~IlHln phones, With ri se ill stJlarlphonc 
ownership gloo'llly.C hina will have highest Ilumber of sillanphone lIsers, 1.:1 bi llion. in 20 18, followed by india wi th 
530 mi llivtl users [3]. With such increase there nlsa use of cell phone cameras in illegal nctivitics. \vlajorly these 
act ivities involve in forrmHion stealing, illegal photography ,theft ofdesigns. theft of data .A Il thi s illegal activit ies come 
llllder privacy law. The Indian privacy law states that "No person shall be deprived of his life or personal li berty except 
according to procedure established by law"[4]. But st ill such activities take place. So, it is necessary to deve lop a 
system wh ich helps prevent such illegal activities. One of the approach is to install CCTV in the confined area 
.Matthew P. J. Ashby has presented the va lue of CCTV in his paper[2). A retro renector (sometimes ca lled a re trO 
reneClor or calaphole) is a device or surfuce that renects light back 10 its source with a min imum of scattering. In a 
retroreflector an electromagnetic wnvefronl is reflected back along a vector that is parallel to but opposite in direction 
from the wave's source [6].This retro reflection property can be lIsed ,P. A. Dhulekar lIsed this to develop a technique 
to detect cameras in his technique he detects the camera and will neutralize il[5]. retro reflection is more useful to 
hamper the image quality. we should used another approach one such approach is object detection Panth Shah and 
TithiVyas ,they used Interfacing of MAT LAB with Arduino for Object Detection Algorithm Implementation[l] they 
used the object detection a lgorithms.So we decided to detect a camera using various object detection algorithms .One of 
the exam les of sllch algorithm - Viola Jones. It is the first object detection framework which provides competitive 
object detection rates in real-time. It was proposed by Paul Vio la and !" lichael Jones in 2001 [7] But another faster 
algorithm is SURF algorithm[8].The SURF algorithm was presented by Herbert Bay, Tinne Tuytelaars, and Luc Van 
Goo lln thier pape r, they present a novel scale and rotation invariaut interest point detector and descriptor, coined SURF 
(Speeded Up Robust Features). When it comes to repeatability, this perfroms better than the previous schemes. 
distinct iveness, and robustness are computed and compared faste r than previous schemes. This is possible due to 
relying on integral images for image convolutions; building on the strengths of the leading existing detectors and 
descriptors. we are also using SURF algorithm in our paper as it is more advantageous.But once we detect the camera 
we need to measure its distance from the setup. 

III. BLOCK DIAGRAM AND DESCRIPTION 

230V A( 1'O'.'IlIt 

sw'rlY 

LDRrrid 

·SV OC 
• GNO 
• U V DC 

,..~rV.H 

(Di...·pJ~y 

c!~te..::tiOl\ 

oho::t'J=) 

a Ardniuo c~o, DC :\10TOR 

In our proposed system, a technique for detecting the recording in photography prohibited areas based on image 
processing is designed .Camera detection unit includes camera interfaced with Pc. SMP caUlera will be used to capture 
the images of prohibited area. Another Camera will also keep recording the aud ience. Then, using various algorithms, 
MATLAB will decide whether the camera is detected or not. Control signal from display detection part will be 
generated and sent through se ria l communication to Arduino. Flash light wi ll be used as contrOlling action. Algor ithm 
running in Matlab wi ll be continuously looking for camera display. Once the display is found it wi ll compare it with 
current live image. Depending on the location DC motor wi ll move and flash light wi ll be 0 11 . 

IV. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION 

any information for rh 
the AC supp ly. 6 to 20 
Arduino Uno works as a r 

rduino Uno can be taken via USB or ex ternal power. We need not provide 
of power is done automatically. Power ca n be taken externally via batteries 0 

e v Itage range for ex SOurce that call be provided to the Ardu ino Uno. 
er in the circuit. It tat, ~o ~ III sensors or from the program and processes 

it. For the traCking mode Jl~9Si!mmjng Arduino is eG ry. Ar '~~~ orks only when it receives cel1ain value from 
the computer 'fj!!l!.Ind h<;Jl.,e'th'e trac;king of the ca,[1.ql tarts. ,,-:..' ~ 
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B. Camera 1\·1odcl used is I.ogitc:c e 170. It is a \\\:\)<.:<Im cHId it is \\:r)" cBS), to lI$C. It comes wil h plug-and-play 
conncclivily with USB 2.0. Ii supports video ckar vidl:o calli llg at 6.:.10 .\ ~80 resolution. C 170 can be used to captur~ 
video al 1024 x 768 rcsohH ioli . It has its own sollwnrt: and it (an cli(.;k pictures t1.l 3MI'. lis bui ll in microphone has a 
noise reductioll hence it gives beller audio OlJtpui.. 11 11 1'<;0 comes with a dip \\!ilil \vhich the \\'ebcam can be attached to 
the laptop monitor or phone. In this s),s tiJ !11. T\,,"o cameras :Ire made to lake pictures o f uudit:nce and the prohibiled 
object or til l: area . 

C. DC Motor: DC eVlotors arc clectric motors that are conrilltlo us actuators. These actua tors convert electrical energy 
into mechanicClI energy. DC motors rotate around its Clxis and can be usee! in pumps, fans, compressors. whee ls, etc. 
There are three types of electric motors stated as AC type l'."lo lors, DC type Moto rs and Slepper Motors. A DC motor is 
of [wo parts. I) "Stator" is the slmionary parI. 2) "Rotor" is the rOiming part. With the help of this DC Illotor and the 
LDR, Tracking setup is manufactured. 

v. SPFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION 

MATLAB :M A TLAB (matrix laboratory) is a multi-paradigm numerical computing environment. A proprietary 
programming language developed by ivlmh Works, IvlATLAB allows matrix manipulations~ planing o f functions and 
data, implementation ofalgorilhms, cremion of user interfaces. and interfacing with programs written in other 
languages including C, C++. C#. Java, Fortran and Python. Although MATLAB is intended primarily fo r numerical 
computing. an op tional toolbox uses the MuPAD symbo lic engine, allowing access to symbolic computing ab ilities. An 
add itional package, for dynamic and embedded systems, Installation of Arduino packages in Matlab is necessary also. 
Image process ing too lbox must be there in the installed Matlab. The MATLAB application is built around the 
MATLAB scripti ng language. Common usage of the MATLAB application involves using the Command Window as 
an interactive mathematical shel l or execut ing text ti les containing MATLAB code. 

VI. ALGORITHMS USED 

A. Normalized Correlation Function: computes normal ized cross-corre lation of matrices. One matrix must be larger 
than the matrix template or second matrix. Values in template must not a ll be the same. The output matrix or the 
resultant matrix conta in coefficients called as correlation coefficients. Its values vary from -1.0 to 1.0. In this project, 
the same function is used to find the re lationship between camera display image and the reference image or actual 
image o f the restricted area or object. Basically both snaps are compared. If there is certain relation between both snaps 
we can say that the camera is lIsed to capture video or photography and hence the camera is detected. 

B. Surf Algorithm 

Input Tv"o Images 

Convert Into Gray 

Scale 


Delect And Extract 

Features 


Match Descriptors 
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Surf Algorithm has wiele applications in Image Processing sllch ,IS object recognition, inHlg...:: registration. classification 
o r 3D reconstruction. It is bt::t!cr, robust and faster than the Sift. Surf Descriptors cail de!cc[ objects, can tracK objects 
and extract point of interest. Matching can be clone w ith Surf Algorithm, By comparing cl..:scriptors obtained from 
different images matching pair can be found. Flow chClrt for this Surf algorithm is given as lol lows. 

VII, FLOW CHART 

r---I~I Take Two Images 
From Camera 

Make Their 
Dimensions Equal 

No 

Is 

No of Matched SUR 

Points >= Threshold 


? 

$ 
Yes 
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VIII. CONCLllSION 

The main objec tive o f this paper is to des.ign image process ing techn iqut: for :nobilc c.ullcra de tection and trackmg 111 
pholOgral~h) proh ibited area. '1.,.'ilh !his Techn ique. tl:c Cl1 This work wi ll se rve bcnc!icial in the areas su.::h as theatres 
for preven tioll of piracy. [t has Illany applications which include maintaining secrecy at defence areas, indust ries. 
research and development sections, hi storica l mOllUlllents, religious places, jewellery stores, changing rooms at 
shopping malts . 
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Abstract - In automobile engineering for insurance 
assignment the company can't judge the driver and not be 
Slife about his driving. This unit is used to judge the driving 
of the driver and the proper monitoring can be done. The 
system is proposed to make vehicles Insurance more 
transparent. For that purpose we are implementing a system 
with the latest technology. The proposed system consists of 

'Microcontrollel', LCD display, RPM sensor, CO sensor, 
Alcohol sensor, Accelerometer, seat beltanalyzerswitch and 
WiFi module for acquiring wirel ess communication. 

Key Words: Telematic data, Wi-Pi modul e. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Smartphone-based insurance telematics or usage based 
insurance is a disruptive technology which relies on 
insurance premiums that reflect the risk profile of the driver; 
measured via smalt phones with appropriate in sl:c1.lIed 
software. Plurality offigure ofmerits are described, analyzed 
and categorized, including events and properties like harsh 
braking, speeding, and location. The categorization of the 
forms in terms of observability, Driver influence, and 
Actuarial relevance are tools for robust risk profiling of the 
driver and the trip. Proper driver feedback is briefly 
discussed, and rule-of-thumhs for feedback design are 
included. A fram ework is presented to deploy asmartphone

>:ased measurement system for road vehicle traffic 
monitoring and usage-based insurance (UBI). Through the 
aid of a hierarchical model to modularize the description, the 
functionality is described as spanning from sensor-level 
functionality and technical s pecification to the topmost 
business model. The designer of a complex measurement 
system has to consider the full picture from low-level 
sensing, actuating, and wireless data transfer to the topmost 
leveL incluqing enticem ents for the individual smartphone 
owners, i.e., the end users who are the actual measurement 
probes. The former activity has a clear value for a society 
and its inhabitants, as it may reduce congestion and 
environmental impacts. The latter data stream drives the 
business model and parts of the revenue streams. which 
ensure the funding of the total measurement system and 
create value for the end users, the service prOVider, and the 
insurance company. In addition to the presented framework, 
outcome from a measurement ca mpaign is presented, 
including road vehicle traffic monitoring (primalY data 
stream) and a commercial pilot of UBI based on the driver 

© 2019,IRJET Impact Factor value; 7.211 

profiles (secondmy data stream). The measurement system 
is believed to be sustainable due to the incitements offered 
to the individual end users, in terms of favorable pricing for 
the insurance premium. 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

2.1 Lu Zhou, Qingrong Chen, Zutian Luo, Haojin Zhul, 
Cailian Chen in their paper "Speed-based Location Tracking 
in Usage-based Automotive Insurance" explains that,Usage
based Insurance (UBI) is regarded as a promising way to 
offer more accurate insurance premium by profiling driving 
behaviors. Compared with traditional insurance which 
considers drivers' history of accidents, traffic violations and 
etc, UBI focuses on driving data and can give a more 
reasonable ins urance premium based on the current driving 
behaviors. Insurers use sensors in smartphone or vehicle to 
collect driving data (e.g. mileage, speed, hark braking) and 
compute a risk score based on these data to recalculate 
insurance premium. 

2.2 HyunSuk Kim, DaeSub Yoon, HyunSoon Shin in their 
paper "Driving Characteristics Analysis of Young and Middle
aged Drivers" explains that From the statistics about rental 
car accidents, traffic accident death by drunken driving, 
speeding. and centreline invasion occurs frequent1y to the 
tvventies drivers compared with the other age groups. 
Specially, speeding is a dangerous driving behavior. In this 
paper, we analyzed driving haracteristics of young and 
middle-aged drivers using FOT (Field of Test) data which 
was collected on the real urban, local road and highway. 

2.3 Peter Handel, Jens Ohlsson, Martin Ohlsson,lsaac Skog 
and Elin Nygren in thei r paper "Smartphone-Based 
Measurement Systems for Road Vehicle Traffic Monitor 
Usage-Based Insurance", elaborates that The Number of 
cellular phones in the world steadily grows each year, with 
almost seven billion mobile subscriptions atthe endof2012, 
corresponding to some 96% of the world population. 
Cellular phones are often referred to as feature phones and 
smartphones, where the fonner prOvide basic telep~ 
the latter provide flexibility by the use of . 
applicatio wn as - apps. Head 
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3. HARDWARE MODULE 

In this project w e have lIsed some hardware modules slIch 
as WH':'i module(ESP8266 MOD)for transmission and 
reception, nlic rocol1troller(LPC2138).LCD screen for display, 
power supply, alcohol Sensor[MQ3), CO sensnr(MQ7),RPM 
sensor[AllOl hall effect),accelerometer(ADXL33S) sensor. 

3 .1 Wi-Fi MODULE(ESP8266 MOD) 

ESP8266 ESP-Ol Serial WIFI Transceiver Module is a cheap 
"nd easy way to connect a ny smallmicrocontroller platform, 
like Arduino, wirelessly to Internet ESP8266 has powerful 
on-board processing and storage capabilities that allow it to 
be integrated with the sensors and other application specific 
devices through its GPIOs with minimal development up
front and minim2110ading during runtime. 

3 .2 MICROCONTROLLER(LPC 2138) 

A 128-bit wide memory inte rface and unique accele rator 
architecture enable 32-bitcode execution a t maximum clock 
rate. For critical code size applications, the alternative 16-b it 
Thumb mode reduces code by more than 30 % with minimal 
performance penalty. Due to their tiny size and low power 
consumption, these microcon trollers are ideal for 
applications where miniaturization is a key requirement, 
such as access control and pOint-of-sale. 

3.3 ALCOHOL SENSOR(MQ3) 

MQ3 GAS Sensor is a very easy to use and very handy sensor. 
It is suitable for sensing Alcohol gas concentration. MQ3 
Alcohol GAS Sensor can detect Alcohol gas concentrations 
anywhere from 200 to 10000 ppm. The MQ3 GAS sensor has 
a very height sensitivity to Alcohol gas. The sensitive 
material of MQ3 Sensor is Sn02,wh ich has lower 
conductivity in clean air. When the target alcohol gas exis t, 
the sensor's conductivity is higher a long with the gas 
concentration ris ing. MQ3 GAS sensor has high sens itivity to 
Alcohol, and good res istance to disturb of gasolin e, smoke 
and vapor. The sensor could be used to detect alcohol with 
different concentration; it is with low cost and suitable for 
different application. 

3.4 CO SENSOR(MQ7) 

This sensor has a high sensitivity and fast response time. The 
sensor's output is an analog resistance. The drive circuit is 
very simple; a ll you need to do is power the heater coil with 
SV, add a load resistance, an connect the output to an 
ADC.Sensitive materi I 0 nsor is Sn02, which 
with lower condue . c. air. It make detection by 
method of cycle high I tern erature, and detect CO at 
low temperature(he .5'Q.The sensor's cond uctivity 
gets higher'a lo~ with th ~s concentration rising. At 
high temperatuDepbtOli ~e!ltl'J1ilttf&8s the other. 

adsorbcd at low temperature. Uscrs can convert lhc change 
of conductivity to correspond Olltput signal of gas 
concentration through a simple·circuit. 

3.5 RPM SENSOR(All01 HALL EFFECT SENSOR) 

Inductive and Hall Effect RPM sensors in today's vehicles. 
mainly are used for measuring the rpm and determining the 
position of crankshaft or camshaft at engine management 
systems, as well as measuring the speed (rpm) of the wheels 
at ABS systems,ESP systems, etc The Hall Effect is the IllOSt 
common method of measuring magne tic field and the Hall 
Effect sensors are very popular and have many 
contemporary applications. 

3.6 ACCELEROMETER(ADXL335) 

The ADXL335 is a small, thin, low power, complete 3-axis 
accelerometer wi th signal conditioned voltage outputs. The 
produc t measures acceleration with a minimum fullscale 
range of ±3 9. It can measure the s tatic acceleration of 
gravity in tilt-sens ing applications, as well as dynamic 
acceleration res ulting from motion, shock, or vihration. The 
user selects the bandwidth of the accelerometer using the 
CX, CY, and CZ capacitors at the XOUT, YOUT, and ZOUT pins. 

4. SOFTWARE USED 

4.1 Eagle6.1.0 (for circuit design and PCB) 
EAGLE (for: Easily Applicable Graphical Layout Editor, 
German: Einfach anzuwendendergrafischer Layout-Editor) 
by CadSoft Computer is a flexible, expandable and scriptable 
EDA application with schematic capture editor, PCB layout 
editor, auto-router and CAM and BOM tools developed by 
CadSoft Computer GmbH, Germany, since 1988. EAGLE is 
popular among smaller deSign houses and in academia for its 
favourable licensing terms and rich availahility of 
component libraries on the web. Hobbyists are attracted by 
the availahility of freeware licenses. 

4.2 KEIL U- VISION 4 (LPC2138) 
KElLS uVision Simulator: uVision is an IDE (Integrated 
Development Environment) that helps you write, compile, 
and debug embedded programs. This simulator tool is used 
for programming the microcontroller for the require 
specification of the system. It helps us to pe rform the 
s imulatio n ofThis software is used to burn the internal ROM 
of the microcontroll e r. The Assembly Language 
Programming simulated in the KEIL Simulator is than loaded 
into the internal of microcontroller ROM. Flash is very 
compatible to be used with 89C5l & LPC2138. 

4,3 PROTEUS 8 
Pmteus 8 software is used for simnlation purpose. Proteus 
developed by lab center electronics, Microcontroller 
s imula tion in Proteus works by applying either hex or debug 

Tt'lecommllnication Engineer ~. ·f.,ashib", _ to the microcontroller pa rt on schematic. Sample 
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Fig. 1 Block Diagram of automatic insurance telematics for 
four wheelers . 

6. WORKING 

Data analysis-Whenever vehicle having proposed system 
installed on it, and is running on road the important 
parameters which are always needed to be monitored like 
Pollution causing agen ts, Speed of vehicle, Alcohol 
consumption done by the driver, Travelling path are 
monitored with the help of respective sensors. All the sensor 
values received from respective sensors are sent to the web 
server we are going to des ign for our system via Wi-fi 
connectivity. So tha t Insuran ce company admin is able to see 
the contents of particular driver from the web server. With 
the additional feature of pollution monitoring uni t, sys tem 
will continuously monitor the CO (Carbon monoxide) gas 
emission done by the vehicle and upload this data on web 
server, The rash dri ving of driver is monitored vvith the help 
of proposed system where RPM sensor in terfaced w ill 
continuously monitor the speed of vehicle and this sensor 
information is also continuo us ly updated on web selver. So 
that Insurance assignment fo r that particular vehicle is done 
a fter intelligent monitoring of that particular vehi cle and it's 
driver details by accessing previous data record from web 
server. Accelerom eter will be usefu l for tracking the type of 

Prot1Ie Ra ting- }\[ the server side the respective driver'S 
prolile will be created by the machine itself with respect to 
the variolls differe ntiating piJrameters rece ived from the 
vehicle llni t. 

Flow of operation

1. Start 
2. Initialize all devices like LCD display, sensors and Wi,Fi 
modul e 
3. Check ifinput received from respective sensors interfaced 
for monitoring certain 

vehicle parameters 
If Yes, 
I. Display all the parameters on LCD display 
II. Check if Request received from server side 
Ifl. end all the sensor's data to the server via wifi 
connectivity 
IfND, 
I. Display all the parameters on LCD display 
II . Wait for r equest from server side. 
4. Repeat s tep no. 3 

7,RESULTS 

Once the hardware is run and establish connection with Wi
Fi module. Then welcome page is displayed first through 
which admin and user can navigate th e senrices. 

Adm in and user can login to view details 

• 
1 !at"~ 

B.. -~PI' ,., 
~, . :.. - . 

route where driver used to travel usually; whether ir~::::::::;:~~~' 
Dept. ofElectronics &smooth path or having various disturbing factors alo 

path. Telecommunicntlon Engineeling 
Smt Ku~h' \lai N9,'ai" r ollrs.e base i. e. senso r varue~ c6 ectetrfroh1 ft~fttl\vare. 
of En~iil~crin ,Punc · 411 041 
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3. Vehicle insurance compan ies 
It Drivers analysis 

Y. CONCLUSION 

This system works successfully to monitor the differe nt 
vehicle paramete rs like RPM, CO value exertion, alcohol 
cansllm ption by the user, path fallowed by the driver while 
driving. se(l t belt wearing analysis with the help ofrespective 
sensors interfaced ta the micracantroller unit And are 
successfully sent to the web se\ver designed for our project.

Ratings provided to user according to collected data. At the server side a ll values are maintained in the database 
and are used for profile creation of the driver. That profile 
will be then used by the insurance companies to assign an 
insurance amount far particular owner of that vehicle. 
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7. ADVANTAGES 

1. Highest incentives to change driving pattern 
2. Rating encourages good driver behavior by comparing 
with other d rivers. 
3. Potential cost saving for responsible customers. 
4. Safe drivers get extl-a benefits 
S. Beneficial for user as weB as insurance companies 
6. No need to ke ord all vehicle parameters 
manually. 

8. APPLICATI ept. of Electronics 
1. Tra nsp(fd!lllIUlml~Wclltton Engi 
2. Vehicle ma,9t1ftl<iWlihibai Navale C 
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Detection of Human Voi ce in Noisy Environment 
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Absrr;lcr: Spet'ch i~ () !1 <1L un: 1 and casic~t Wd : n j" CtJlllll1l1l1ic;ILio n \i i l ri()u~ research es h[l\'C becn dOlle 011 \ 'o ice <leI) \,il .\ 
detection nnd automatic speech rccognil: ull sysLem . This p:!lh:r prc:;cl1!S a novel ,md efficient <lppro<lch o f human voicc 
activity detection ill l1ois~ en\'irolllllcllt. V oi ce Act!\'ilY DeL ce lien (VA !)) is a priill<ir~ method ofspce:.:h pr'lccssing. It 
refers [0 a class of i11etltod~ which deiec ts Wht'lllt..'r il j n ~lI'Id sign al cO lH ni !; 5 speech or not i.e. it dis>.:rilOlinates hll!)l,Hl 
speedl sign,d lI'om other sounds. !n rea l liiC ;lpplic[ltinn~ it is. not !easibie to locus on cl1ar<lcLcr ist ics of noisc duc tu 
their mndolll Q(curren<:c, Hencc iO achin·(, [llC purposc j"(lrlll<I1HS me lIsed <1S <i main features wh ich ITpresents hllman 
voice chamc ter islics \'ery effectively. I !ere clean and noisy :; JK'L"ch samples <Ire takcn and it i~ represented that J'orllliln ls 
of clean speech ;1I1d noisy speech occurs in S,lll1c rill1ge (11' rl·cqllcllcic::.. Thus fOrllWlllS are prominent featurc for V;\!), 
To check Ihe robustness of the implcmemcd systclll eJe;m speech samples <ire compared \vith noisy speech samples aL 
variolls SNR levels. 

Keywords: Vo ice activiLY detection, Automatic speakcr recognition, Formants 

I. Ii\TROOUCTION 

Speech signa ! is produced when air from the lungs is passed through the vocal tract and then comes ou t from mOllth and 
nose. The speech signal produced due to vibration of vocal cords is calted as voiced speech. Thus sound waves are 
produced when speech is 1ll09ulmed by vocal [rae! systcm. ·fhl.:: re.sonating frequency of vocnl tract is called as formant. 
Formants can thus be considered as characteristic feature of human voice. In rcal life applications such as Telephone. 
voice conference, Automatic Spcech Recognition U\SR), speech coding voice activ ity detection plays important ro le. 
Voice Activity Detection (VAD) is a func!amenwl frollt -end processing system used in all above 8pplications. VAD is 
defined as discrimination of human speech from various other background noises. VAD systems consist of two core 
stages: Feature extraction and Decision 1l18king. In rl.';81 life 8pp lic<ltions various types of noise can occur randomly and 
in an unexpccted manner. That time it is not possible to derive char<lcteristics of noi se because 8ny sound other than 
human voice is <I single typc of noise, So it is almost infeasible to have prior knO\:vledge about them. Theretore. it is 
convenient to focus on human voice ch8racteristics rather than noise. 

II. L1TERATLRE SURVEY 

Many rcsearchcrs have been done till the date on voice nctivity detection. Many methods are pres cut which represents 
characteristic features of human speech. Acoustic feature such as Zero crossing rate [2L energy [2]. were lIsed as a 
speaker discriminative features by Rabiner ef al. As \ve know when speech signal is produces using speech organs sllch 
as lips, tongue, nose, glottis there does not exist only human voice though it is recorded in 8coustic rooms. Along \-vith 
human speech it contains background noises as well as silence and pauses. So in many speech related application it is 
more efficient to focus on human speech for V AD because there are random noises that occur and on which we cannot 
focus because it is time consuming. Therefore in this work formants are used more convenieutly for VAD. 

III. FORMANT EXTRACTION METHODS 

The vocal tract is a non-uniform circular tube having proper terminating conditions. Vocal tract is open at mouth end 
and closed at larynx. The excitation for generating voiced and unvoiced speech is different. For voiced speech the 
excitation is a periodic impulse train and unvoiced signal is generated when random noise generator is present as 
excitation source, The excitation passed through vocal tract- af"}o e resonant frequencies called as forma! s. Thus 
formants are considered as important acoustic feature ~ e of human speech. [I]..e p.~.sentin~ pres~l-- ~ 

;- . -:.-. 	 tr",.,."../JThere are variolls methods lIsed for formant extract i 	 ,yollowiJ~~~secti?I~2 ' escribes Ihese fieth 9Cls m~f" l a lei 
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to If;td :illd l \ ur i:nio ll:'- ill :-,ig.fl<!1. /-asl !·ollrh.:r I r:I!l:-'! ll nH i.:i ilH:n I.: il!cuhth.:d Oil \\'i[Jd\~w\:'d spL'cclJ. Fillall~ Ihl' kl~ 

11l<!g~ljllldc blm:h. {lpL'ralL'S Oil (be Cit it: lI l:Hl.!d FI-T :-p('clrogr:Hll <'; l l 111m n..':-:u!t ", G!!l bL' :ll: t ~l i flCd il ; dB. I he fi n~: 1 I\l ~ 
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ffit/den .\/(/1"1;01' ,\lmA'/: :\ . /\CL'rn proposL'd !llcl!wd or tracKi ng lo rl11 :II H lIsing !!iddt'l~ 1\ 1;1I"kov t, 'lode l (i-l1\J l!\·I) .Jk rc 
111\11\ I rl';\lurt.' \L'ct,) i' is gl'lH.;ral cci l l"sing first threc Ji)!'I11l1lll jJ·c q ll e IK i ~s. Th!..'ll tile recordillgs ;!IT llscd 10 lfili:) lile 1 ]!\ !1\! 
mode l \\h it: h fU I·I IH.T gCllcr:l !L'S furman ts .·] his is ,\ da la-dri\'L'n spc(' (11 sYl1lhcsizt'L !31 

I.ille({1' /wedicti\ 'e .'lh'C1J"(I : In paper I-II S. ~, kCilndJcss has inlrotill(cd a 1ll~I!lOd 10 Had; ii I's! three IOnll~ ni.S of 
((',minuotls sp':L' (.' h. Li near prL' di cliw sp~;':ir:l is ll sl.:d as inpm 10 lllc system wili<.: h gives p~<tks as Olllp ili. Th ~:sc peaKs an:, 
1l00iling but /orlllnll l:"', 

!.illl!a/' p/'i.!diClin· t: {)(/illg : Fonnants an: gt: ll cratcd cit:\:! lO lTSl)il iUKC freq uenc ies of vocal lr:1cl. So one C" 11 consicer voca: 
tract (IS a linca r n il eI'. Thus the fo rmants :l1'L' presented ,15 po les of source -fi lter Illodel .Line'lr predicti ve coel ing is a 
method which ;: nlt::lIlmL'd li ~cly samples by referring its previous sa lTl ples . The peaks ob tai ned from spec trulll call bl.: 
considered as ionlHllH. r~'f 

Cep.l"!ro/ 1111.'1/wd: Cepslru!ll ('<Ill be defined as Ihe inverse Fuurier trans form of logari lhm of power SpeClnllll . Cepstr;.d 
.:ocfficicnts g ive Ih~ information abom voca l trHc t and il s exc iIalion. A Cepslr<li method needs fUriher smoOlhing 
procedure in order w obta in betler results . [6] 

1\.. PROPOSED M ETIlODOLO GY 

formants are de fi ned as resonance frequ encies of voc<l 1 tract. In hUlll Cl Il vo ice first four fo rmants are considered 011 

primary b(lsis, f ig, I shows how formam ex~rac lio n is dOlle using Linear Predictive Coding (LPC), As we know speech 
s ignal is a r<1pi dly varyi ng signal. Pre-emphasis is 11 W<ly of compensating for the rapid decaying spectrum of speech. 
pre-emphasis and de-emphasis works since speech signal is bandlilll ited and relatively low frequency (upto 4KHz). Pre 
emphasis boosts the h igh frequency cOlllponelH. After Ihis Hilbert Transform is used so tha t bo th real and imagi nary 
P<l rt s o f the signal can be considered. Use of Hilbert transform allO\\'s us using various real and complex values as wel l. 
The output o f this stage is g iven to adaptive filler bank . T his filt er bank is also called as formant tracking filters. 
Adaptive fille r bank consists of a ll-zero filler (AZf) Hnd Dynamic Track ing Filter ( DTF). Both arc impleme nted in 
cascading manner so that the res ul t is calculated over bandpass filtered speech signal and then formant calculation is 
done on band passed speech signal. Poles anci ze ros of formant fi lters <'Ire ll pdated ever.y time so tl1 <'1t nccurate formant 
freq uency is calc ul <l ted. F I [Q f4 are the four form ants that are to be ca lcul a ted. The first four formant frequencies of 
vo iced speech segments a re f I, F2, F3 and F4 me cs till1a!ed from the four bands o f the adaptive bandpass filterbank 
lIsi ng firs t-order linear prediction on eac h bane\. Here hamming \"indo\\' is L1sed for wi ndowing purpose. In order to 
estimate a par(icul<lr fO rllmJlt freq uency frolll the spec trum the energy calculnted in tlmt formant band has 10 be above an 
"energy threshold leve L" so thm speech a signal is considered as vo iced. This energy thresho ld level is set during init ial 
stage of Ihe algo rithm and fo r i !n formant this thresho ld level is updated depend ing 011 vo iced pan of speech. In this 
\.\,Iay f I, F2, F3 and F4 are estimated. 
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Fig. 6 shows th.\( VAD is correct identified in speech samples S2. S3, 55. S6
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57, 58, S9, SIO. The correct VA O is 
carried ou l ir codebooks of training and testing models match . 
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Fig. 7 VAD % for eight di fferenllypes of noises 

Fig" 7 shows overall results of correct VAD performed under various conditi ons .The observation can be made that [he 
percentages ofVAD at Od8 are very low as compared to high SNR levels. At higher SNR levels sllch as at IOdS and 
15d8 percentage of correctly detected speech samples i.e. speech samples when compared with training models 
identifies correct voice activities thus giv ing positive ~~ores" :"\t," IO dB and15 dB SNR level the results obtained for 
street,. exl~ibitioJl: babble, t~ain , restaurant, car, air~fRnd S(at i9i~ , I~Q jse are more. Thlls we can say that v' (\ctivity 
de tectIon IS done correctly l!l these SNR level. . /' ..... ," .. - Head 
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Abstract - Notice boards are one of the widely used 
ones ranging from primary schools to major 
organizations to convey messages at large. A lot of 
paper is been used and which is later wasted by the 
organizations. The main aim of this project is to design 
a Wi-Fi driven automatic display board which cail 
replace the currently used paper-based notice board. It 
is proposed to design to send the instructions from 
android based application which uses tbe voice 
recognition feature to convert voice to text conversion. 
It also has feature of sending alert messages to selected 
contacts. The alert messages are SMS based and the 
contacts are fetched from the link created to collect the 
database. 

Key Words: SMS (Short Message Service) 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The use of cell phones has rapidly increased over the 
last decade and a half. Upgradation in networking 
technologies has encouraged the development and 
growth of very dense networks. Notice boa rds are one 
of the widely used to convey messages at large. In this 
world, Mobile Phones and the related technologies are 
becoming more and more prevalent. Small innovative 
steps in making use of technology for regular purposes 
would have an adverse effect on the envi ronment 
issues which we are presently concerned about. 
The main aim of this project is to design a Wi-Fi driven 
automatic display Board which can replace the 
currently used paper-based notice board and 
conventional notice boards. It is proposed to design to 
receive message in display toolkit which can be sent 
from an authorized user using mobile phone. The 
device is capable to take input as speech or voice, it 
recognizes that voice and by using the voice to text 
converte r application it converts the voice into text. 
The additional feature in this project is to send 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

2.1 Yash Teckchandani, et al. in their paper "Large 
Screen wireless notice display system" they have 
emphasized digital display using GSM module. This 
paper proposes a method in which large screens like 
computer monitors or televisions can be used for 
displaying notices sent as text messages from a mobile 
phone. The proposed method uses Hypertext Markup 
Language (HTML) to present the output 

2.2 Michal Swiatkowski, et al. in their paper "Student 
Notice board based on LEO Matrix system" they have 
emphasized an application of LED in graphic displays. 
LED matrices are driven by 8-bitshift registers, wbich 
are controlled by micro-controllers. Communication 
between micro-controller and personal computer is 
over RS232 interface. This provides possibility to drive 
display over TCPlIP protocol. 

2.3 Dharmendra Kumar Sharma, et al. in their paper 
"Small and medium range wireless electronic notice 
board using Bluetooth and Zigbee" they have 
emphasized a low cost, handheld, wireless electronic 
notice board by using ATmega32 micro controller and 
different wireless technolOgies (Bluetooth and ZigBee]. 
The notice board receives serial data from wireless 
module receiver and displays it on the graphical liquid 
crystal display. It realized common communication 
receiver hardware for notice board having 
compatibility with both wireless modules i.e. Bluetooth 
and ZigBee. 

2_4 Ms. Snehal Langhe, et al. in their paper "Voice 
Based Notice Board" they have emphasized a designed 
system that contains transmitter section and a receiver 
section. Transmitter section consists of an android 
mobile phone. To transfer the information, the user 
needs to dictate the message throug android 

message personally. Currently the manual work is~ne. The app will then disl}~a.¥.ilt' e t is 

thrown away from human hfe. So, by usmgandrOld.~);:-:: "SJlJP and will send ~elilltojll!:WJtsT. . 

we don't need to type the notice by hand inste~d o~;nal' pr c'e~ TeJecoUIIU Ul.Iic _ t!fjIlIC~ 

we only speak and that app converts speech m f text ,.. ~ Smt. l(a h' ~tllm E1!glneering 

and that text is displayed on notice board. I \ (I) of , . .b~, NavaJ(! Col • 
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3. HARDWARE MODULE 3.3 LCD Screen 

In this project, we have used some ha rd ware modules 
surh as WI-FI module (ESP8266 MOD) for transmission 
and reception, Microcontroller Atmega328, LCD screen 
for dis play, Power Supply, Buzzer and mobile phone. 

3_1 WJ-FI MODULE (ESP8266 MOD) 

The ESP8266MOD Wi-Fi module is 0 self-contained 
SOC with integrated TCP/IP protocol stack that can 
give any microcontroller access to your Wi-Fi network. 
The ESP8266MOD is capable of either hosting an 
application or offloading all Wi-Fi networking functions 
from another application processer. 

Fig 1: ESP 8266 MOD 

3_2 MICROCONTROLLER 

The high-performance Atmega328 microchip 8-bitAVR 
RISC based microcontroller combines 32KB lSP flash 
memory with read while write capabilities, 1KB 
EEPROM, 2KB SRAM, 23 general purpose working 
registers, three flexible timer/counters with compare 
modes, internal and external interrupts, serial 
programmable USART, SPI serial port, 6 channel 10bit 
A/D converter, programmable watchdog timer with 
internal oscillator and five software selectable power 
saving modes. The device operates between 1.8-5.5 V. 

Fi~:;trn~ 

Head . 
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LCD electronic displays are an excell ent way of 
conveying information visua lly. The display boards ore 
widely used in all sectors ranging from advertisements, 
schools, colleges, health and security etc. 

=------ 
.~.~ ".:.r, I 
-~.~~!,~-" _. • • .,_. - -:---:~ 

4 . .....____ ........ __ 


Fig 3: LCD Display board. 

4. SOFTWARE USED 

4.1 ARDUINO IDE 

Arduin o Integrated Development Environment (IDE) is 
a cross platform application that is w ritten in 
programming language Java. It is used to write and 
upload programs to Arduino board. It employs the 
program to convert the executable code into a text file 
in hexadecimal Encoding that is loaded into the 
Arduino board by a loader program in the board's 
firmware. 

4.2 ANDROID STUDIO 

Android Studio is the official IDE for Android 
application development, based on IntelliJ IDEA. 
Android Studio offers: Code templates to help build 
common app features. Rich layout editor with support 
for drag and drop theme editing. 

4.3 FIREBASE APPLICATION 

Firebase is a mobile and web application development 
platform. Firebase Analytics is a cost-free app 
measurement solution that provides insight into app 
usage and user engagement. Formerly known as Google 
Cloud Messaging (GCM), Firebase Cloud Messaging 
(FCM) is a cross-platform solution for messages and 
notifications for Android, iOS, and web applications. 

4.4 EAGLE 

EAGLE is a scriptable electronic design automation 
(EDA) application with schematic capture, printed 
circuit board (PCB) layout, auto-router and computer 
aided manufacturing (CAM) features. It allows back
annotation to the schematic and auto-routing to 
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automatically connect traces based on the connecti ons 
defined in the schematic. 

5. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

.-\ndroid 

.-\Fl"·c.lIl;OU 

De\~ 

Microconrrolkr

I 
~~l 

'----)

Fig 4: Block diagram of voice-based notice board 

The proposed system will work like when the user 
wants to display or update the notice board. This 
system uses Wi-Fi based wireless seria l data 
communication in displaying messages on a remote 
notice board. The Wi-Fi connected to the 
microcontroller will receive the Signal and process itto 
display on notice board. Speech to text conversion 
using android device captures user's voice, and 
converts it into text format. The display device receives 
the notification stored it and display. Usi ng GSM 
module messages will be sent to the selected users. 

6. WORKING 

1. Open the application and establish connection with 
Wi-Fi modul e. Then select whether alert message is to 
be send or announ cement on display board. 

© 2019, IRJET Impact Factor value: 

2. por announcemen t option, click on listen which will 
use speech recognition to convert speech into text. The 
converted text is then sent to the display board. 

.. 


Good morning 

"'~.. - -- - '" ~ :- .1Si-" ·llIc1in.,' .~~ 

. .0Inc4f !' . 

3. For alert option, the database is collected using the 
online form shared using link. After filling the form, the 
database stores the information and it is available in 
the alelt feature. 

P.~'b.:J23 
fa'tft\~1.'I!XYZ 
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4. After selecting the userthe number is extracted from 
the available information anel the speech to text 
conversion converts speech into text message and that 
message is sent. Multiple users can be selected for 
sending messages. 

These numbers will be sent messages 

1234567890 

,," :L" -: U<I 

Report 10 college 


7. ADVANTAGES 

1. BeingWl-FI transceiver system. it offers flexibility to 

display flash news or announcements faster than the 

programmable system. 


2. Problem related to direct manual update of notice 

board is removed. 


3. Notification can be delivered within seconds. 

4. Efforts of re-programming are reduced. 

5. No printing and photocopying costs. 

6. Thus. saves time. Energy and finally environment. 

8. APPLICATIONS 

1. It is used in colleges to display the placement news, 

circulars, daily events, etc. 


2. To display the nursing homes using the staff 

attendance availability of the doctors, list of the 

specialized doctors and no of patients etc. 


3. To display the room rents, available rooms andAC or 

NON·AC rooms details in hotels. 


4. To display the food itwll>=rn 
restaurants and cates. ",,,,\;\ibaf /~ 

Head 'l-~ 

5 • ..J:Q.~gfiG~ ~i~~9trllHi" cheduli lot.e~d \ 
-pl!Atft'i/Ui~(~ra'lwav~nginr .. 1. 

9. CONCLUSION 

By using the concept of this technology in the field of 
wireless communication we can make our 
communication more efficient and faster, with greater 
efficiency we can display the messages and with less 
error. In this system the technological advancement of 
the notice board is proposed that will help in saving 
time and resources and making the information 
available instantly to the intended person with 
additional feature of sending alert messages. The 
system is simple, low cost and easy to use that interacls 
with the intended users instantly. 
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Abstract: Video quality plays important role in many fields like engineering, medical field as we!l as in social areas. 

There nre many problems nrc occurs in video quality likes sharpening, pixel quality, visual effect, color enhancement, 

color intensity etc. Super-resolution technique is used for enh,lnce Ihe resolution of real-time video clips. In order [ 0 


improve the video quality, Super-Resolution rl!collstruc tion (SR) method is applied to restore a high-resolution image 

from consecutive fram es in the video sequence. The proposed system based on fusioll process, edge detection, dilation , 

super-resolution technique. The proposed system is implemented based on SIMULINK software. Compare resize 

video like (Interpolation method like Neares t Neighbor output) and SR video output like Bilinear or Bi-cubic SR 

method by observing Bit Error Rate (BER), PSNR, SSIM, tvlSE and frame rate calculations. They convert Low

Resolution (LR) video to High-Resolution (HR) ne:dble video like de-noising, sharpening, color corrections, pixel. In 

this proposed work, SR is applied for better video quality. 


Keywords: Video super-resolution; Image fusion process; frames ; resize; 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Video quality plays important role in many fields like engineering. social areas as ...vell as in medical researchers and 
companies. Video super-resolution is technology thm enhances or improvement the resolution of the video system. 
Super-resolution technique convert low-resolution video to the high- resolution of Oexible video editing like de
noising, color correction, sharpen ing, visual effects. pixels etc. The Super-Resolution (SR) is a technique for generating 
a higher resolution image from several number of low resolution images. The pixel dens ity will be high in high 
resolution images and we get more details about the original images. Super-Resolution combines non redundant data in 
the low resolution images (LR) and generate high resolution image. Video SR techniques can also help video coding 
and decoding, video surveillance systems, remote sensing systems, intelligent robotic system, video enhancement and 
restoration, video standard conversion, microscopy, face recognition, medical image analy.sis and stereoscopic video 
processing. Super-resolution technique is mostly used in astronomy and microscope. For detail information of original 
video frame with increase pixel density, edge sharpness, brightness, color enhancement, increase the inlensity etc. 

II. RELATED WORK 

In this paper the important problem is to understand the fundamental concepts of various filters and apply these filters 
in identifying a shark fish type which is taken as a case study. In this paper the edge detection techniques are taken for 
consideration. The software is implemented using MATLAB. The main two operators in image processing are Gradient 
and Laplacian operators. The case study deals with observation of Shark Fish Classification through Image Processing 
using the various filters which are mainly gradient based Roberts, Sobel and Prewin edge detection operators, 
Laplacian based edge detector and Canny edge detector. The advantages and disadvantages of these filters are 
comprehensively dealt in this study.[l] Super-Resolution reconstruction produces a higher resolution image based on a 
set of low resolution images, taken from the same scene . Recently, many papers have been published, proposing a 
variety of algorithms of video super resolution. This paper presents a new approach to video super resolution, based on 
sparse coding and belief propagation. First, find the candidate pixels on multiple frames using sparse coding and belief 
propagation_ Second, exploit the similarities of candidate pixels using the Non-local Means method to average out the 
noise among similar parches.[2] In this paper introduced t ab lem of reco nstructing a super-resolution image 
sequence from a given low resolution sequence. Two it ·~e:'"8lg0n~),the R-SD .and, the R-LMS, to genera~e the 
desired image sequence. These algorithms assume tf ~ wled"ge~C~ blur, the down-sampling, the sequences 
motion, and the I~easuremcllts ~oisc characteristics, ~ ply ~equ~(~.~\ ,econstruc~ion proces~. It has bee~ Shown~ 
that the computatIOnal complexity o f these two alg FrlhJs l11aK~S both\ qi ibem practically appllcablditnntl1s paper, 
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rederivc these algorithms <1:; appro.'\illlCHions of Ihe Kalmnll fi lter and then carry out II thorough anal:sis of their 
performance. For ench algorithm. calculate <t hOllnd on its deviation rromthc Ka lman filter pcrfonnancc. also show th'lI 
the propagated infonmllion mntri.,= within the R-SD alg~1rithlll remains sparse in time, thus ensuri ng the (Ipplicabilily or 
this nlgorithm.[3] To deterllline lh~ interpol,ui\JIl IlIl1l: [j('11 :hat gives the most visually appea ling imnges, <I comparison 
or COlDlllon kernels is mack. Linear, oubic, nnd win<i(H\cd sinc fUllctions arc compared in tcrllls of frequency re~ponSL 
and with prints of images resized lIsing sepamble extel~sions of thesc fUllctions. Cubic intcrpolation is silown to provide 
the best compromise bctween image sharpness and these edge artif.1.cts. For image rotatioll, nnd resizing by an arbitrary 
factor, the filter coefficients (samples of the interpolntioll function) need to be computed for each pixel of the new 
image. Alternatively, significant computation can be saved by dividing the distance between pixels of the original 
image into a number of intervals and pre-computing a set of coefficients tor each interva1. Each new pixel is then 
computed by finding the interval in which it falls and using the corresponding set of coefficients. An analysis of the 
crrors introduced with this resampling method is presented. This analysis shows the number of intervals required to 
produce high-quality resampled images.[4] Image FU3ion is a process of combining the relevant information from a set 
of images into a single image, where the resultant fused image will be more informative and complete than any of the 
input images. Image fusion techniques can improve tile quality and increase the application of these data. This paper 
presents a literature review on some of the image fusion techniques for image fusion like, prim itive fusion (Averaging 
Method, Select Maximum, and Select Minimum), Discrete Wavelet transform based fusion, Principal component 
analysis (PCA) based fusion etc, Comparison of all the techniques concludes the better approach, [5] 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

Input Frame 

I Camera ~ Video data -- conversion 

•Pre
processing 

+Video 
Super-

Resolution 
output f+ - Fusion 

Algorithm Process 

Fig.] Block diagram of proposed system 

The proposed system based on Sllper-Resolut ion and fusion process. Video input data from different devices [ike 
USB2.0 PC camera, Webcam and multimedia file then conversion of video into frames. T his video format is 640X480 
pixels. Then apply down resize process UplO 25%. This is the input of super·resolution algor ithm . One goes to simply 
resize (upto 400 means 640x480) which is direct method based on interpo lation method like nearest neighbor 
interpolation method and second goes to proposed system. The down resizing output is input of mask ing process of 
high/loW frequency component and to color space conversion. In color space conversion converts color information 
between color spaces. The conversion from R'G' B' to intensity means convert gray leve l image. Edge detection is an 
image processing technique for finding the boundaries of objects within images. It works by detecting discontinuities in 
brightness. Edge detection is used for image segmentation and data extraction in areas such as image processing., 
computer vision, and machine vision. The edge detection process for the system only visible part or edge is required 
hence, Prewitt edge operator is used. Perform morphological dilation on an intensity or binary image. The dilation 
operation usually uses a structuring element for probing and expanding the shapes contained in the input image. In this 
process black spot or area darker so edge of the given part more visible and clear. In masking process oflow and high 
frequency component one masking image given to product and another input from mask which is three copy of mask 
plane concatenate by matrix. The output of product is masked image. In gamma correcti on process increases the color 
intensity. It is applied on high frequency component. Here we fused two images having process parallely for Edge 
region process for better visibility using Prewitt Edge detect and Dilation, fuse them with the low frequency component 
at add step. The output of adding block is input of bilinear/bi-cubic resize block and bilinear! bi -cubic resize is the 
interpolation method of super-resolution process. In this resizing, image is 640x280 pixels in original format and 
resizes up-to 400 of input im age like 160x120 pix~ls. [n this process, super-resolution of video frames are lIsing 
bilinear or bi-cubic algorith m. After the super-resolution process video is save in multimedia file like AVI format. In 
this proc observe rhe bit error rate, PSNR. I SE value of proposed system and resize video output (Nearest 
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h . Flow eh:lrl 
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r-.t'qu",ucy compo:nenlS 

Fu~on ?ro,;:ess 
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Fig.2 Flow chart of proposed system 

Step I: Video input data from USB 2.0 PC camera or Webc(lll1 or multimedia file, This video convert into frame, size 
is 640x480 pixels. Resize the video upto 25% (160xI20) this is the input for proposed algorithm. One is goes to direct 
resize (Nearest neighbor interpo lation) and second is goes to proposed system. 
Step 2: Pre-possessing step include color space conversion, edge detection, dilation, gamma correc tion. In color space 
conversion, convert RGB to intensity (convert gray level images)_ Then applied edge detection process for the system 
only visible part or edge is required hence, Prewitt edge operator is used. After that process gives high frequency 
component. In dilation process black spot or area darker so edge of the given part more vi sible and clear. 

Step 3: NOT operator is used for conversion of high frequency component to low frequency component then masking 
operation of low and high frequency component. Gamma correction is applied on high frequency component for 
increase the color intenSity. 
Step 4: In this process here we fused two images having process parallely for edge region process for better visibility 
using Prewitt Edge detect and Dilation fuse them with the low frequency component at add step. 
Step 5: In this process Bi·linear interpolation or bi·cubic interpolation algorithm is used then output will be saving in 

multimedia file like f\ VI format. Calculate BER. PSNR, SSUvl and MSE of Ilearest neighbor interpolation and 
proposed system_ Also ca lc ulate ftame rate of system. 

IV. RESULTS 

------+ -

Fig.3 BER, PSNR, SS IM and M 
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The rroposl::d method is mkcn from difJi:rl..'1111ype of input v ideo device lik!.! USB2.0 PC CXV1ER:\. Webc<~rn 

and Muhimedia file (AVI ,I. Ca kulme the I3ER. PSN R, SSI~-! and ~4SE lor comparison between resize video (Nea rest 
neighbor interpolation) and propost.'j SR system. III (h is system used Bi -li nenr and Oi -cubic in lerpohlliun method. Input 
Video having the f"r<i lllC width is 6-tO flll el frC!lllc height is 480. Length of video is 10 sec. Data r ,He of yideo is 
222 [OO khps and to(8.1 bitrntl.! is ~bo ~22100 kbps. Frmne filte of video is 30frnrncs/s\!cond. 

Lr
I 

LI ' · ·· 
Fig. 4 Output window display (a) Ground tru th video (b) Resize video o utpu t (c) SR output (d) Edge detection of high 
frequency (e) Edge detection of low frequency 

Ca) (b) (e) 
' . " , .. 11''' .~ "'~ : ";. ~,- ,~~> ' '-)1' .... . \ ... -:. i~~~.... ''-'' ' .... "'> , ri.:,., 

(a ' ) (b') (c') (d') (e ') 

Fig. 5 Reconstruction of v ideo sequences by USB2.. 0 PC camera. (a a') Ground truth video; (b b') Edge detectio n of 
low frequency; (c c') Edge detection of high frequency; Cd d ') Resize video ( Nearest neighbor) (e e') SR omput( Bi
linear) 

•Ca) 

~ 
'';;; :'; .. . 

' .~ :,

" -. \-,,::1
(a') (b') (c') 

Fig. 6 Reconstruction of video sequences by USB2.0 PC camera. (a a') truth v ideo; (b b-) Edge detection of 
low freq uency; (c c') Edge detection of high frequency; (d d') Resize video ( Nearest ne ig hbor) (e e') SR outpur( Bi 
cubic) 

Table I: Compariso n Of Res ize V ideo {Nearest Neighbo r) From Usb2.0 Pc Camera \\lith Sr Output Of (A) \Vord (A ') 
Fruits 
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'J 
Fig.7 Reconstruction of video sequences by Webcam. 

(a a') Ground tl1l1h video; (b b') Edge detection of low frequeney; (c CO) Edge detection of high frequency; (d ct ' ) 

Resize videa ( Nearest nei. ~"I,oo>rJ ; 

(a ' ) (b') (c') (d') (e ') 
Fig.S Reconstruction of video sequences by Webcam. 

(a .') Ground truth video; (b b') Edge detection of low frequency; (c c') Edge detection of hig h frequency ; (d d') 
Resize video ( Nearest neighbor); (e e') SR output (Bi-cubic). 

TABLE II: Comparison of resize video (nearest neighbor) from Webcam camera with SR output of (a) Book (a') 

Palace 
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Fig.9 Reeonstruction of video sequences by Multimedia files. (a a') Ground truth vIdeo; (b b') Edge detection of low 
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(a') (b ') (c') (d') (e') 

Fig. [0 Reconstruction of video sequences by Multimedia files. (a a') Ground truth video; (b b') Edge detection of low 
frequency; (c c') Edge derection of high frequen cy; (d d ') Resize video ( Nearest neighbor): (c e') SR output (Bi-cubic). 

TABLE III : Comparison of resize video (nearest neighbor) from Mult imedia til es wilh SR output 
la) NalUre (a') Ice-cream 
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V. CONCLUSION 

By developing thi s novel approach for video sequences based on super-resolution technique. This technique is used for 
enhance the resoluti on of real time video \-vith more detail about original video. SR is used to convert low-resolution 
video to high-resolution video with edge sharpening, improve color and pixel quality and without noise. The 
experimentation is carried out on the Simulink software. It is a part of MATLAB. The real time video input data taken 
from USB2.0 PC CAMERA, Webcam and store video data from l'vlultimedia files (A VI fonnal) and observe the 
variolls parameters li ke bit error rate (BER), PSNR, SSIM, MSE based on experi mentations these are the conclusions: 
The difference between bit error rates of res ize video and proposed system is near zero. PSNR value of proposed 
sys tem is greater than resize video output (Nearest neighbor interpolation). Hence. PSN R value of SR video output is 
better than res ize video output. SSIM is used for measuring the similarity between two images, SSIM value of SR 
output is approximately same as of resize video output. MSE value of video sequence is smaller. Hence, PSNR value 
is grater which indicates the quality of video output. The better quali ty of video output sequences '"'\l ith more detail 
about o rig inal video. 
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opells the puri whit..:!l <lCUlntCS thl: pneulllatie eylim_kr. This 
n:su!ts in extension of IIH.) bumper installed ill front (If Iht.: 
vehicle. 
The break ing system also works s imultaneously 10 [Il l: 
pneumatic bumper sys tcm. In breaking we have two st:l:narios. 
In the (irs[ scenario the driver is attentive and applies tile 
brakes using the brake pedal. In (hi s system limiting switch 
which is placed below the break pedal gets activated by Ihe 
fOOl force of the driver. This actuation of limiting switch 
provides the signal to the solenoid valve. The soleno iel valve 
opens the port resulting in actuation of the braking system. 
In the second scenario, if the driver is di stracted the braking 
system is activated automatically. The controlled unit 
calculates the breaking distance required for the vehicle toI. 	 POWER 
come to rest. Accordingly the control unit signals the solenoid The Arduino Uno can be powered via the USB connection or 
valve. The solenoid valve opens the port which actuates the with an external power supply_The power source is se lected 
brakes, hence avoiding the collision. automatically. External (non-USB) power can come either 


from an AC-OC adapter (wall-wart) or battery. 


V. 	 RESULT .! 	 MOTOR 
A 12 watt DC motor is used as the prime mover to rotate the 
wheel powered by a DC battery_ 

Figure 9:DC Motor 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

SHAFTA. 
The sliaft. is supported on bearings and it rotates on a set of 
gears or pulleys for the purpose of power transmission. As wc 
know that shaft diameter is given as: 
d=[(mr*16hr* <)]*1/3 
By calculating we get the diameter as 12.581 mm. 
We ehose a safe diameter from DDHB(Table 3.5a) ofslandard 
shafts. Thus the diameter of the shaft is selected as 15mm. 

B. 	 BEARING 
From calculations we have selected SKF 6202-2Z with a rated 
dynamic capacity o f 12KN. As calculated from equation 
L={C/P)I' , the required dynamic capacity of the bearing is 
8.725kN. 

C. 	 SINGLE ACTING CYLINDER 
The force exerted by the pneumatic cylinder on outstroke is 
given as: Foree(F )=pn*(d ,' -dl)/4 
Where, d ,=diameter of piston. 

d:?;=diameter of piston rod . 
With minimum pressure of 3 bar and maximum pressure o f 6 
bar,we get Fmin:=;5 19.305N and Fm;u;:= 1038.6 IN. 
Henee we have selected a single acting cy linder with a 
minimum pressure of 3bar to the maximum pressure of6bar. 

D. 	 MOTOR 
For determining the motor of required speed the following 
equation is considered. 
p=2nntll 6 
Taking a 12Watt power motor we have selected the speed of 
motor as IOrpm. 

VI. ADVANTAGES 
Figure lO:Block Diagram of the System 

• Simple in operation . 
Less power consumption •

When a vehicle equipped with Automatic Pneumatic BU1l1p~ Less skilled driver is sufficient to operate. 

with Breaking system detects an obstacle in its path. lh. Insta llation is simple. 

Ultrasonic sensor placed on the vehic1e~~tacl. System able to increase the pre-crash safety . 

and sends the signal to the control unit"/.T-tte.JF'tQl:@f"~di ~C. To avoid accidents while driving the car. 

between I~e vehicle and the obstacle )Vfo~red thi~'~' e 

control umt. t( ~"-' / ,. \\.' 'f:f 

The control unit also operates the re {~yS~Gcording\o th ii?" 

signals provided to the control unit. T~ete.l~y is used ~ . 


\sslstanthe electric power supply provided to th~e)C engiI1e .d~~ d 
,~ , (JI c,, ~gemergency situation resulting in switching'oftd~t1i.O ne. 
. ,Ip lie" 

p, te, .0 
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I". 
Figure 2:PneUlnatic Cylinder 

RELAY 
Il is n control unit having specification 3P 240A. This control 
unit is act according to sensor signal to stop the engine and to 
apply valve 

c.D. 	 CONTROL UNIT 
The Arduino Uno is a microcontreller board based on the 
ATmega328 (datasheet). It has 14 digital input/output pins (of 
which 6 can be used as PWM outputs), 6 analog inputs, a 16 
MHz ceramjc resonator, a USB connection, a power jack, an 
ICSP header, and a reset button. It contains everything needed 
to support the rnicrocontroller; simply connect it to a computer 
with a USB cable or power it with a AC-to-DC adapter or 
battery to get started. 

H 

Figure 4:Arduino Uno Microcontroller 

E. 	 COMPRESSED AIR TANK 
A compressor is a machine that compresses air or another type 
of gas from a low inlet pressure (usually atmospheric) to a 
higher desired pressure level. This is accomplished by 
reducing the volume of the gas. Air compressorS are generally 
posj(ive displacement units and are either of the reciprocating 
piston type or the rotary screw or rotary vane types. The 
compressed air was stored in air 'tank from which air flows to 
the cylinder through hoses. 

Figure 5:Comprcssed Air Tank 

SOLENOID V i\LVE 
A solenoid valve is an electromechanical controlled valv!.:. The 
valve features a solenoid, which is an electric coil with a 
movable ferromagnetic core in its centre. This core is called 
the plunger. In rest position, the plunger closes ofT a small 
orifice. An electric current through the coil creates a magnetic 
field. The magnetic field exerts a force on the plunger. I\s a 
result, the plunger is pulled toward the centre of the coi I so that 
the orifice opens. This is the basic principle that is lIsed to open 
and close solenoid valves . 

• 

Figure 6:Solenoid Valve 

MECHANICAL BRAKE 
In a motor vehicle, the wheel is attached to an auxiliary wheel 
called drum. The brake shoes are made to contact this drum. 
In most designs, two shoes are used with each drum to form a 
complete brake mechanism at eadl wheel. Tile brake shoes 
have brake linings on the outer surfaces. Each brake shoe is 
hinged at one end by on anchor pin; the other end is operated 
by some means so that the brake shoe expands outwards.The 
drum type of brake m~y either be a band brake or a shoe brake. 
Both band brakes and shoe brakes may be either external or 
internal. The band brakes generally are external and shoe 
brakes intemal. 

Figure 7:Mechanical Brake 
FRAME 
This is a supporting frame and made up of mild steel. It is used 
to support the whole setup rigidly. The frame was made by 
means of welding steel rods. 
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Automatic Pneumatic Bumper with Braking 

System 


TANAY MALEKAR'.SIDDI-IARTI I KODRE',PRATIK PATIL"PROF.VAIBHA V BANSODE' 

I,2JSWticllt 4As!->istf!rH Prolc~sor 
I ,2,3.4Sm l. Ka~hibai Navalc Cnl il!gl! of Engineering. Pune. 

ABSTRACT: The technology of IJIIl!umatics Ims gllincd • 
tn!mendous importance in Ihe field of workplace • 

nltioT141lization flnd :lutomlltion from old-fashiol1ecllimber 
\'t'o rks and coal mincs to modern machine shops and SpHC. 

robots. It is therefore important thill technicialls ,1I1e1 • 
engineers should have a good knowledge of pnelillmtic 

system, an Ultrasonic operated valves and llceessories. The 
aim is to design and develop a traffic control system b.ilsel. 

011 an intelligent electronically controlled automotive 
bumper activation system is called U,tutomatic pneumatic 
bumper" also incorporated with smart bnlliil1g system. 

This system is consists of ultrasonic transmitter :U1(1 
Receiver, ultrasonic circuit, Control Unit, Pneum:1tic 

cylinders, wheels, brake drums and l>umper system. The 
ultrasonic sensor is used to detect the obstacle. There is 

any obstacle closer to the vehicle; the control signal is given 
to the bumper activation system. The pneumatic bumper 

system is used to product the man and vehicle. 
Keywords: Ultrasonic scnsor,pneuma~ic bumper,control 
unit. INTRODUCTION 
Vehicles are the reVOlutionary invention of mankind. With 
innovations in tcchnology, they made their impression, in 
every aspects oflife. Inflating demand for vehicles has led to 
substantial increase in number of vehicles. Safety of tlrt 
vehicle is a major concern even from the design stage of the 
vehicle. Several teclmologies like seat belts and air bags have 
successfully worked out well in accidental situations and 
proved to be useful. Automated collision avoidance system is 
one among such system to avoid the severity of accidents. It is 
an electrically controlled pneumatic circuitry, which aims to 
avoid for ward collision of the vehicle and improve crashing 
safety. This is achieved by means of automatic pneumatic 
circuits. The system senses the obstacle by means of high 
frequency Ultrasonic waves and calculates the distance 
between the obstacle and vehicle. 
The microcontroller signals for the actuation of pneumatic 
braking circuit and pneumatic bumper circuit simultaneously. 
Combination of these circuits effectively avoids collision and 
reduces the damage to be incurred by the vehicle. 

The technology of pneumatics has gained tremendous 
importance in the field of workplace rationalization an% 
automation from old-fashioned timber works and coal mines to· 
modern machine shops and space robots. It is therefore 
important that technicians and engineers should have a good 
knowledge ofpneumatic system, an ultrasonic operated valves 
and accessories. 

To provide safety to driver 
• 

• 


To avoid damage 0 rvehicle 

To increase lhe sureness of braking Application. 

To incrl!asc the response time of braking sys tem. 

To avoid the percentage ofpassenger injury by using external 
vchicle safety. 

To reduce the requirement of intemal safety devices like air 
bags. 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
All the conventional vehicles are equipped with brakes that are 
operated manually. The consequence of collision depends on 
driver's reflex to vary the driving environment. Vehiclc 
accidents might be a consequence o f rash driving, driving 
under influence, fatigue etc. Most of these can be mapped 
down to a single cause, driver's inability to hit the brakes at 
right time. I fthis work is replaced by automatic means, most of 
the collision can be controlled. 

III. SYSTEM ELEMENTS 

ULTRASONIC SENSORS 
Ultrasonic ranging and detecting devices use high frequency 
sound waves called ultrasonic waves to detect presence of an 
object and its range. 

Figure 1 :Ultrasonic Sensor 

PNEUMA TIC CYLINDER 
Pneumatic cy linder (sometimes known as air cylinders) are 
mechanical devices which use the power of compressed gas to 
produce a force in a reciprocating linear motion. Operating 
with a range of 3 bar to 6 bar pressure. 
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JC1j':IlLt Nikaju.Viv • .: kHllrkar :.:t.d ! hb papl.·r llils all IhI.' para:l;cu.:rs ;lIhl '.:akuln!illll s rut' til:.: (\I [ lIlh l~ ljng :l];\~l;i! ll' \\hit:h i... 
{h.:s i!!lIcd by 'llItho!'s. ('ompostil1~ 1:-. :111 ill.:roh:1; pro~ess il: \\ hil.:h lIIi"':l'"mg,lIlisms de';;l':td~'s IIll..' orgallit: wa~ ~l: !O l1ill'D~:L"I: rit II 
IlHlllU r~. Currently only 9-IO'~, or organic waste gcncnlh.:d lIli!il.e::d IOJ" compr.ls ling. The nrg:lllil: L:orllpo.'a machine is dc _,jgm:~ 

nlld 1I ~t:d 10 dcgrade Iht: orgallit: waste sudl as Ii.)od and gankn wash: to llilrog"':l1 rkh {Hganic IIHIIHIn,: or compost quid...!y. T ilL: 
ICllIpl.:rature and moisture n:quired Ill( dcgrmlation of waste wilh lilt.: help of micl'ohiu l is abuut 66"(' ,Uld (JO% rcspecti vcly .· I·hl' 
quality or the compost is depend illg lIpon fhelors sllch as moisturc content. 1'1 t. tcmpt.:raturc, time l:(C. 

ljaghcmiChristiana.O, ct. AI .Dc~ign fru..:lors such as nvaiiubility of l:ompOnCnl parts, ensc o f machinability, anbrd;Ibilily. 
cflicicllcy and ease or operation \'Vere considered in Ihe design or the kitchen waste composting Jlli.\( • .:hille. Various compollt:nts 0 r 
the composting machi ne wcre designed Oil the [nl.Si5 oi'formula5 given below. 

The cOlllposting drum's total volume is given by: V = 7( 1'21 wbere. v~ volume of the drullI r= inlier wdius of the drum. 1= 
tolal length of the drum. 

The ciimneter of the shaft is given by the equation: d3 = 16 /rr (Ss {Mb x l(b)2 x (Mt x l(t)2 

Where Mt = m<lxilllum torsion moment, Kb = combine shock <lnd fatigue applied to bcnding( 1.5) ,K! = combine shock and 
fatigue applied to torsion( 1.0)Ss::::: i:lllowable shear stress for 5haft with keyways, factor of safety of 0.9 

The shaft key is maximum allowable shear stress. Width of key, w ;::: d / 4 Thickness of key. t ::::: 2w /3 Where, cI ," inner 
diameter of the shaft to be selected. 

Maximum volume of food waste that can be composted at a time is given by Va = Vd - Vm Where, V~= Actual volume ur 
inner cylindrical drum, V d = Volume of inner cylindrical drum =0.035mJ,Vm = Volume of mashers 

Fan Speed Calculation The speed of fan V is determined using: V :;;;: rrDN /60 Where, D = diameter of fan = 0.1 m,N = speed 
of motor in the fan. 

Heating Chamber Design Volume of heater and fan chamber = Lx B x It 

The volume of hopper is calculated using: Volume of hopper, Vh = Vb - Vsm Where Vb = volume of inlet = 
LxBxh , Vsm = volume of outlet = I x b x h 

Swapnesh H. Bhaisare et. AI ,There are a wide range ofparmneters which can be used [0 monitor physical, chemical, biological. 
and biochemical variations during composting, such as the aeration rate, temperature, pH, moisture content, carbon/nitrogen 
(C/N) ratio, respiration, enzyme activity, microbial colony, and bioassay Thc organic compost machine helps to improve 
composting and decreases the cost required for degradation, segregation, and transportation etc. of the waste. The flexibility is 
increased and the total volume of organic waste is minimized. Also the different phases of compo sting can be studied. 

HI... ,..... 
eo tin.....,........ 

_d "'"'.....1:00.. 

) 

.. '" nm~ (dayS} 

Fig.4 Phases ofcomposting process [5] 

IIi. Conclusion: 

This research work have designed and developed "A Small capacity composting machine for household domestic food waste." 
Various parameters like temperature, moisture, carbon-nitrogen ratio , pH value, material selection criteria and its properties 
were studied. This study aims to maintain optimal va lues of all the factors mentioned above, achieving rapid compo sting of 
food waste within 30hours time span. Furthennore. compactness, portability, aesthetic design, affordability is taken into 
consideration. 

IV. Future scope: 

Solar powered machllle ~• ~ -'i- MI. ' ~ 
• Using lOT morc Automation c, n ' e- ti'rought illto-pltsture. 

• Usmg computer science and PfP';r'~rning, Ap-p can 'b e developed for assistance. ~S~I'5taf 
• Drivmg mechal11sm can be rnd'eO timlzed ('1 ":>0 alp l.0Ile9'" 

c . ; I \(
• Fully Automated process can ~e ac hieved using me1.atronics and robotics. ~ml a . 1 ou[le ' 11 

. '-~I 

• Ceramic Heating pads can be rephic~' by...AiF fryer- ,which will be more effective. 0\ EO :.l ,I.
....;/~ ~ t' \" 
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ciilkrt:: ri l i!lk1iri\\:~: viz. \\ : )od(;h i~1S, pcrl:h:. \e rndcu liil.! and ZI,;\1!ilt:: !Il lit\,.' cOlllpostillg proc(;s~ . -, he paralllcwr!; 11 ... n \\":11: 
II~ o llit ()r('cI were 11.'lliper<Hurc, moisture and pf!. Fuur protut)'PC bion.:nctors wcre used si llluit an(..'o llsly to cond lI CI the 
c.xpt::rillh.:nts. Alllldclitiolial bi oJ'e<lctor. contaiiling 110 ilddi tivcs was used as -blank ' for the initial evaluation Oflhc pl'rforln;HICl' 

or th~ prolot),Pl: biorcaL:lUr. Additives wert:: added ill a proportion of 10% w/w or the initial biowaslc fced mnss. ThL: initial 
propcrtit!s orthc raw subs trates were the followin g: moisture colllt!lIt c... 69.8 ;c 5 .03% w/w, bulk density :::-: 0.48 ± 0.08 g CIll; w/w 
and pH = 6 ± 0.3. The temperature, moislUre and pH variations that were obst:rved for <Wferent. 
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Design and Development of Small Capacity 
• 	 Conlposting Machine for Domestic Wet Waste: 

A Review 
Shoaib Kazi. Rohan KlIlbrni. Chinmay Mulay, Salyajccll3hosak, Omkar Siras 

J)epol'lnllmt (?fMec/wl/iclIll·;"gineering . . )'1111. ;":lIshiblli /Vande College ofEngineering PUll/! 

rlbS/fm;1 

The current techniques of compostiul! m'e Time l·ulIsUinill~. lIarmflil for the clI\'irollllll'lIt duc to release of gases like ;\Icthanc :ll1tl 
Carbon Diox.ide, cl'cafes health haz:nlls for !'esidenls, 100% of wet wasIl' is nol treated. Incolllpil-tc llcralion of wei waste Icads 10 
gCllcnllioJl of harmful :lcelie acid, Transporl:ltioll of wet Wllsle rC(luin' hell"), duly vchicles which consume greatcl' :Irnounl of fossil 
fllels. II is clc:lr lhul ;IS wc :leeclenlte into the future, Ilew methods for proper wei wllste tlispos:tl :Ire needed. These methods should be 
em'ironlnent friendly. al root levels :tnd :.;hollid he dcsi:!lIcd consitiel"ing the future needs.The objcelil'Cs are 10 overcomc the prcvious 
existing composting problems and to design ;I composting machine with certain pllnllnctcrs such .:.IS process limc,eas), to 
use,colllpact,odourlcss,usc of :lulonmlion,J"llpid COUlposling ;tnd powcr· :-"llving. 

I. Introduction 

In ancient Athens each household was responsible for collecting and transporting its wastes. They used to place their wastes, 
covered periodically with layers of soil, in large pjts. These practices basically are fundamentals of waste management 
nowadays. Most waste still ends up in landfill. How~ver, before the industrial revolution the human population was abollt I 
billion people, now it is 7,5 billion. Before the demographic explosion humans could afford to simply take the trash somewhere 
out of the abode, today it is impossible. Mankind needs new solutions immediately. Waste management systems based on the 
collection of waste and transportation to disposal sites are outdated. It has been estimated that collection costs range between 40 
and 60 % of a community's solid waste management costs. Moreover, garbage trucks are involved in more than 5 fatal 
accidents per 100 million miles travelled. Elimination of waste collection could also prevent C02 emissions of 4.2 to 12 kg C02 
per tonne of waste, depending on the types of vehicles employed in the various stages of waste transportation and the estimates 
of payload and average journey distances. Disppsing food waste into the landfill can cause the organic matter to react with other 
materials and create toxic mixtures Unfortunately, the use of some of these solutions sllch as dumping and waste buming in the 
home is disastrous~For a considerable time a large variety of waste management practises have been studied and developed. 
Some of them were adopted as key solutions in waste management, namely: source reduction, collection, recycling, 
composting, incineration (burning). landtilling and simply dumping. The higher the income per capita, the more effective and 
safe for environment and population are the solutions used in a particular region. 

Food waste is becoming a critical global problem due to the continuous increase in the world population. It is stated that one
third of the food produced in the world for human consumption every year - approximately 1.3 billion tons - gets lost or 
wasted. The environmental implications of food waste to climate change is catastrophic. Thus. there is an urgent need to take 
appropriate actions to reduce food waste burden by adopting new combating practices. Thus, recycling Food waste to compost is 
preferred more. Moreover, composting food waste will reduce the volume of the disposed waste and the disposal cost. In 
addition, it has a big environmental benefit, which is the absence of synthetic chemical fertilizers in compost. Thus, with all the 
benefits that the compost we get when recycling food waste holds makes it healthier for human usage than the man-made 
compost sold in the market. 

This paper aim is to show the importance of recycling food waste and helping the environment by building a machine that 
converts food waste into compost. This food waste recycler machine is to be built and used at home safely. Since the world is 
seeking sustainability, our machine aims to lessen the food waste that is thrown into the landfills, which pollute the environment 
by recycling the food waste and turning it, in less than 30 hours, to compost that can be used in fertilizing the soil to plant 
healthy and organic food, and contributing in creating a safe and sustainable world. 

II. Methodology 

Juan Pablo Arrigoni, et.al authors have explained the thermal performance and stratification effect on process of small scale 
composting of kitchen and garden waste in vertical compost bins. In cold climates. decentralized small-scale composting 
performance to reach thermophilic temperatures (required for the product sanitization) could be poor, due to a lack of critical 
mass to retain beat. In addition, in these systems the composting process is usually disturbed when new portions of fresh 
organic waste are combined with previous batches, The objective of this work was to improve the understanding of these 
technical aspects through a real-scale decentralized composting experience carried out under cold climate conditions, in order to 
assess sanitization performance and to st - e~ of fresh feedstock additions in the process evolution, Temperature 
profile, stability indicators (microbial ~ c an nitrogen contents and ratio) and other variables (pH and electrical 

conductivity), were monitored throu"" YJ;1 ~ 
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5. CONCU,SION 

Tile t](:signcd machine will he u!"Ied to trim hl.::a\·y croj1!"1 like cum and 5Ug'Il'C'1llL" casil y ... \ .... \\"ell machine also can be 

,1LllOlll:lIit:ally driVL"1l wirh the trimming. 

TilL' cust or harvcsting using (hi!; machine is considcrably less as compare 10 Ilwnual Iwrve .... iing.l'oor t~l nllcrs can c,-l sily 

anord [his t.!Collolllical nop rcapcr. 
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Fig. drafting ofharvester blade 

4. ADVANTAGES 

After the design of portable crop reaper, the cost of harvesting using this machine will be considerably less as compare to 
manual harvesting. The design of machine Simple as well as easy to conSlTuct and machine will be easily maintained. 

As very few farmers in our country are educated, so the uneducated farmers '\vill be able to handle this portable machine 
easily. 
Many farmers are either below poverty line or very poor and won't be able to keep on investing their money or spend for 
any reason again and again so this machine will help them in cutting their po\.ver consumption cost as well as the motor used 
are low capacity with good fuel mi leage. 

As well as the design of machine is sue ~~t ~~~f' operation is reduced. 
dj 	

. 
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Nuw I..:oll:-.i tkring key way t:J"!i.:I:\ lJ l'l shun:· 

[mux 2 O.75't.11:[ 

=85.5i'vWa 

Taking B t."vcl (jeur Torque I XO NIIl 

I ac tual = 16*Td/(1I* d"'.3) 

855 = 16* I SO*I OI\J/(3.14*dl\ ] ) 


d=22.451ll1ll 

;\5 per the standard diameter is 2X mill. 

But whik doing production we consider the di'IJll".:lcr or shaH <IS 30111!11. 

Now. checking shear stJ"CSS for diamctcr:?:X mfll. 

Design Torque (W): 180 N-m. 

Actual = 16*'1'<..11 (1[*JI\3) 

= 16* ISOOOO/(3.14*28'3) 

=41.76Jv1P" 

laclm!<t ma:< 

Hence the design for shaft is safe. 

Design of key 
Material lIsed for key - Mild Steel standard properties 
Shear stress = 56MPa 
A Crushing stress = 112MPa 
for diameter d=28mm of shall 
Width and thickness of key (From Tahle no.17-1) 
w = 10mm 
t=8mm 

length of key can be obtained b considering shear sLress and crushing stress 
By shearing, torque transmitted is given by
T=L*w*t*(d/2) 

T=L*IO*S6'(25/2) 
T=7000*L 
L=24.54mm 
Tensional Shearing Strength, 
T=iI/16*t*dA J 
T= 171S0S.S4N/mm 
T=j*tI2*a*(d/2) 

T=L*(S/2)* 112*(2SI2) 
T=S600*L 
L=30.67mm 

Approximate dimensions of Key 
L=J2mm 
W= IOmm 
c=Smm 

--\£~ 
.' .~'[..J 

~""D' 

Srnt K~ 
01 E'l~ · 
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!)'l1i!ll1 iC In,ILI 

1'<1 ~ (2IAX) ' ( 1.0)'( 1.2)'( 11 174) - _95.75' 111 'N 

4. Wear load (1-'\\'): 

hv ::. Dp - h+1 ot!; (scd"2/C" :?:,"'( U il\t ·Cry' 2 
Dr == ~61111l1 

b = O,(}L=O,1(~ 4) .;' 251l1 1ll 

Temperature flict t)r 

Kt==1.0. reasonable operming temperature 

Life Jiletor lor Wear 

Ct= 1.0 fbI' indefinite Ii Ii.: ([i'om table no, 22,15) 

Reliability Ihctnr for wear 

Cr=·1.25 high reliability 

Steel on sl..:cl, Cc =2800 

Assume 1~0.080 


Fw~Fu 


(86)'( 1.0)'(0.08)' (scu)2/(2800)2)'[ I.O/( 1.0)'( 1.25)]2=295.75' 1OA3 

Scd=465 ' 10' 


S. Strength of bevel gem's (Fs): 

Fs= (sbbj/Pd)*{Kt/(Ks * Kt*Kr)) 

Size fac tor, assume Ks=O.71 

Li fe factor for strength 

KI=I, for indefin ite life 

Temp0rature factor, 

Kt= l , good operati ng condition 

Reliabi lity factor 

Kr=1.5 high re)ia bility 
Assume )=0.240 
b=25mm 
sd = design nexural stress 
Min. BHN = 300 
sd =19ks i 

Fs=Fd 
(19,000)'( 1.0)*(0.240)lPd' [I /{ (0.71 )' ( I J' ( 1.5)) 1= 295 
Pd~ )4.68 

b ~ IO/Pd 
b~ 1 0/ 1 4.68 

b=O.68in 
~18mm 

D~DP'mg = (86)'( 1.75) = 147mm 
Materia l = steel , 
BHN = 300 

\ \~...L_---
Design of shaft ss,stan' Pr, Ie. ,Or & Head
Specificati on of shaft 

"'.-:'0' J"'(31 ["99 
Grade (40CS) 
Material of shaft (MS-Iow Carbon Steel) 

I COllego. 
Ma:x Power =2.5HP I Dune 111 
Speed=1400rpm 
Tensile strength (sut)=640N/mmA2 
Yield strength (syt)=3S0N/ mm A 2 
tma-" =O. 18*sut 
=0. I S'640 
~ I IS.2MPa 
tml.( =O.3""Syt 
=0.3¥3 80 
= 1 14MPa 
tn,a-~ I is greater than rmL,( 2 
Hence the design is do ne by t max 2, 
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Pilch length of helt: 

Center distam:c .', 2:-.: 1)2 

=1*280 

=560mm 
L= 2C + n(D+<i)!2+(I)·d)2I4C 11.1.12.1 

=2(560)+ .(75·'·ZXO)/2+(2S0·75)2 .'4*560 

= 1 I 21J+258+1 8.76 

= \396.76 mill 

= 1397 mm 

Cutting blmk typ~s = V cdg~ section 

V section= swndard HInde Iype 

Rt:ctangle Width=38mm 

Thickness=3mm 

Angle ben.veen clitting edge and axis of knife scction=3 10 


Malerial-l-Iigh carbon steel 
Determine number of blades 011 reel DeHcclion (Ingle 0 =540 (conswnI unglc) 

Reel rOlational speed= I 00 Rpm 

ROlational velocity of lhe l"It ci 


(oF2~N/60 

=2J)*100/60 
= 10.47 Rad/sec 

Gear Calculation 

Peripheral speed of the reel 

Decide upon rhe pitch, face, Ng, materittl, and heat treatment ora pair orstruight 

Bevel gears to transmit cominuously llnd indefinitely a uniform loading 01'2.5 hp at 

1200 rpm of the pinion, reasonable operating temperature, high reliability; 

mg::::I.75; Dp .::::: 86rnm. Pinion overh,mgs, gear is straddle mounted. 


1. Length of Pitch Cone Element (L): 

L=(rpA2+rg"2)A 112 

PilCh cone angle of bevel pinion: 

lanrp = l/mg= I/ 1.75 

Tp~29.7" 

L sin1p=rp 

L sin29. -r>=3.33312 

L=3 .86in (convert into mm) 

L=98mm 

2. Tangential Force (Ft): 
Ft=PNm 
Where P= Power Transmitted, 

Vm = Mean Pitch line velocity in m/s 


Fl = (33,000hpNm) 

Vm ~ (n*Dp 'np/60) = (.'86'1400/60) =32m/s 

Ft = (33 ,000*2.5/32) = 11474N 

3. Dynamic Load (Fd): 

rd = (VF)'Nsf ' Km 'Ft 
Where Km= Load distribution Factor = 1.2, (One gear straddle, one not) 
Nsf~ Applicalion Faclor = I, (From lable no. 22.24) 

Vf = Velocity FaCIOI' 


S' lsta nVelocily Factor: VF = (50+VmAI/2)/50 

= (50+3212)/50 


VF = 21.48 
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3. CALCULAnONS 

Engine Specification 

67 KmplMileage: 

Engine Displ.: 99.7 ee 


Speed 6000 rpm max 


4.35 PSMax Power: 

5 KgWeight: 

Sta!1ing: Kick Start Only 

Standard Warranty (Years): I Year 

Step I 

Calculation of Torque 

Ips =735Watt 

4.35 ps ~ 3310 Watt 

Max RPM ~ 6000 

P~ 2rrnlf60 
 )
3310~2·.·6000·T/60 


T~5.27N-M 


Step 2 

Calculation 

Selection of Belt Drive 

Engine RPM= N I 

~2400RPM 

Output ofbc]t drive required=N2 

~2100 RPM 

Diameter of input pulley~ DI (From tab le no. 2 I -4 B) 

~75mm 


Diameter of output pulley = D2 

= 280mm 

Selection of belts 

Power to be transmitted= 1.8KW 

Service factor=Fa= 1.2 (Service factor = 1.1 to 1.4 from table 21.1) 

Therefore 

DeSign power=Fa x Power to 

Hence the Engine output power is safe 

be transmitted [1 3, 12.i.] 

~ 1.2' 1.8 

='2 .16kw 
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1.1 Problcm Statcment 

DESI(i N Hlill [)I':VI~ L()P thl: crop n:apl:r. 

Also to Ihbrkltle the Illodd of the same \\ hich would ~Ihlc to shl.lw the dmnu.:tcristies of systems and working 

llCl:OI'dillg to nccd. 


1.2 Objectives 

To /(lJ'llwlaIC an idell to suit ollr requi red Itl!lctinnl.1lity thai is to reap the crops. 

To li.lrmuialc ,III idea to suit our required function ality thut is to rcap the crops. 

To deve lop the idea to suitable mcdm.nical principles aml In design the idea to pm...:ti...:c. 

To Iilhricalc the design with the knowledge and the selected material whkh un; cost cficctivc. 


1.3 Scope of work 

1.4 Methodology 

Study of conventional Harvesters for vnrious crops 
I. Selecting the Drive for machine. 

• Motor 
• Engine 

II. Selccting the crops for which our machine b; to be manufaGtures. 
III. 	 Calcul ating the force exerted by crops and variolls parameters of crops. 


Diameters 

• I'leight of cut 

IV. 	 Assuming the machine Compact the fransmission should be at least in 2 stages 
• I3clt drive 
• Gear Drives 


Scotch yoke mechanism 

V. 	 Design ing the gear drive and belt dri ve with the structure analysis in ansys and Catia. 

VI. 	 Validating the Design with theoretical Calculations 
VII. Manufacturing the Machine 
Results in fo rm of experimenting at stationary conditions and comparing our mach ine with conventional system 

2. WORKING 

The crop reaper is used to reap the crop like wheat, maize and rice type of crops. Tbe crop reaper has four wheels to move 
and there is an engine to pO\ver the whole device. The power from the engine transfer to the v- belt drive and it goes to the 
centre shaft. There is a bevel gea r attached to the centnJl shaft transfer power to perpendicular di rection. There \vill be a 
belt drive system attached to the chain drive assembly and {here is some blades present to reap the crop properly. The 
rotary motion of the belt drive helps to move the sco teh yoke mechanism to sideway along with it the reaper blade also 
move to cut the crops. The complet ion of harvesting marks the end of the growing season, or the growing cycle for a 
particular crop, and the social importance of this event makes it the focus of seasonal celebrations such as harvest festi vals, 
found in many religions. Reaping is usually distinguished from mowing, which uses similar implements, but is the 
tradi tional term for cuning grass for hay, rather than reaping cereals. The stifTer, dI)'er straw of the cereal plants and the 
greener grasses for hay usually demand different blades on the machines. The reaped grain stalks are gathered into sheaves 
(bunches), tied 'with string or with a twist of straw 

\ ~	 L->_ 
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ABSTRACT 

Ind ia being an agricli ltul1ll coull try, r-arming is most widely Ib llowed profession in Ind ia. Agricultural products contribute 

11 major portion to our economy. Rect:nlly India seen a shortage of ski lled labour ava ilable lor agricult ur~ . Bt.'Cause of Ihis 

sh0i1age the fanners have transi tioncd to using crop reaper. These agricultural crop reapers are avnilable for purchase hut 

because of thei r high Costs, thcy are not af!ordablc for small scale larmers. Existing machine are morc cost I ier and 

inconvenient to r the agricultural nelds in Ind ia, so we there's a need of machines which targets th~ small scale funnel's 

who have land area of less than 2acres. The history of agriculture contains many conventional agricultural methods Wltl 


tools such as plough sickle, scythe etc. In traditionally harvesti ng technique, harvesting offield is done manually with the 

help sickle.To overcome the pro blem of harvest ing for ~mall scale tarm ers designing and optimization of heavy harvesting 

machine to compac t crop reaper is requ ired. This machinc is compact and can cut up to twO rows of plant. It has cutting 

blades which cut the crop in a scissoring type or motion. This machi ne is compact and can cut up to twO rows of phmt. It 

has culling blades which cut the crop in a scissoring type of motion. There are no is cuttcr on two metal str ip (p late) upper 

cutter plate will be reciprocate by scotch yoke mechanism, It runs on electrical AC motor with I Hp capacity or engine, this 

power, is provided through pulley and gear hox arrangement to the cutler. A collecting mechanism is provided for the 

collection of crops to one side after cutting. This mechanism is also powered by pulley arrangement, two sprockets and 

chain arrangements gi ven for collectioD of crops. This compact harvester is manufactured using loca lly available spare 

parts and thus, it is easily maintainahle. This harvester might be the so lution to the problems faced by a small scale farmcr 

regarding cost and labour implementation. After testing this machine in ta rm it is found that the cost of harvesting using 

this harvester is considerably less as compare to manual harvesting. 


Keywords: Reaper, Harvester, Farming. 

I. INTRODUCTION 


Farming is most wide ly followed profession in India. Agricultural products contribute a ma:jor portion to our economy. 


Engineering science has brought tremendous changes in trad itional methods of agriculture viz. sowing, planting, irrigati on, 


ferti lizer spraying, harvesti ng, etc, However to increase our economic condition, we must increase the productivity and 


quali ty of our fa rming activities. Nowadays very few skilled labors are available for agriculture. Because of this shonage ) 

the farmers prefer to use reaper harvesters. 


These reapers are cost ly and only availab le of very large sca le farming. However, agriculture groups make thcse available 


for rent on an hourly basis. But the small holding fann owners generally do not requi re [he fu ll-featured combine 


harvesters. Also, these combine harvesters are not availab le in all parts of rural India due to fmancial or transportat ion 


reasons. Thus, there is a nced for a smaller and effIcient combine reaper which would be more accessible and also 


considerably cheaper. 


The mission is to create a portabl e: user- fr iendly and low cost mini harvester taking in to account the requirements of 

current situation; the idea was created to prepare a machine which is cheap and will reduce the labor required to cut crops. 

This machine has the capability and the economic value for fulfill ing the farmers having small land hold ings. This 

machine is cost effect ive and easy to mai ntain and repair for [he fj G;:) .~~the m~ciline model is designed b~ 
demand for a compact and economical reaper. This demand is tak .¥J! consideration bv jOnSUlting ~rmers in person: tb)"<;>~_ _ ___1 

- SSiSfan ' PI" fe. r 

their problems and requirements. ~. ')~I c: & Head 
. _ . , . r ., 
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... (20.2 1.22) 

l:y ltllaiYLin g Figur.::· 1. il call h~ st:~n tlml lilt: iu\!a ill point I is 
I.'qlli ll [() the area at point 3. Additiollal!y. s im;e [he voJ:nm:!ric 
/luw i~ Ctl[)stant am! the de[l!)ity or air I:; iJ~sumctl to he constant. 
Lt;LW[ioll 19 calL be 1\!\\TiUeil as 1':qlliL[iOIl 23. 

. .. (23) 

This equiltion C'LIl be used to selYc It)r QF b:lscu on the area of 
[hI.' radiator. lile area or the lilll. Ihe car velocity, and the 
pcrfimll<lnCe chl:rm:tcrislics of a spccilic cooling 1(1n. Equation 

24 shows the equation in this fom'. 

Q, 

1e...(A 1)]
Z A"in + A"iNl 

(24) 

The volumetrie flow rate obtained from this equation can be 
compured with tbe volumetric fl ow rate required by the system. 
An iter<ltive proecs$ can lhen be used to detenlline the propcr 
valnes of the variables \\~tl1in the equation. 

Pos itionjng : ~ 

The radiator is placed in rear compartment or the vehicle below 
rear wings so that air in dynamic condition will suppon cooling 
along wilh the fan. 
The Aluminum sheet is used as main mounting. of thickness 
3mm and bent according to radiator mounting points. Th~ 
mounting sheet is bolted on chass is which is a rigid mount for 
the rndi at 

Selection ofFan:

We had compared two small fans and a sillgle big fan of 12 
volts. We read some myths thai, two small fans are better than a 
single big fan but for proper validationwe cOllducted an 
experiment as sho\''''n! 

\ " )l.---

EXI'ERIMENT fOR SMALLER FAN 

The Ian placed on vertical wooden fitment and another ",'oodeLl 

bloek placed horizontally having nail attached to it, to get point 


load in weighing machine. 

So bm;ically the ran's thrust wi ll move vertical wood and ,l" 

reaction the nnil will apply load on the weighing mach inc. So 


more is the thlll Sl more will be load on weighing machine. 


When thc same experiment was carried ror bigger ran the output 

rating was higher on we ighting display. 

So v..'e decided to choose bigger fan than two smaller ftm on tltis 

experimental bas is. 

Also a shroud was convenient and effeeLiv e lor a single Ian. 


Conclusion: 
TIle purpose of this design process was to research, design, and 
create an effective cooling sys tem for an CO Lnustion FSAE 
vehicle. The hope for this design is to not only be an effective 

and efficient system that guarantees the performance o f the 
drivetrain componellts, but to serve as a g uide for the combustion 
vehicle ' s cooling system design for years to come. 

s...t.ISF~ 

" :-. m 1 K. 
0 1 En 

, " & Head 
, af Er,gg 
,Ip Lolleg&, 

0u np 11 

-, Although the real world perfonnance of {he cooling system wi ll 

not be known until testing is complete, it is believed thal this 
syste~ yi!l hove no issues providing ample cooling for the 

drive~~?l co mponenLS of the vehicle . 

.po h~. 11 . 
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:h;1I thc I"dll' nt'I!C;ltt L!lI ,[,'r i·. In,,! !l~ th e ''<111.: 1' III ;1,\ tulll::, .lI l t! 


! '; Ii m~d n)' !IlL ilir pils"i u.~' l:lll l,lgil ~I H: 


r<l'.li;lIllf. Irl h i~ cqll ;lliO! 1 j•• l·.,\j1 illlllt:d. llil; li',j I () wiJ)f~ i... Ilbtaill~d: 


wht.:rc 1;1 is tht: :·cspl.:eti\·t.: ~llhst,JlllX'" 11Ia::;s flnw r;lte, q ' is tht.: 
spceilic I1c,:t cap:lcity (I I' the rc spective substallcc. to i:.; thc 
It.:llIpt.:rature of !Ill; respcetiv(; sll bstallt.:(:'s outlet 1I.::npt.:ratllrt.:, 
and JJ is tilt.: tt.:lllPeratu rc or the rcsrt.:ctivl.: ::;UbSt '1I1CC'S inlel 
(1.:IIlpt.:rature. 
The rate or 11":<lt trans kr or the cross-Ilow radiator 1.:'1Il he 
cal culmed lI s in g ":quatillll 3, wht.:re (JO rl::prt.:scnls the o vcrall 
heat translcr coefliciellt nr the radiator, ItO rcpn.:st.:llts the heat 
tran~der Slirlilce an,::a or the radiator, F, rcpn.:scIlL.... tht.: radiator's 
I.:orrcdion I;lclor. and /'/vITDCF rcpr~s~nt:::; the log mean 
temperature dinerellCe li)r a cross-Ilo\\" hem exchallger. The 
0\'1::1'<111 heat transl;':r cocflicil:!nt or the radiator iJlld the ht.!at 
trnnslcr surfacc art.:a 0[" Ihe racii,ltor arc both dependent on the 
core characteristic:> or the f<ldiator as well as the eharaeteristics 
of the <Jirflow and watL:r !low. 

Q -u t FLMTD -U 1 FITIVI-TAl/wJ-i7ivu-TAIRIJ 
/IX - 0' <I <."1' - 0; 0 11' -1" I 

111 '[:D ~:,:; 

... (3) 
The overall heat transkr coefficient can be calculated using the 
following equation: 

1 
UO"'R.+R....gu+R, l+~~+~

1i; A,k,..oll A,II, 
... (4) 

where RD, Rwall, and Ri represent the heat transfer resistance 
outside of the water tubcs~ in the wall o f tbe WOller tubes, and 
inside of the waler tubes, respectivel}', A tlditionnlly, Ao and Ai 
are the outside and inside surface nreas of the water tubes that 
are in contact with the water, /Wall is the thickness of the tube 
wall, kwall is the thennal conductivity orthe tube materinl, Ito is 
the outside (air) convective hcat transfer coefficient, and hi is 
the intemal (waler) convective beat transfer coetTicient. By 
analyzing 
Equation 4 it can be seen that the beat transfer resistivities can 
be evaluated as follows. 

... (5.6,7) 
FurthemlOre, the outside convective heat transfer coefficient can 
be represented by the following 
equation: 

lcA IRNTJAlR 

DhAIR ... (8) 
where kA IRis the themlal condnctivity of air, Nuair is the 
Nusselt number for air Bowing through the air channels, and 
DhA IR is the hydraulic diameter of the air channel between the 
water tubes and fins. The hydraulic diameter and the Nusselt 
number of the air channels can be calculated using Equation 9 
and Equation 10, respectively. 

--I(A;r Flow ,Mia) 4(0.5 Fill H~;9h')(F'" Spoadll9) 

D1W~ '" AirFiuwP<tri mP t. r (Fin Sp~ ti"9) +2(F;" /fl ight) 


w~vw.;€ Ur.org (lSS:~-2:!43-5162j 
._-- (Ii.) 

\\i ll ' I<': I I i .; lilt.: ;IIIPIII, l(11 ;11:' \c lilr ily. ·\Ikr i ' '' ' ~': : ; lI:llin ~' ( llc~ e 

\'il riahks, II!'C i:, ahk' to )1S t..: h!lI ,tl iOli .) ,~ I1J J q ll'1Iiol'l ·1 10 
l:dL'l"Inille dlL' JlCl:c.s ....ary oVl'r,11 1 1lt.::1I tr<lll:-.Ji:r ,'ocl"iiciL'nl or the 
r;ul iaillr lill' the rt.:ql lired r,lIe pI" hcat lr;mskl'. ( Illilc ,I Ji.:w 
com:lusions can hI..:: n.:aclled by anill yzing. til l..:: air llo\\' rii!l: oj'the 
coolin !? Sys tl·111. I{ cnli z ill ).!. th:lt tilt.! a rmliah)]" cnnsists or threl..:: 
diflcn:nt n:slst,JJ]ees w tile he:1I translcr Irom H;1\cr to :lir, it t.!;]11 
bl..:: (l\JservL;d that the thl..::1"mal rl..::SiSl<lnCe o r air i:-. ~rl..::att.!r thall tbe 
Iltemml resiS\[lllce oj' till' watcr ami the Iht.!nnal re sistance of the 
[lIhc ..vall and lillS. Thus. it is Ilcet.!ssary to dt.!terlllinc tilt.! n.:qnired 
airllnw [hfllw..!.h the radiator and select a combinatilJ ll oj' rm!iat(lr 
and coo ling ' JiUl which is eapnhlt.! of prod\leing this airllo\\'. 
Figun: '\ depicts the pro lik v iI..::\\" oj" the r.ldiat0 r nnel I;lll 
orit.!Jllatinn. NOle that [he ,lir!lo\\' rcaches the radiator be filfe th \:! 

1;111 meaning the I;m is in a pulling conJiguration. 

r. - r," r,. ;1, .• j...:~,
T, ~ r...... ;>,• •f ..", T 

I' ~/ .-1.. "" / 

T•.•. Pm. .'." . ~\~/L_ T, '" T~ :~< ! .. /~. 
.... "0.--' ..' ? ;"-'" -~EF i, .•o l'. 
---,.. - ,.. ~ - - ,.. - -,.. :-< --~ 

-_______.... 0 
~ R _______ 

,r BCl1loulli's equation is \\Titten for point 0 [Q point I in Figure 

4, the following is obtnincd. 

P,IT M V,,"r Z PI vI
1 

--+--~--+-

PAIR 2 PAIR 2 ... (\3) 

If the mechanical energy equation is used to analyze the flow 

through the radiator (point I to point 3), the following is 

... (14)obtained: 


where KR is the loss coefficient due to pressure loss across the 


radiator. Continuing with this approach, 


Bellloulli's equation from point 3 La point 4 yields Equation 15. 


P3 V3 2 P4 V.,.. 2

P.MP. + --z = P AIR + 2 

... ( 15) 

The static pressure rise of the cooling fan can be represented as a 

function of the airflow rate as follows: 

P5 - P4 = Co - Ct QF - C2Q/ 
... (16) 

where QF is the volumetric flow rate of air passing through 

the fan and Co, C I, and C2 are constants for a quadratie 

representation of the fan static pressure rise. If this relationship is 

assumed to be linear, C2 is equal to zero, and Equation 17 is 

obtained. 

... (17) 
where Co is the intercept of the linear regression and CI is the 

slope of the linear regression. The pressure differenee between 

point 0 and point 4 can be represented as follows: 

... (18) 

Realizing that Po and P4 are both equal to atmospherie pressure 

and substituting Equation 13, 14, 15, and 16 into Equation 17 

yields the following. 

where Vail' is the kinematic viscosity 0 
in air velocity through the channel, V2, 
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Design and Analysis of Cooling System of 
FSAE Car 

Hu,ilikesh Patil. Shreyas Patil, Vishal Kadam, N. P. Sherie 
lJt.:partlllCl1t or Mechanical Engineering Skncoe, Ptlm! ~ India 

ABSTRACT 
The purpost: of this project i:o; to desip.n illld implelnent an 
enl!clive cooling ~yslem lor thc Funnula SAE Combustion 

Vebi<.:lt:. Thl.! m<lin eompuncnts of thc drivl:train or the 

combustion vehicle lIrc tht: engine and the enginc componellts. 

The cooling systt:1l1 is dcsigned to cool lhe engine and eng inc 

components 10 ensure Ihnt they operate in un optimal 

lempcrature range thus int:rc<)sing drivetrain efliciency <lnd 

uilimatcly improving vchicle perJimnnncc. During the design 

process.•m extens ive hcat trans fer anitlysis of the water side and 
air side of <l potential radialor is to be perronnerl. Additionally. 

systcm resistance curves nnd performance curves have to 

calculate. plol. and utilize in the component :o;eleclion process. :\ 

suitable fan will be selected and a radiator will des igne. Aller 

delennining the critic,,1 cooling components, it is necess<lr)' to 

place the components in encclivc loeations within the vehicle. 

ll1 addition to placing the components, attachment tabs should 

be des igned to fix the cooling system LO the fi-amc of the vehide 

and to fix the fan to the radiator. A shrouding for the radiator 

should also be creale to direct air to the radiator and improve the 

perfo rmance of the system. 

General Terms 

FSAE Combustion Vehicle. Cooling System, Radiator, 

Overheating of Engine.. Cooling Effectivencss, Shrouding, 

Radiator Positioning, Overall Hcal Transler Coefficient,. Fan 

Selcetion. 

Keywords 
Designing, Analysis, Effectiveness, Shrouding, Positioning. 

Manufacturing, Testing, Validation. 

LlNTRODUCTION 

Radiator.; are heat exchangers used for cooling of internal 

combus(ion engines, not only in automobilcs but also 

in piston--engined aircraft, railwayo generators, compressors, 

locomotives, motoreycles, stationary generating plant or any 

similar use of sLich an engine. Internal combustion engi nes are 

also cooled by circulating a liquid ealled engine 
coo/ani throughout the engine block. where it is heated, then 

through a radiator where it dissipates heat to [he atmosphere, 

and then came back to the engine . Engine coolant is usually 

water· based, but also may be oil. It is common to employ a 
water pump to fo rce tbe enginc coolanl 10 circulate, and also 

for an axial fan to force air throughollt the radiator. The theory 

of a cooling system eonsis'ts of the analysis of the water flow 

with the analYSIS o f the ail, and also the anal) SIS of the 

radlalor. 

In motorcycles and automobIles with a liqUid-cooled interna~ 

II liquid l:OO lmll is pUlIlped. This liquid might be wall.:r ill 

climiltes where \V.Her is illmos! to freezc bllt it is more 
commonly II mi xture or wntcr and antifreeze in proponions 

appropriate to the ciinmlc. Antifn':l:zcitself is usually ethylene 

glycol or propylene glycol with \'Cry ~ mall amount of corrosion 

inhibitor. 

2,MOTIV A TION 
Cooling system is one or the most important L'llgi nc 

uuxiliar),systcm, and it is crucinl to maintain Ihc engine in it:; 

working temperature. The working temperature of KTM RC 
390 is about 96 dcgree and sometimes Ihis temperature is 

stretched Ihrthcr with our standalonc ECU. so proper 

withdrawing of heat is vcry important to maintain working 

tcmperature ofcngine. 
The cooling here is due In foreed eonvcction and convection 

increases as we increast: the now veloeity therefore the 
optimum fan is used here. rrhe experiment is also performed as 

shown to calculate the mass flow of fan. 

3,LITERATURE SURVEY 
I. 'Transicnt operation of plate fin and rube" . Oawid Taler, 
Anna Korzen proposed an approach for Effect of Reynolds 

number of water and volume flow rate. 

2 " Srudy regarding air flow along the ehannels." Angela Plesa 

f Oana Giurgiu, proposed res..:arcb for Intensity of heat transfer 

by forced eonvcelion ofair through the fins. 

3. "Cooling due (0 namidl convection" .Yu Zhang, Xiaohua 

Liua. proposed Ihat The aluminum radiator eools down 

quicker~ because it has lower heat capacity and higher heat )
transfer coefficient. 

4 . "Efficiency measurement for temperature range." Alishcr 
Mukashev , Alc.xey Pugovkin, Stepan Kuprekov. Nadezhd 
Petrova • Stanislav Abramehuk, proposed the dependence of t11e 
heat transfer coefficient on the tcmperamre drop con tlJins both a 
constant and a variabJe component. 

5. "Study of hen!. exchange due to radiation ." WCILxian Zheng, 
Yi ng Chen, Nan Hu , Tianming Zhong, Yulie Gong , searched 
variable components which are responsible for the col1vective heat 
transfer and infrared I'8diation. 

Designing Process 
In an combustion vchiele's cooling system, heat is transferred 

between the drivetrain (engine) and the single flow radiator. In 
order for the cooling system to work properly, the rate of hcal 

transfcrred by the drivetrain mnst be cqual to the rate of heal 

transferrcd by the airflow and the water flow. Tbis is shown 

0".,.. 

~\'Oal .!:I~! :.::. 
~%, Q'~ 

1. 
-QM\ ' Q. 

-. 
\ ~1- -

' { . s_ ,SIan p.' r !II. Head 
:": wl;~ thc sp~ pts DT, AIR. and ~ represent drivetrain E.

al combustion engmc, a radiator IS connected to channels runnmg.\" ( mrflo\y~,an~(\}~ flow, respectively . Noie""~ ~ ~ ,.-s0l(. 1199 
through the engme and cylinder head, through which \ .... _, ' i? 5ml Ku ale CoUeg~ 
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Temperature 	 Temperature Cross Section 

The analysis was done using standard ANSYS Static Structural module and the respective forces were applied as per the 
calculations done. For the temperature analysis, the heat fluX! was calculated for 4 stops from 40 kmph to 0 kmph with maximum 
possible fl-iction i.e. the wheel not 'just' locking, and then applied on the pads. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Determination of braking force is the most crucial aspect while designing the braking system as all other calculations 
and design analysis depend on these values. 

The generated braking force should always be greater than the required braking force 

The calculations of required clamping force helps us to decide the diameter and num ber of pistons to be used. 

Space and assembly constraints arc important factors while designing the caliper body 


Shape and size of brake pad is also crucial while designing as temperature analysis depends on it. 


• 	 The seal groove geometry is important to the operation of caliper as it control's the retraction of piston. 
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Brake Caliper Plumbing Cross-section view 

Caliper Assembly Exploded View 

Brake pads: 
The brake pads were selected on the basis of height of pad which covers the maximum area on disc and also fit in the caliper. 
The best fitting brake pads were the sintered HH pads from ESC Brakes. 

FA417/4HH 49.85 X 37.75 X 7.78mm 

A. Material Properties 
Material: AI 7075-T6 
Density: 28 10 kg/m3 
Young's Modulus: 72GPa 
Yield Tensile Strength: 450 MPa 
Ultimate Tensile Strength: 550 MPa 

I3rake Pad 

IV. ANALYSIS OF CA LIPER 
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LT :=: ~ *!: '" w 
9 I 

~ 1.2 * 0 .28 • 270 I 1.545 
~58.7 1 84 kg 

Weight on front <l:d e while braking = Stat ic weig ht + load transfer 
~ 102 + 58.7 184kg 
~ 166.7 18 kg 

Weigh t 011 front tire while braking = 83.359 kg 
For caliper pis/oil Diameler 

1) Force 0 11 Master cylinder :=: Driver 's force • Pedal ratio 
~35 · 9 . 8 1 ·5 .4 

~ 1854.09 N 
2) Force on Front Master Cylinder ::: Max Front Bias * Force on Me 


~ 0.5 * 1854.09 N 

~ 927.045 N 


3) Diameter affront Me piston ~ 15.875 mm 

rrd ' 


Aren of front Me pis ton ::: - = 197.83 mm2 
4 

Pressure created by front M e ~ Force on fro nt Mel Area of Front Me 
= 927.045 / 197.83 

=4.686 N/mm' 


4) By Pasca l' s Law 

Pressure exerted by front Me =Pressure in front ca liper 


5) Let us assume that max. poss ible braking g required for vehicle is = 12g 

6) By Newton ' s law 


F= m * a = 270 * 1.2' 9 .81= 3 178 .44 N 
7) Dynamic weight ratio = 62:3 8 
8) Front Braking force required = 1970.6328 N 
9) Front Braking force per tire = 985.31 46 N 
10) Braking torque on front tire= Front Braking force per tire*Tire effective radius = 985.3 146'" 203 .6 = 2006 10 .41 N-mm 
11 ) Brak ing torque on tire:::: braking torque on disc 
12) Frictional fo rce on disc Braking torque on disc 200610..,,1 2825 .49 N 

disc eff ective radius 71 

13) Clam in force fr ictional fo rce on d~sc = 2925.19 = 7063.725 N 

P g ~ be tween pad and dISC 0.40 


• . clamping force
14) Front ca li per piston area 

pr essure from Me 
~d2 _ 3531.9625 

4 4.69 6 
d = 30.983 
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F. Thermal Swdy o/Brake Caliper 

During braking action, the kinetic energy and the potential energy of the vehicle is converted to thermal energy through 
friction between the brake pilds and the rotOf. This temperature risc depends on var ious conditions such as frequency of brake 
application. Overheating of brakes can cause brake fading. The heat developed is dissipated to the cool air flowing ovcr the 
brnke by means of convection. This convection factor was considered for thermal analysis. Race cars travel at much higher 
speed than normal passenger cars. The kinetic energy goes up as the square of the speed. Kinetic energy is expressed as 
KE=1I2 mv' 
Where, m is the mass of an object and v is its speed. Going at twice the speed means four times the kinetic energy because 
velocity gets squarcd. This large amount of KE gets converted into large amount of heat energy. This tremendous amount of heat 
can damagc the brakc components. This heat can affect the hydraulic fluid which operates the pistons in the brakes. Therefore, 
proper measures need to be taken for isolating the heat from some parts of the brake caliper such as pistons. Ti inserts were 
inserted between piston and the backing plate to isolate the heat from the pistons. 

Ill. DESIGN CALCULATIONS 

A. Considerations and inputs 

Considerations: 
I) Drivers force on pedal = 40 kg 

2) Mass of vehicle (Including driver) Ill :: 270 kg 


Inputs: 
I) Pedal ratio = 5.4:1 

2) Front MC Bore = 15.875 mm 

3) Rear MC Bore = 19.05 mm 

4) Balance bar biasing = 50:50 

5) Rear Caliper piston bore = 28.45 mm 

6) Disc Diameter: Front = 180 mm Rear = 170 mm 

7) Disc Effective radius: Front = 71 mm Rear = 72.3 mm 

8) Tire Effective radius::=: 203.2 mill 

9) Co-efficient of friction between pads and disc =0.40 

10) COMefficient of friction between road and tire = 1.2 


B. Load> Transfer Ca/cli/ations \\ > ~ 
Design Considerations: S51stanl Pr Fe s?;o;::·:'&r:-rl'e-a-;d-
CG Height = 0.28 mm 

"io~l( al c, 'ilS Wheel base = 1545 mm 
Mass of vehicle =270 kg ~ JI" Lolleg'" 
Braking g = 1.2 J Dune - 4~ 
Static Weight Distributions :: 40:60 
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Diameter CD,?) 

Details of Groove Geometry 

D. Disc Brake Pis/on A,.rangemelll 

The brake fluid enters the cylinder and pushes the pistoll along with the brake padagainst the rotor when the brake pedal is 
applied. When the brake is disengaged the brakepads retract from the rotor surf.:1ce by virtue of pistons seals. There is no 
specialpiston retracting mechanism for this operation. The rotor rotates very close to the brakepads almost touching the brake 
pads. The distance between the rotor and the brake pads isabout 0.2 mm in a disengaged position. The seal is designed in such a 
way that; theseal distorts the same amount as the piston moves. The piston seals pull back the pistonwhen the brake forcc is 
removed 

If the distance between the pad and rotor increases due to pad wear, the piston moves adistance greater than 0.2 mm . 
Due to this piston seal overload is overcome, pushingthe piston closer to the roto r. The retracting motion of the piston depends on 
how much the seal distorts during braking action. 

Working of Seal 
£. Brake Pad Alaterial 

)
Brake pads material is very important for safe and consistent working ofa vehiclebraking system. Brake pad material is 

genera lly classified into two categories asbestosand metallic. Asbestos dust is proved to be a cancer causing agent therefore 
federalregulations prohibited the ir use in the 90s. Metallic brake pad materia ls are classified aslow metallic and semi-metallic. 
All pad material begins to disintegrate at the frictionsurface due to high heat generation process between the rotor and pad. Due 
to non-uniform pressure distribution between the pad and rotor, pad surface temperature will benon-uniform and the areas of 
higher temperature will have low friction level than that ofthe lower temperatures. An exact analytical value of coefficient of 
fTiction between rotorand brake pads is difficult to set [I]. SAE J661 procedure is used to determine the fTictioncoefficient for hot 
and cold surfaces. Disc brake pads should have certain amount ofporosity to minimize the effect of water on coefficient of 
fric tion. Important characteristics of brake pads are fric tion coefficient, wear rate, thermal conductivity andstrength and 
durability. These porous contents should not store contaminating agents like salts and wear particles. Materials like aluminium 
boron carbide are found to be best suited for automobile brake pad application. It has high toughness and thennalconductivity 
re lative to other ceramics with better thermal shock absorbing capacity. 

- -..,--"'" 
\ S,,:> 
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Wh~Jj the dri\~r appli;,,;g bfiIKCS. the pcdnl {()I·ct: g ":ls l'OIl\' t:r!l'd illto hydr<l~Jlic pressure ill Il l": maSter cylinder. This prl'SSlire. 
which ilets a~;tn aetuHting 1(lrce. is lral1:ilcrn.:<i tlt roll.!:!h tht: b,a!...(; J1uid 10 tile ca liper mounted on the disc. Here thl! aelu;.tling I~l:-l~e 

gdS eOllvt:rli..:d into the damping force. Magnitude of Ihis force dcpcnd~ upon the bore diameter and number of pistons in the 

caliper. rhe clamping ICm;e pllsht::s the fi·iclion pads against hrake rotor thereby gellerating a li'ictional force between th elll which 
is respollsible for braking Illrquc. The gCIll:r(1tcd braki ng to rque must be greater than Ihc required braking torquc tn stup Ihe 
vehidl! , Req tlired hraking torque on a partieulilr wheel is calculated from the load 011 the F~ 
The above equation giv'-!s LIS the magnitude or clamping forl.:e which is applied 0 11 the rotor by the pistoll. The diantdcr and 
number of pistons ~an bt: decided by performing iterations hased on the above eq \tatioil and depending upon space availahil ity . 
The piston diallleter is nothing but the hore diameter of caliper. A clearance fit has to be provided between the piston ilnd the 
caliper bore ill the absence OrallY seals. A step is al:;o provided at the bottom of the borc to prevent the piston from touching the 
ha ltom sur ii-Icc oflile caliper and to increase the space lor the brake nuid to apply the required pressure. 

/J. Malerial .\'c:/ecliuJI 

The material of a brake caliper hody must be rigid to allow Jess deflection, and should be light to reduce the final we ight of 
assembly. But, most important property considered for selection of the material is the modulus of elasticity as, for a caliper, 
stiffness is more important than strength. Most of thc comml!rcial vehicles use brake calipers made of cast iron because of low 
cost , high mod ulus or elasticity (200-210 GPa) and good machinability. The only disadvantage orcast iron is its density, which is 
mllch higher than other materials. Aluminum can also be llsed for the manufacturing of caliper considering its lower weight, but 
modulus of elasticity in this case is less (72-80 OPal. 

Also. metal matrix composite (MMCs), with base material as Aluminum or Beryllium, reinforced with ceramic fibcrs 
which are aligned in proper direction to obtain req uired strength and stiffness along that particu lar direction. These Ml'vlCs have 
modulus of elasticity of about 180 GPa and lower density tiS compared to all other materials, but are most cost ly . Pistons can be 
made of Aluminum alloys. But. thermal conductivity of Aluminum is high, around 200-250 W/mK , whi ch causes the heat 
generated due to the friction between rotor and friction pads to be transmitted through piston. This leads to decrease in disc 
tcmperature. but as the heat is transmitted to the brake fluid, it may increase the temperature of fluid. 

Higher fluid temperatures may cause changes in compressibility and evaporation of the brake fluid. To overcomc this 
problem, small titanium blocks can be used in between the backing plate of friction pad and the piston surface. Along with tilis, 
the contact surface between backing plate and piston surface can be reduced by making a hole at the center orthe piston. Pistons 
can also be made of Titanium or Phenol formaldehyde, but are avoided due to their high cost as compared to Aluminum. 

C. Seal Groove GeometlY 

A seal groove assembly has three main components - rubber seal, piston and caliper groove. By design, the seal outer diameter is 
larger than the groove outer diameter. Hence the rubber seal is squeezed between the groove and the caliper piston when 
assembled. Rubber squeeze in the seal groove assembly and its deformation during brake apply are critical parameters for 
evaluating seal performance and piston rerraction. 

With the actuation ofbrak.es, piston moves out, which needs to be retracted from the brake rotor surface after releasing 
the brake pedal so that there will not be any piston drag. Also, the brake fluid must not leak. The distance between the brake rotor 
and the friction pad is around 0.006 iuch after the application of brakes, The seal performs both the functi ons of piston retraction 
and leakage prevention. Retraction seal deforms and stores energy as the piston moves out. With release of the pedal, it pulls 
piston back, releasing the energy. It indicates that the amount of retraction depends upon the deformation of seal, and should be 
considered while selecting the seal groove. Piston drag and piston displacement are directly dependent on the piston retraction. If 
the piston retraction is small , piston drag is induced. Piston drag is the residual torque on brake rotor even after releasing the 
brakes. Greater the piston drag, greater is the energy loss and fuel consumption. Larger piston retraction causes larger piston 
displacement which in turn increases braking time and stopping distance due to larger pedal travel. This also disturbs the brake 
pedal response (feel). Considering these factors, the deformation of the seal and hence the groove geometry must be optimized. 
Deciding a groove geometry depends on the experience of prototype testing. General groove geometry is as shown in figure. 

In figure, groove denoted by I shows the piston retraction seal groove in which front taper angle allows deformation of 
the seal. while the bottom taper angle ensures easy insertion of the piston . After the installation of seal. inner diameter of the 
groove is less than outer diameter of seal which provides the necessary radial squeeze. At the front corner. a chamfer is given. 
called corner break, to allow excessive deformation of seal. One more groove is provided in the front, given by 2 in above figure 
for scrapper seal. which prevents the dirt from entering into the bore. A radial squeeze of around 12%-18% is provided in the seal 
for the prevention of leakage. 
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" li.\cd calipcr is sccured rigidly to thc ~IXIt ,ls:;cl1ibly and has;lI lc:ast Iwo opp()sill~ pis\olls (hat lilf\';t,; 11lL' pad ;:, againstlh..: tlLs\.:. !\ 
sliding or Iloaling ca liper lms pi...IO IlS on only one side of lhe dis\,;. J'lwrcl'orc, wbl.:n tilc 1..: aIi per acls. it nlllS I slick or lkHIt in llnkr 
to hring thl..: pad on (he opposite $idl..: in contact with the disc. Near lY!l1l (.lI'iginai equipment calipers an: ('J l'll1c floming lypl..:. In II 
sys telll with lixed L:alipers, not only is the mounting IIlUl..:h illore rig id. hilt the stiffness of the calipL:J' il"cll' is greatly inL:rciised. 
This manilesls itsdl'ill enhanced hraking pc.:r!onmlllcc. pedril l'cd ... mel pad wear. 

L>. C/assijicmioll (d' Brake Caliper 

Uepeuding on numher olpislOl1s: 
Number of pistons in a caliper significantly nriccts its pcrformanl:c. Culipers CiJll he made with single or multiple pistons 
dcpending upon torque requircment and space availability. For vehicles requirillg less hr<1king torque. single piston can be used. 
Hut, wi (h increClsing torque requirement the bore diameter becomes considerably largc incrcasing the size of (he caliper. Hence, 
the numbcr of pistons needs to be switched (0 two or three depcnding upon the requirement. The only disadvantage of using 
double or triple piston caliper is added number of leakage sources. 

Depending 011 Caliper Body: 
Brake caliper can be made as a single body called monoblockcalipcr or in two parts called split type caliper. The major problem 
in a caliper being deflection under the application of clamping force, the caliper is made ill two parts and then joined together by 
bolts. The position of these bolts Illust be close to the piston ccntrelinc so that the deflection is minimal. 

E Parrs in a Caliper 

Thc gcncral parts in the caliper are as follows: 

• A CALIPER FRAME 

• SLIDING PINS (FLOATING CALIPER) 

• BRAKE PISTON 

• BRAKE PISTON SEAL 

• PISTON DUST BOOT 

• BRAKE PADS 

• PAD RETA ININO PIN/S 

• BANJO BOLT 

• BLEED NIPPLE/SCREW 

• MOUNTING BOLTS 

II . LITERATURE REVIEW 

The calculation and verification of braking force is a crucial step in the design process of an automobile as the braking system 
directly factors as a good control and safety feature in the product. While designing, the main objective is to generate marc 
braking force than ideally required to account for incfficiencies in mechanical linkages and hydraulic systems. 
The design mcthodology of brake caliper is as follows: 

Brake Force Assembly Piston diameter 
---7requirements Constraints ~ selection 

I 

• 5 
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Design And Analysis of Disc Brake Caliper for 

Centreless Wheel Assembly of FS vehicle 


Atlmrva Kulkarni l , Nikhil Bhojwanil, Prctiakta Shcwale~. Pratik Ahirc",Dr.Nitin Shel:je5 

Mechanical Depll."(liIellf, .\ml. KashibaiNallole College q/Engineering 

Ah.\"Iritc/-Erfccti\'C hrnking is :\ critic:ll r~ct()r tictcrrnillin),! Ihe Iltrr()rm~ncc :tncJ dd":lbility of all)' \'chicle. Ijroil<c calipl'r being the 
he:lrt of:1 Imlkinj.! system, Ihe whole system is built consitiering its sll'cng(h . An optimized design of:l br.lkc caliper thereby ensures 
reduced size of wheel :lssclIlbly. reduced weight :Iud crfccli\'c hnll;:in~ . The :m:llysis is further used to identify the criticalloClltiulIs of 
low sliffness on the hrake c:llipcl' nnd :lIso :Iimed lit c\'lllu:lting the pCl'formance of bnlkc caliper undel' scvere bn"king conditiolls. 
Hence bes t suitablc dcsi~n is suggested based on the pc-dorm:lnce "nd strcngth cl"itcria. This paper studies a conceptual t.lcsigll of:1 
bnlkc caliper for :I Formula StlH!cnt (F.S.) "chiclc, primarily focusing on reducing the size :101.1 weight without compl'olllising its 
strength and stiffness. JI) modelling of bnlkc cali,)CI' is creatcd in Solidworks and analysed fOl' sln~ss, defol'm:ltion :llld tempCl'ahll'c 
distl'ibutiou in ANSYS Workbcnch 

K~)'lI'ord5---Cenlerless Assembly, Bore Oi,lmcler, Pistun Seal, Seal Grooyc Geometry, Piston Retraction. 

I. IN"JlWDUCTION 

A brnke system works by converting kinemat ic energy intu thermal energy, which is absorbed by the brake system (Inainly rotur) 

<lnd di ssipated into surrounding structures <llld atmosphere. Upon pressure application with disc rotating, the piston is pushed 

forward to press the inner pad against the rotor. 

Floating and Fixed calipers are the two categories of brake calipers and by extension they determine the categories ofdisc brake 

ilself. 

A. flow {he Floming or Sliding Caliper works 

A caliper bracket is solidly mounted and the caliper itself within that bracket isn't solidly mounted so it can slide left and right 
via pins and bushings on the bracket. 
A piston on the inner side of the disc pushes that brake pad as if to move the disc but because the disc can't slide, the force pulls 
the sliding caliper with another brake pad unto the other side of the disc. 
The advantages of the floating caliper is that it' s cheaper and lighter than the fixed caliper as it uses less parts and is more 

compact. 


B. Working a/Fixed Caliper: 

The fixed caliper comprises two half calipers (Oange and cover), each of which have one or two brake pistons). Both parts, firmly 

screwed together (expansion screws) and connected by the so-called channel bore, make up the «fixed caliper". 

This is bolted to the wheel suspension of the vehicle (kingpin, axle flange) or in the case of inboard brakes, to the gearbox. 

When the brake is operated (build-up of hydraulic pressure), two or four brake pistons respectively force the pads to 

simultaneously make contact with the rotating brake discs on each side (braking position). The brake pads are guided and 

supported in the so-called caliper housing. 

The caliper housing must be clean and undamaged, in order to prevent the brake pads from jamming or seizing up due to rust. If 

this happened, it would be impossible to press the pads against the brake discs (no braking effect). 

When the pressure falls (upon completion of braking) the brake pistons are retracted due to the "rollback" - as described under 

"Function of the disc brake" - and the brake pads are forced against the piston by the expansion spring. The brake disc can now 

rotate freely because ofthe clearance. 

To compensate for tapered brake pad wear on the leading edge, some fixed calipers have a '"piston shoulder". This piston 

shoulder must always be in its specified position with respect to the leading edge (observe garage manual instructions). 

If this is not the case, it cannot fulfil its function and it ca n lead to unpleasant brake noise. 

If the piston is not aligned correctly, it must be returned to the specified position using piston turning pliers and the prescribed 

piston gauge. 


Pistons move In 

C.a1ipcrslidi:S a<; 
(he pi-SipoS. ~xlcnd 
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A Review on Tribological Wear Investigation of 


Power Cylinder in Diesel Engine 
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, Pro t", A. B.Karpc\ Miss. Klinjan Sanadhya4 
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Abslract-

As a demand of more efficient and ceo-friendly engines is increasing, new technologies are developing. To 
<Jpproach towards the efficient and ccofriendly engines, study offactors that affect the engine's life and its 

performance is required. Also the stringent emission norms and increasing demand for engines with higher 
power density lead to extensive investigation of the parameters that affecting combustion performance.. Wear is 
one of the important parameter, which reduces the life of engine and also it is considered !mportant for the 

control of oil consumption, emissions, and reduced frietion.The tribological performance in IC engine can be 
understood when friction and wear are considered.This review paper lists the studies made on Cylinder liner, 
Piston rings interfaces tribological wear investigations. Published data on wear have been collected from various 
researchers concluded from their experiments and experiences. 

KeylVord-rVear, IC Engine, Lubrication, Piston, Pis/on Ring, Cylinder Liner, Friction. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Tribology is the science and engineering of interacting surfaces in relative motion. It includes the study and application of thc 
principles of friction, lubrication and wear. Wear is a process of interaction between surfaccs, which causes the deformation and 
removal of material on the surfaces due to the effect of mechanical action between the sliding faces. Also plastic deformation leads 
to wear; it causes the deterioration of metal surfaces, which is known as "metallic wear" .From the view point of triboelement it is 
very important to know the spccific load, speeds and temperatures for the major components of engine like piston assembly, valve 
train, the journal bearing and lower viscosity engine oil for lubrication. In this paper details of studies made on Cylinder liner and 
Piston rings interface v·,rear determination from V8Jious research papers art! listed. 

Piston rings are impOitant elements in the internal combustion (IC) engine. Their prime function is to facilitate smooth running 
of reciprocating part and dynamicaJly seal the distance between the moving piston and the cylinder liner interface to prevent the 
escape of the combustion gases from the combustion chamber into the crankcase and at the same time to reduce the leakage of the 
lubricating oil from the crankcase into the combustion chamber. During the running of an Ie engine, the hydrodynamic oil film at 
the interface between the diffcrcnt rings and liner is preferred. Optimum lubricating tillO reduces both engine wcar and frictionand 
enhances engine life [1]. The performance, durabil ity and exhaust emissions are greatly affected by the phenomena of lubrication at 
the rings and liner. Wear of the cylinder liner is caused to a great extent by the action of the piston rings. As per the author in r1J 
practical observations and theoretical analyses correlate well in tenns of the strongest wear of the cylinder liners taking place in the 
vicinity of the top reversal point of the top piston ring, where the thermal, chemical, erosive, adhesive and abrasive conditions are 
the severest. Also high sulphur content of the fuel can increase the proportion of tribochemical wear of the cylinder liner 
dramatically, particular at low cylinder surface temperatures. High wear of the cylinder liner is furthermore associated with the top 
reversal point next to top piston ring, and to a less extent with the bottom reversal points of the piston rings. Carbon deposits above 
the ling pack on the piston may significantly increase the cylinder liner wear near the TDC region. It is also necessary to study the 
factors influencing reliability and performance along with wear. 

The lubricating film of oil allO\'~tion free translatory motion bet\veen r ings and liner. Of the three rings present top 

ring is more crucial as it does the f!)~ip ~''lJ~eSU:jcting gases downwards the crankcase [2]. Boundary lubrication is present at the 

Top dead centre (T~C) and Bs~~I~ dea~ (\c5nr~e . , DC) ~f the liner surface. In additio~o t~is, ~op r.ing is e:posed to high 
{emperature gases which make th~ ~~ :€,r.~nt-hear ,\ top nng to get evaporated 3 11ft d~ e ~ Its VJSCO~ lty, maklOg metal-metal 
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• 	 AddilHlIIall"OSI required It)!' doing IIh ldi ikalitlll. 

• 	 Syslem hnvl.: few lilllillltions in d~l!scly [!"aflic road . 
SySh:1ll has no provision 10 pn:vcilt accidents li'om rear side of 
vchick. 

VIII. COST ESTIMATION 

The approximate cost required for the completion of this 
prqjcct is noted ill thl! table below: 

Table I :COst Estimation of the Project. 

Part Name Quanlity TOlal 
Cost(Rs) 

Wheel I 1750 
Solenoid Cylinder 2 2400 
Solenoid Valve 2 1600 
Small Wheel 4 800 
Bearing 6 330 
Shaft(m) 3 285 
Clamp 6 360 
Battery(l2V) I 850 
Electronic Circuit I 1200 
Pneumatic Pipe(m) 2.5 300 
Square Pipet ft) 2 1100 
Total 10,975 

IX. 	 CONCLUSION 

Our main aim behind designing and manufacturing of this 
project was to reduce the number of accidents on the road,thus 
ensuring the safety of the passengers. Our project also reduces 
the damage caused to the vehicle during a collision with the 
help of the pneumatic bumper. Compensating for the 
shortcomings of other already available systems, our 
work is not only of good feasibility and high reliability 
but also cost effective. 

Our work on this proj.ect has provided us with great 
experience, planning and making use of our practical and 
theoretical knowledge. We are proud that we have 
completed the work with the limited time successfully. 

The prototype we designed and manufactured is 
working with satisfactory conditions and is able to 
achieve all the objectiveswhichwe hoped to achieve. 
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Lalll l aC [ ll10st or Ihe lime. I )UI...' to [his at TnC. l::\\,;'I.:"S \\'1.,;,.11' IWPJlCllS Ull [ile Iincr \\ hi!,,;h l!'i tenllcd tiS ' I'op ring n:versal b:)rc wear 121. 
This papel' explains the studies made on Cylinder lim:r unci Piston rings illlt.:rfill'c. Puhlished lima on wt.:ar have been collcch.:d from 

v,lrious n:scnn.:hcrs. t:on t.:llld cd li'O IIl Ih!.:ir cxpCriml:IIIS und cxpcriC!lccs. 

II . METHODOLOGY 


The ste p by stepapproach used in this paper is !isted below and also shown in figure: 


I. Study of wear location and Parameters of Piston Ring& Cylinder Liner Assembly Components; 

2. Literature Review for Different Methods Related to Wear; 

3. Detail Study of Wear Measurement Method. 

Fig No.I .Methodology of the Review Paper 

1. Study ojWear location and Parameters ojPis/on Ring & Cylinder Liller Assembly Components 

Piston Assembly, Valve train, Journal bearing, etc., are the major components which encounters heavy wear. Almost 40% of wear 
takes place in piston ring and cylinder liner assembly [3j. Boundary lubrication is present at the Top dead centre (TDC) and Bottom 
dead centre (BDC) of the liner surHlce. In addition to this, top ring is exposed to high temperature gases which make the oil present 
near the top ring to get evaporated and decreasing its viscosity, making metal-metal contact most of the time. Thus the locations 
v.thich are critical from liner wear point of vie\\' are shown in Fig.2. The surface fini sh at linel' fD contains fine plateaus which are 
required for good load bearing capacity and deep valleys required for oil retention. For piston rings wear occurs at ring running face 
and ring sides. Due to wear of rings ring closed gap, ring radial and axial wall thickness and also tangemial load changes. All Lhese 
parameters and surfaces where wear occurs are marked in Fig.3.[4] 
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Fig No.3. Pi ston RingWear Locations and Parameters[4] 

2. Literature Review for Different /\letllods Related to Wear 

In addition to the conventional methods advanced methods are used by various authors for wear measurement. The Ust of the 
parameters is shown in table number I. The second column lists various dimensions or parameters and (he third column lists the 
corresponding method used to measure that parameter. The details of all the li sted parameters are given in later in this paper. 
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Ta ble No.1 iVkthods o r Wear ML:;"!surCITlCllt li 'o1l1 I.iterature Surv!,;y 

Variation in Ring Gap I':'illcr Cim!gc with Nominal Bore Diameter. 

SAE 
970833 (6( 

Polished area Cutting the line r through the diameter in longitudinal Direction. 

-+--G-=-"raph orbore surface pror1i"e i~- re·l ~i o~-t;-a~~fer~ce line that li ~lks the 
Locali7..ed Wear at TDC 

SAE r 
2000-01-0925 1, Ring Running Surfaces 

. [5( 

worked and unworked. _______ 

Ring Running Face Prolile 

(l0( Abbot Curve Surface Fin ish Instrument 

1. Study of Wear lvleasurement MeJ/wds: 

There are various mel hods used by various authors in their research work to quantify the wear. The various methods <lOll 

their details arc provided in this section. 

Conventional MClhods:

A. Gap Between the ring. Axialthickl1ess and radial thickness: 

Measurement of the ring gap variation is done by putting the ring in the gauge with nominal bore diameter and value 
was determined using filler gauge. Measurement of the ring gap is necessal)' because it will affect Blow By and Lube 
Oil Consumption (LOC) which will .. ITeets wear of the engine. lfthe gap is too small, the ends of the ring may collide 
which can lead to the ring breaking, scoring the hore, and eventually lead to complete breakdown. [6]. Radial thi ckness 
and a'Xial thicknesses !lre measured using micrometer. 

B. Liner diameter measurement-
Liner diameter is measured using dial gauge in conventional method. 

) Adv!lnced Methods:

A. Ring Running Face Wear (Quali/alive methodj: 

For the observation of the ring running surface in [5] author has used Electron Probe Micro Analysis (EPMA) method. 
Author has used this method to compare condition of top ling with & without EGR. As shown in figure white vertical 
streaks on the ring running surface \-"ere visible when soot is mixed with the lubricating oil and also when soot is not 
mixed. [5] 
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Fig No.4 Pholograph of Top Ring Running Surface after Wear Test [5] 

B. Top fling Wear(Qualitotive lIIethod): 

In [51 author has used running face trace method to compare wear with two types of liners. Fig.7 shows changes aftop ring 

wear in accordance wi th the \}ngine operating lime. Wear or the top ring increases due to EOR when a boron steaditc cast 

iron lin~r is used. When a pearlite matrix cast iron liner is used, wear of the top ring is less. [5] 
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Fig No.5 Top Ring Wear Shapes [5] 

C Liner Localized wear at TDC: 

Top ring is exposed to high temperature gases which makes the oil present near the top ring to get evaporated and 
decreasing its viscosity, making metal-metal contact most of the time. Due to this at TDC, excess wear happens on the 
liner which is termed as Top ring reversal bore wear as shown in Fig. 4[2] 
Measurement of the localized wear at the TOC is done through a graph of the bore surface profile in a"{ial direction 
with high magnification in relation to a reference line that linked worked and unworked region as shown in Fig.5[6]. 
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Fig No.GTop ring reversal bore wear [2)Fig NO.7Localized Wear of M easuremell t [6) 

D. JHeasuremeni ({PolisiJed Areas 10 determine liner wear: 

Liner m~aSlirenH.:nt is d(lll~ with measuring the polishcJ arc,1 of liner; lhis is done by cUll ing the liner through the 
J

diameter in the longitudinal direclion. Marking of the polished urea from lhe TDC of the top ring (0 BDC of the third 

ring. Mcasuremcnt of area is as total working areas. The abrasive material will increase the rate of wear or the liner. 

This is generally caused by insufticicnt lubrication due to which a large amount of heat is produced and micro!)copic 
welding of rings and liner surface takes pitlcc. [6) 

E. Measurement oJSurJace Finish: 

The Abbott-Fireston e eurve describes the sur face texture of an object. The curve could be fou nd from a profilc trace by 

drawing lines parallel to the datum and measuring the fraction of the line whieh lies within the pro lile. It is useful tor 

understanding the properties o f scaling and bearing surfaces. The shape of the eurve is distilled into several of the 

surface roughness parameters. especially the Rk family of parameters. Malhematically it is the cumulative probability 
density function of the surface profile's height and can be calculated by integrating the profile trace. (9) This 

measurement of abbot cunre is used by author in [10] as shown in figure 9 . 
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Fig. No 9 . Change of Abbot Curve through Wear 

Ifl. SUMMARY 

After the detailed srud y of the published data the following poinls have been summarized: 

1. 	 As per conventional method wear is determined by diamete~ measurement. As maximum wea r of liners 

wear occurs at top ring top reversal region and in ring travel zone. Wear of liner can be measured by 

advanced methods like surface finish measurement and using graph ofsurfaee profile. 

2. 	 Conventionally wear is measured by measuring closed gap, radial & axial thicknesses. Maximum wear of 

rings occurs at ring running face and Ring wear can be measured by advanced methods like graph of 

running face and side' s surface profile. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Various quantitati ve as well as qualitative methods of wear measurement are available in various literatures which help 

in determining wear of liner and piston more accurately as compared to conventional methods of wear measurements 
like Iincr diameter measurement, closed gap measurement, thickness measurements. These methods give more accu rate 
wear measurement and helps in better in vestigation of wear mechanisms. 
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Design and Analysis of Venturi Scrubber 

11.!l.KhandcS.S.Oalvi,P. V.Agrawal, .P.Singh'!\ .Lokhande 

Mechanical Dcpartmcnl,SavlribaiPhule UniversilY 

Ahsh':Il't- Scrubbers are attached to the exhaust system of lIl~nufacturillg units of \';trious industries. Scrubbers sepa I':tte the 
nue gases, particuilJte mutter frol11 exhaust system. Clean gas is scnt to em'ironment in order to avoid environmental 
pollution. There .Ire nWlly types of scrubhers lIsed deJlending on the rC{luircmcnls. Wet scrubbers of venturi type arc used 
wh~1I particulate matter is present io flue gas. This p:lpcr gins il1fol'nmtion "bout haz;trds of pollution and role of scrubbu 
in controlling it. This paper ;lIso gives background of scrubhers, ils design proceuul'e :uul 'lIllllysis. 
Kcywords-Vcnturi Scrubber. Particulate Matter (PM) 

I. Introduction 
In recent decades, the economic growth and the industrial development have been accompanied by an 
expansion of the urban area population and by the emergence of megacities. This rapid growth has resulted in 
a continuously increasing demand for shelter, resources, energy and utilities. At the same time urban emission 
of air pollutants has grown rapidly, leading to a worsening of the air quality both in the cities and in their 
surrounding areas. These latter, in particular, often concentrated in densely populated areas in the largest 
urban districts, may represent a significant source of emissions. According to the European Environment 
Agency, 90% of the urban population iii Europe is exposed to pollutant levels above the threshold considered 
harmful by the World Health Organization (WHO), with a high cost in terms of health, safety and 
environmental damage. Moreover, in a recent study, long-term exposure to fine particulate matter air po lIution 
has been associated with natural-cause mortality, even for concentrations well below the present European 
annual mean limit value. The need to achieve sustainability in urban environments has never been more 
acute.Wet scrubbers are particulate matter (PM) control devices that rely on direct and irreversible contact of 
a liquid (droplets, foam or bubbles) with PM. Scrubbers can be very specialized and designed in many 
different configurations. They can collect flammable and explosive dust safely, absorb gaseous pollutants and 
collect mists. Wet scrubbers are usually classified according to the method that is used to contact the gas and 
the liquid. The main feature of scrubber has no restrictions to temperature of incoming gases. 

Venturi Scrubber :Venturi Scrubbers are designed to remove fine micron and submicron particulate from 
industrial and commercial effluent gases. These scrubbers are effective in the removal of dusts, fumes, 
vapours and mists as well as other air pollutants. Removal efficiency is related to the characteristics of the 
contaminant and the pressure drop induced across the throat section of the venturi. The performance of a 
venturi scrubber is dependent to some extent on the velocity of the gas through the throat. Venturi scrubber 
are efficient in removal of small particulate matter. Unfortunately, increasing the efficiency requires increase 
in pressure drop which in turns increases energy consumption. 

M> •• ..~"..".t... 
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Fig No 1. Venturi Scrub 
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The venturi accelerates the gas stream to atomize the scrllbbing the nile gas with scrubbing liquid. As the gas 
nows through the throat the velocity and turbuicnce oj' Ilue ga~ increases. This scrubber is designed to 
eliminate the drawbacks of' packed bed scrubber. This scrubber is easy to install and wkes small space. 
Pncked beds lend to "scale lip" somewhat more rapidly, but have a IlllH.:h better operating range~ than either 
the vcnturi or the tlooded bed unless the venturi has been provided with a va!'iable arCa throat to maintai n high 
gas velocity uncleI' low loading conditions. 

• Major accessories required I"l' making of Wet Scrubber lor plant will be lilter, Pall rings and demister. 

Filtcr: Many wet scrubbcrs arc available with pre-lilters and linal lilters to further reduced emissions. 
Pall Rings:Pall rings are one kind of random packing named by inventor. Mostly it is made of alumina 
ceramic, has high crushing strength, resistance of acid and alkali. Pall ring has cylindrical dimensions but has 
two rows of punched out holes, with fingers or webs tumed into the centrc of the cylinder, with significantly 
increases the performance of the packing, in terms of temperature, efficiency and pressure drop . 
Demister:A demister is a device often fitted to vapour liquid seperator vessels to enhance the removal of 
liquid droplets entrained in a vapour stream. Demistcr may be a mesh type coalescer, vane pack or other 
struoturc intended to aggregate the mist into droplets that are heavy enough to separate from the vapour 
stream. 

[I. Case Study 
Air poilution is a critical problem ill urban and rural India, estimated to be responsible for 1.62 

million premature deaths per year(Smith et aI., 2014; Smith and Sagar. 2014). As India is on growing 
economy, the overall popUlation grows, the pollution levels are expected to increase further (Goenka et aI., 
2015; GUllikunda el aI., 2014). The other side ofIndia's present energy and pollution dilemma is that almost 
300 million people lack access to electricity, with many more facing crippling shortages (Kale, 2014). With 
60% of the nation's existing electricity. supply deri ved from coal, the country struggles to balance the need to 
alleviate energy poverty, reduce fossi l fuel use, and control the high air pollution levels associated with the 
extraction, processing, and use of coal. While renewable energy effOits are on the rise in India, the ' coal 
nation' (Lahil'i-Dutl, 2014) remains heavily dependent on fossil fuel energy [I]. The sugar industry in India is 
an important manufacturing industry with 1062 factories providing employment of 95.025 million man days, 
and the invested capital of Rs. 342,052.2 million as of the financial year 2000-200 I. The value of output 
produced by the sugar industry in India during this year was 276,336.2 miilion with the net value added 
amounting to Rs. 44,790.6 million. It is one of the most water polluting industries with the recently observed 
pollution concentrations for some factories in India as high as 1154 mg/I for Bio Oxygen Demand (BOD), 
5915 mg/I for Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD), and 5759 mg/I for Suspended solids (SS). An attempt is 
made in this paper to study this problem using data from the sugar industry in India.{2] .Packed wet scrubbers 
are very good devices for the economical removal of particulates down to a nominal size of 5 micron. Below 
5 mm size the removal efficiency of these devices will either begin to fall off or it wiil be necessary to operate 
them at higher than normal pressure drops or something over 0.25 in. of water head per foot of packed depth . 
It is possi ble to maintain a high efficiency scrubbing action down to about 3 micro metre particle size, how
ever by this time the pressure drop will be up to 0.75 to 1.0 in. water/ft and severe misting of the irrigation 
liquid will set in. Higher gas mass velocities are needed for the removal of smailer size particles which means 
much more energy will be needed to provide separations.{4] .Venturis are commonly used, however, they are 
only effective at very high pumping cost for either the gas or the liquid and usually both. Venturis are 
therefore high consumers of energy though, if properly designed, they should remove particulate matter 
efficiently down through the 1.0 Mm range or less and have been known to be effective on some particulates 
as small as 0.1 Mm. Flooded bed scrubbers are reputed to be as efficient as the venturi with a much lower 
liquid requirement. They are not capable of handling wide gas loading variations and are subject to rather high 
maintenance costs. Flooded beds are usually operated as multistage devices to achieve good efficiencies{ 4] 
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111. Mcthodtl logy 

CALCU.L.!A J IONS 


) 

» Below is Design Process and calculations for a Sugar Plant [8] 

\ \~ 
-'----;:-:.,-:=--

Assistant p.' "r 6t r E!a· 
' " .. - ' ., cal t.ngg. ! 

480 .;: .lIe College 

~r,f :J, Pune - 41 

Design InputsTable No.1 

Sr.No Description Specification 
Plant Capacity 5000 TCD 


2 

I 

Sugar plant 400TPD 

3 
 Possible Dust particle Source a. Fluidized Bed Conveyor 

b. Grader Outlet 

- 4 Dust load 25 kg/hr 
5 Inlet Dust Density 5 o m/m3 
6 Level of Em ission 50 mglm3 
7 Scrubber Media Water 

8 
 Gas Volume 5000 m3/hr 

9 
 60 centigrade 

10 


Gas Temperature 
Gas Compos ition Fumes & Sugar Dust 

11 Dust Size O-O.3mm 

12 
 Gas Pressure 300 mmWG 

13 
 Relative Humidity 60% 

14 
 Absolute Humidity 0.165 water in Kgs/Ory air in Kgs 
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('alculations

i\) Converting Gns volume from m3 toaefin (actual cubic !"eet per minute)

; ;5000 5000 ; 2941 efm 
1.7[ 60 

(3.28)3 ] 

I al ; 2941 cfm I 


8) Converting operating temperature from °c to () F-


Temperature; 60°C ; 140°F 


a2; 140°F 

C) Rankine temperature constant; 4600R 

a3 ; 4600R 


0) Calculating Ib-moles/ min of inlet gas using 'al ' 

a4 ; al x (70° F + Rankine Temp) /386 x (Operating Temperature of + Rankine Temp) 


(Gas Constant = 386 1'(3) 


a4 ; 	 6.73Ib-moles/min 

E) Calculating Ib-moles/min of water vapor-

as; 	29 x Humidity x ' a4 ' 

18 + (29 x Humidity) 


I a5 = 1.37Ib-moles/min of water vapor 

F) Calculating Ib-moles/min of Dry Air

a6 ; (Ib-moJes/min of mixture) - (Ib-moles/min of water vapor) 

I a6 ;5.35 Ib-moles/min of Dry Air 

ASSista" 
DE'f" 
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(,) Ca lcuhlling Ih/min of Dry Air

a7 = Ib-moles of dry air x Molecular we ight or Dry air 

a7 = 155. 17 Ib/min of Dry A~ 

II ) Usi ng Psyc hrometric chart tor Very hi gh Temperatures for fo llowing clata

a) Operating temperature = 140°F 
b) Humidity = 0.1 6 water in Kgs/Dry air in Kgs. 

I Outlet tem perature of Gas = 142°F 

Using the outlet temperature of gas, the saturated humidity value is 0. 165 

Therefore, 

Saturated humidi ty = 0. 165 water in KgslDry ai r in Kgs. 

I) Calculating Ib/min of water vapor' 

I a ll = 2969.27 cfm of Mixture. I 
* Ca lcu lati ons are carried out wi th saturated h ll~~~aTL~ 

AS~.S\d~'~ Pr t 

I Dent I 

a8 = Ib/min of Dry Air x Saturated humidity. 

a8 = 25 .603 Ib/min of water vapor. 

J) Ca lcu lating Ib-moles/min of water vapor'

a9 = Ib/min of water vapor 
Molecular weight of water 

a9 = 1.42 Ib-moles/min of water vapor 

K) Ca lcu lating Ib-moles/min of Mixture*

a 10 = 5.35 + 1.42 -------------------------------- (Using a6 and a9) 

a I 0 - 6.77 Ib-moles/min of mixture 

L) Calculating mixture in cfm from mi xture in Ib-moles/min*

a ll = Ib-moles/min of mixture x 386 x (Operating Temperature OF + Rankine Temp) 
(70° F + Rankine Temperatu re) 
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M) Selection of scrubber-

RelCrring to Standard Scrubber Dimcnsional Chart, 

a) The venturi inlet should be sized for Inlet gas. 

b) The separator should be sized for Outlet gas volume. 

Selected Scrubber is -SR-l 5/30 

N) Calculating quantity of scrubbing liquid-

Assuming 10 GPM/ I 000 CFM of outlet gas as the scrubbing liquid quantity. 

Hence, 

2969.27 x -=-10=--___ 

1000 

29.6927GPM 

I al2 = 6.74m3/hr. 

0) Calculation of Bleed-off Liquid-


Bleed of liquid (a 13) = (m3/hr) x Dust load (kg/m3) x % RecJl£le._. 

- % BTeed-offx Density ofw~ter 


Bleed-off= 10%. Recycle = 90%. 

Dust Load = 0.0022gm/mJ 

I a13 - 9.9 x 10-0 m'/hr. 
} 

P) Calculation of Make-up Liquid-

Amount of Dry Air = 5.35 lb-moles/min 

= 5.35 x 28 x 60 


2.2 

Amount of Dry Air = 4085.45 kg/hr ----------------------------- 1 

Difference in Humidity = 0.165-0.16 = 0.005 ------------------- 2 
Hence, 

Amount of water = 0.02042m3/hr. (factor 0.001 is to convert kg to m3). (from 1 and 2) 

\~'>~--
Ms•.Stant Pr- fj!~~or & Head c 
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Therefore, Make-up Liquid = O.OO()099 ; (J .02042 

al4 = 20.52 liters/hL 

Q)Calculation of Recycle Tank Capacity-

a) Assuming retention time of 6 minule,. 

b) Quantity of Scrubbing Liquid =6.74 m;/hr. 


Tank Capacity (m}) = quantity of scrubbing liquid (m ]/hr) x Retention Time(minutes) 

a 15 = 0.674 m} (approx) 1 

R) Calculation of Motor HP of recirculation pump-

a) Head= 25m 


b) Quantity of Scrubbing Liquid = 6.74 m3/hr.=L87 litlsec 

c) Efficiency of the Pump = 75% 


Motor H.P = quantity of scnlbbing liquid (liters/sec) x Head (m) 
75 x efficiency. 

= 0.833 HP 

Assuming, Transmission/coupling losses = 25% 

Hence, 

Motor B.H.P =0.833 x 1.25 = 1.03 


I a16 =2 HP (approx.) 

S)Calculation of Motor HP for L D. Fan-

a) Q = 2969.27 cfm = 5047.759 m3/hr 

b) Outlet area of packed bed scrubber = (n/4) x 0.52 = 0.1963m2 


c) Outlet velocity (v)= QI area = (5047.759/3600) = 7.14 mls 


0.1963 

v = 7.14 x 3.28 x 60 = 1405.72 footlmin 


d) Velocity Pressure (VP) = Veloci in footlmin] 2 = [1405.nl2 = 0.123 psi 

4005 J 4005 j 


e) Static Pressure = 325 mm of water column =0,46 psi 

f) Total static pressure (TP) = VP + SP = 0.123 + 0,46 = 0.583 psi 


TP = 0.583 = 16.19 inches of water ____ (density of water = 0.036 Iblin3) 

0.036 -- ~ ----(\ 
g) Air Horsepower, l:t? ____ 0"~ ) .I.-_ _ _~

AHP = Q (cfm) x TP = 2969.2 i.i& 16.19 = '7. ":,. . Assistant Prd".~o ' & Head 
6346 6 ~ _ Eff ; 'l~"I . ' ,anital Eogg. 
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h) Shalt power - A 1·11' = 

efficiency 

7.57 

0.65 

= ".65 III' 

IShafi power = 12 flHP 

IV. Conclusion 

I) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

For the Gas Volume of 5000m3 and at 60°C operating temperature, the selected scrubber is SR-J5/30 

Recycle Tank capacity is 0.674m3• but actual used is 1m3 

Motor BHP for recirculation pump =2 HP 

i) Shaft Power for 1.0 Fan(caIculated) = 11.65 HP 

ii) Motor Power for 1.0 Fan (actual used) = 15 HP 
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Abstract - For the past 132 years mankind has 
relied upon I.e. engine vehicles for day to day 
transp0l1ation. These I.C. engines use fossil fuel s 
to operate resulting in highly toxic gases and 
noise. An electric powered bike can be a good 
solution towards this problem. But existing I.C. 
engine bikes will pose a problem of depreciation 
and disposal. Hence convel1ing these I.C. engine 
vehicles to electric can be a great way to 
overcome many existing problems. 

Key Words: E-bike, green energy, customizable, 
Electric motor, affordable, conversion. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Technology is developing fast and every day new 
developments are being done. Technology is a 
boon to many but it has its own limitations like 
driving a conventional I.e. engine bikes is 
expensive and also damage the environment. 
Also I.C. engine bikes require regular 
maintenance and operating cost is comparatively 
high. E-bikes is a possible solution to this 
problem but initial cost to buy one is much high. 
Today the e-bikes available are somewhat 
impractical in design and use in day to day life 
and are not suitable for Indian transport 
cond itions. 

This project aims to mitigate the above listed 
problems by designing and converting an I.C. 
engine bike to an E-bike which will be driven by 
an electric motor with simplified mechanical 
chain drive system eliminating gear mechanism. 

~ 
~ ~ 

ASSistant Pr fessor rlead 
')"0' n cha",cal Engg. 

.
2, LITERATURt~ViEW ,[p ( a llegE: 

of En·.", ._.", d une 4~ 
J 

There are different type of vehicle developed are 
sports bikes, low powered commuter scooters, E-
bikes, Solar operated two wheelers etc. Current 

cost of E-bike in market is around 70000. I-Iybrid 
E-vehicles are bulky and impractical. Solar 
vehicles requires photovoltaic cells which arc 
high in cost. 

Jiejunyi Liang, Haitao Yang, Jinglai Wu, Nong 
Zhang, Paul D. Walker !I I discussed various 
modes of transport available and suitable for 
short distance travel. The modes are classified as 
per the maneuverity, ease, automation and 
comfort. Also considering advantages and 
drawbacks of each motor type, suggestions are 
made for use of proper vehicles as per the 
person's requirement. To overcome the problems 
of IC engine vehicles E-veh icles are developed 
but their travelling range is limited due to 
sophistication of the machinery. For long 
distance travelling and comfort of the person, 
retrofitted moped bikes and modified cars are 
developed. The main drawback with this was, the 
person making use of electric cars needs to 
charge it from time to time making it a difficult 
task. Also such vehicles are not affordable for 
every person. Thus, it discusses the need to 
develop a mode of transport for common man 
which is not highly costly. 

M.A. Kluger, D.M. Long [21 stated imp0l1ance of 
electric vehicles. Electric vehicles, which use 
100% electric power, use electric motors instead 
of an internal combustion engine to provide 
motive force. Solar-powered vehicles use 
photovoltaic cells to convert sunlight into 
electricity. The electricity goes either directly to 
an electric motor powering the vehicle, or to a 
special storage battery. PV cells produce 
electricity only when the sun is sh ining. Without 

.§ . Marut\l\o _ sad>, A. Knshnamoorthy [' I have 

sun lia t, a solar powered car depends on 
ored in its batteries. 

01' 
!Ii~~--...:::.. -f' .' . 

_
_ h:'>' , => 

::: tak~::-a II~ ~tep in solar power source 
~ ·,'ili-t;vationl,~. usmg a split power solar power 
Y , Jlj:' e an electric vehicle instead of the 

. solar panel. They have made a 
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it:deed superit)r In th e convt..:J1 tioIlal ~o lar pt!IlC.:ls 
ill I.!vcry aspect necessary_ "1Illl$ an imp:Jrlalll 
innovation in so lar power ~ollrces is lllade :lI'1d it 
shall help in increasing the slislainability as wel l 
as range of E-vchicks. 

3. DESIGN CALCULATION 

'Component Mass (kg) 

Frame 40 

Battery 27.2 

Rider 
/ 

80 

Motor 7 II 
Controller 

'L 

II 1.5 ~ 
Accessories I) I 

Total 156.7 kg 

3.2 Running Parameters 

As vehicle is being designed for average person 
and speed is up to 50 kmph. Diameter of wheel is 
254 mm (10 inch) thus rotational speed of wheel 
is lim ited to 1044 rpm. 

Motor must overcome following resistances 
while driving. 
I. Air Resistance (Ra) = 3.8 N 

2. Gradient Resistance (Rg) = GVW x SinS 
S = I to 7 degrees 
GVW= 1552 N 
Rg = 1552 x s in 6.5 = 172.634 N 

3. Rolling Resistance (Rr) = f! x GVW 
Rr = 0.023 x 1552 
Rr = 35.696 N _ 

.:. \~ 

= Ivlnh)r !~ p rvl l \V!h,;d R P\ti 
- 30()() i I ()4'1 

= 2.M 


3.3 Energy consumed by batteries 

No of ballcries lIsed in th e E-bike arc fOllr. 
Gallery has ihe following specification: 

• T ype: Silicone Gel E-bike battery 
• Ballery Rating: 28 Ah 
• Voltage :12V 
• Total Vo ltage: 12 x 4 = 48 V 

Energy consumption in 1 hOllr 
= Ah rating x Voltage 
=28 x 48 
= f344 Wh or 1.3 kWh 

Given Silicone Gel batteries have capacity of 
28Ah, hence time taken per charge is 

= Battery capacity 1Charging CUITent 
=28/3 .5 
= 8 Hours 

Tariff of MSEB = 6 rupees 1 unit for res idential 
meter connection. (A verage tari ff) 

Now charges for given energy consumption 

= Units consumed x Cost per unit 

= 1.344 x 6 

= 8 rupees 


In a single charge vehicle covers maximum 
distance of30 - 40 km, Cost per km can be found 
easily 

= Cost per charge 1km covered per charge 

= 8/33.6 

= 0.238 Rs. 1 kIn 


4. COMPONENT SELECTION 

E-b ike consist of various components like motor 
and controller, Frame, batteries and speed control 
and brakes. 

4.1 Frame 
Frame is the supporting member of the E-bike 
and subj ected to static and dynamic load. It also 
takes variolls load like vertica l load, comering 

~ load, side thrust, acceleration and brake dip.4. Inertia Force, F = m->a ' 
'I(j'~!!!-f''!;>.. Various accessories and components are mounted Taking acceleration as 1.157 m /,52 'I", I" ..... "'b Ver the frame. A frame should have sulTicient F = l~.6 Ja¥>':I!'I!51J=.J18 &3:6iiNI 

~u " "c 31 gg. (?i I ,,-")': ength to stand against a ll the li sted loads. We 
~. .;~ ve selected the existing frame of I.e. engine5. Redirotioh Ratio (G) I., ~oll eg"" 

For 5"0'lf:m.ph Vehiclc?~edq '\" .<:~ ~ ike as it fulfils all the criterion and is designed 
" ,I· ~ ') :)
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modi jicctti,)t1s arc llIi1dc in ordt..:r to t1t:l' ()JllJlldd ;' II L

lh e motor. batleric <:.i and hr~d\L's . 

4,2 Drive Assemhly 
The rcar tyre is 10 be driven with a chain nnt! 
sprocket mechanism. In order to achieve this ali(I 
hold the wheel in position, a swing arm was 
required. I-ienee we have chosen the swing arm 
of another common production bike. We have 
attached the brake drum and sprocket hub of 
other bike to each other so that the sprocket can 
be mounteci on the wheel. A Chain is used to 
transm it force from front sprocket on the motor 
shaft to the rear wheel sprocket. Bearings (600 I
S) were press fitted in the drum with the help of 
sleeve and bushes to accommodate the rcar axle. 

4.3 Batteries 
To run the motor at full speed condition and to 
cover maximum range in at the designated speed 
motor requires a consistent power supply which 
is easily available and batteries can be reused. 
We have selected Silicone gel E- bike batteries to 
provide the power. These batteries are made for 
dynamic load as opposed to static load of 
standard VRLA batteries. The voltage provided 
should be equal to or more than the input voltage 
of motor i.e. 48V DC. We have selected 4 
batteries of 12V and connected them in series to 
achieve the required voltage. The batteries are 
easily rechargeable and mainte nance free. 

Selected batteries have following specification 

• Current rating: 28 Ah 

• Voltage: I2V 

• No. of batteries: 4 

• Combination of batteries : Series 

• Combined Volt<l~e : 4RV 

• Crating: 5 

4.4 Motor 
To drive the vehicle at a speed of 50 kmph and 
provide a rated torque about 6.2 N-m a motor 
having capacity up to 1500 watt is sufficient. But 
we have selected motor of 2000 watt. We have 
taken a Brushless DC motor of custom 
manufacturing. The motor used in this project is 
BLOC motor and can be custom made as per the 
requirement or is available in the market. Cost of 
BLOC motor is below 8000 making it sU itabl
for low cost application. The front sprocket 

. :osattached to the shaft of the motor WIth the help c _::.
a mild steel pulley machined as per th 15 

.reqUIrement. Motor was mounted on the SWill 

ann with the help ofa base plate. ',' 

.\pl..!l..! i fiC!iio llllJ'sclcc:l:d Il!olor

• Type: Brush le~s DC Molm 

• I'mver :2000 Walt 

-I.S Mot-or Controller 
Motor is supplied the current li'om batteries 
corresponding to the input from throilic. 
Controller takes input ti'om throttle connector and 
varies the power supply to the motor. We 
se lected controller suitable to our motor as pa 
the current needs. It has thc following 
speci-lication 

• Operating current: 60 A 
• Operating Voltage: 48 V DC 
• Phase angle: 120 degrees 

4.6 Battery Charger 
Battery gets drained after running a distance of 
30-40 km and it does require recharge. For 
charging a charger is required. It converts AC 
current into DC. It consist of step down 
transfonner, recti tier and filtering circuit to 
supply constant voltage. 
Specification of selected charger 

• Input voltage: 170-300V 
• Input current: I A max 
• Output voltage: DC 48 V 
• Output cu rrcnt: 3.5 A 

5. COST ESTIMATION 

Component Cost 
Frame 0 

RI nr ~tI("\lnr 7500 

Controller 5500 

Battery set 12000 

Battery charger 4500 

1900Accessories 

Chain- sprocket set 650 

_" . 
3000 .~I',f~~~ 

\ \.'-. i '.!:.t;. .... 0 
Other ~" 20Q,Q .. . - "(':1fl

, Assistant P e $or Ill. rleacif\ :';?' 
? ~ .,e-' l~ ' (I,g\;37500'),,0' • name.. .s:,~ Total '" ~ 10 ~ I<. l-ollegl:ti'o'l,,1 • ,ml ,a.. , 01 ~"aIE 

:y '~::;_ ~ 0' En JlI _~ r~ ~UI e • 41 
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• 	 Top speed "J' :;0 Kmph was achievcd nn a 
level nnlcl. 

• 	 The range of bike is 30-40 Km aller 1t1l1 
charge. 

• 	 i\ BMS and lithium Ion battery can be added 
for more range and reduced weight. 

• 	 Bike was tested successfully for light daily 
use. 

• 	 Battery charging takes around 8 hours for 
full charge. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 
[I] The objective of the srudy was to design a 
customisa'ble vehicle which will be affordable to 
everyone. 
[2] We mitigated problems faced by existing 
model. 
[3] As compared to lC engine vehicle, running 
cost of our E-bike is almost 11 Ioth_ 

[4] E-bike has been fabricated and tested 
successfully. Different parameters like running 
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Abstract 	 Feasibility of photocatalysis for the textile industry waste water treatment is 
evaluated and discussed from the industrial requirements viewpoint. After a 
thorough work of more than 6 years, we conclude that photocatalysis is not a viable 
process for textile industry waste water purification. We also conclude that most 
cited, cherished, appreciated research area I process may not fmd realistic 
application; and socially useful technological developments should be celebrated 
more rather than number of publications by a scientist I scientific field, and citations. 
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• 	 acceptable Indian environmental standards imposed by law. Company ha~ developed its own !>rocess for 
waste water trcatment which involves chemic,,1 treatment, ad$orption, pre-filtration, and tinally 
membrane Iiltl1ltion. Water is stored (and processed) in each tank for a maximum period of one day. At 
the end of the third day, about 70 -- 80 % of the water is reused again in the dyeing process whereas 
remaining is discharged into the atmosphere_ 

Following arc the important points to be considered for realistic application of photocatalysis process for 
textile industry waste water [2[ 

1. Colour is 1I0t the ollly contamination in the textile industry waste water: Colour and thus dyes 
and pigments used for colouring the textile - is just one component present in the textile industry 
waste water. In tact, such waste water contains many other chemicals used in the dyeing process. 
Thus, photocatalysis may not be a complete solution for textile industry waste water treatment - to 
make it reusable into the process or discharging it to the atmosphere. Photocatalysis may provide only 
a partial solution. 

2. 	Needs fast process: Decolouration of textile industry waste water is achieved by the company via 
chemical method within a short period of time no more than 2 - 5 hours. This means that the 
photocatalysis process should be applicable for a large volume of water (about 3 - 5 Lakh liters/day). 
Process should be fast, economical, taking no more than 5 hours. It should also be noted that working 
space is always a constrain for any industry. It should be pointed out here that the photocata,lyst needs 
to be removed from the water so that the treated water can be reused in the dyeing process again. 

3. Textile industry waste water is practically much comIJlicated than aqueous solutions used in 
academic research: Practically, company is using more than one dye/pigment for colouring of textile 
in a day. Thus, the waste water contains more than one dye/pigment. More often, it's a mixture of 
several dyes and pigments. Most of the studies reported to date are related to photocatalytic 
degradation of a single dye/pigment using a single photocatalyst. There are no published reports to 
understand the photocatalytic degradation of multiple dyes and pigments simultaneously present in 
the waste water using a photocatalyst(s); their preferred or cooperative photocatalytic degradation, 
kinetics of dye degradation (in presence of other dyes and pigments), and overall effectiveness of 
such process from the view point of realistic application to textile industry waste water treatment. 

4. 	Academic studies and industry requirements are completely different: Concentrated aqueous 
solution of dyes and pigments are used for colouring the. textile. After use, such dye solution is 
discharged into the waste water tank for treatment. Thus, the textile industry waste water contains 
concentrated solution (several molar concentrations) ofdyes and pigments. It is to be pointed out here 
that most of the studies on photocatalytic degradation of organic dyes and pigments reported to date 
are on dilute solutions of dyes and pigments in the range of 10-3 molar to 10-6 molar. No studies have 
been done on concentrated solutions of dyes/pigments. 

5. Photocatalytic treatment of textile industry waste water should be cheap: It means that freely and 
abundantly available sunlight should be utilized for designing the photocatalysis process for realistic 
application to textile industry waste water. Use of high electric power consuming ultraviolet (UV)
lamps is undesired. 

6. 	Photocatalysis process should efficiently work in the actual field conditions: As stated earlier, 
textile industry waste water varies in its content, pH value, turbidity etc. on a dailylhourly basis. 
Photocatalysis process should work in actual such field conditions. Most studies reported to date on 
photocatalytic degradation of dyes and pigments are using laboratory conditions. Some of the studies 
are reported by varying pH conditions. However, in almost all of these studies, dye/pigment 
solution/dispersion was made using distilled water. No detailed studies are available using actual 
field conditions or simulated field conditions - to judge the suitability of the photo talysis process 
for textile industry waste water treatment. (J) 
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7. Efficient photocatalytic reactor: Efficient photocatalytic reactor and process needs to be developed 
in order to process large volume (3 to 5 Lakh liters) of contaminated water using direct sunlight so as 
to complete the processing within a maximum period of 5 - 6 hours (i.e. within a day during which 
sunlight is available). 

2. Results and Discussion: 

We started systematic work on photocatalysis in 2011 and published our first paper in 2013 [3) which 
essentially reports the discovery of the photocatalytic property of Indian edible chuna. Most of the 
important findings are reported in the Ph. D. thesis ofMrs. Sadhana A. Sawant [2'). 

Our experimental observations are: 

1. 	Indian edible chuna - New Champion Photocatalyst: We evaluated all the 48 dyes and 

pigments for their photocatalytic degradation using commercially available anatase-Ti02 and 

Indian Edible Chuna [CaO/Ca(OH)2) as catalysts under direct sunlight conditions_ All 

photocatalytic experiments were done simultaneously in the month of May when the sunlight has 

strong intensity and less variation - as compared with other months/seasons. All photocatalytic 

experiments were done during the day time between II :00 a.m. to 1:00 p,m. during which the 

intensity of sunlight was observed to be between 57,000 lux to 66,000 lux. Concentration of the 

aqueous solution (500 ml) of all the dyes and pigments were 10-4 Molar while the amount of the 

photocatalyst taken was 5 gm (weighted in dry state). Catalyst containing dye/pigment solutions 

were directly exposed to sunlight for about 2 hours and noted for the complete / partial 

discoloration of the solution. Table (I) summarizes our observations , It is to be noted here that 

many of the dyes which are not degraded by Ti02 are degraded by Indian Chuna [CaO/Ca(OH)2]. 

Thus, Indian chuna is a better photocatalyst than Ti02 [2]. We consider it to be the new champion 

photocatalyst material beating conventional Ti~. 


2. The rate of photocatalytic degradation of the methylene blue (MB) dye in aqueous solution made 

in sea water was observed to be slow as compared to that in distilled water. Time required for 

complete discoloration of the MB solution in sea water was approximately twice as that in distilled 

water [3 - 5] . This indicates that the process ofphotocatalytic degradation of the dye gets hindered 

due to presence of salts in the solution. Since, similar situation exists in the textile industry waste 

water - which contains other chemicals and dyes; the actual photocatalysis process - if applied for 

the treatment of textile industry waste water is expected to be very slow - practically unusuaL 


3. High dye 	concentration: We conducted series of experiments with dye concentration of I Mole. 

Volume of the solution and the amount of the photocatalyst was kept the same (500 ml and 5 gm). 

We observed tbat even after exposing such solutions continuously to sunlight for 2 days (> 10 

hours), no appreciable discoloration of the solution was observed (by naked eye). This indicates 

that the photocatalysis process is not effective at high dye concentration levels. This is due to the 

fact that light does not penetrate enough into the solution to see photocatalyst. It is more absorbed 

by the dye/pigment leading to poor photocatalytic effect. At such high dye concentration level, 

adsorption of dye/pigment on the photocatalyst surface is expected to be high making multiple 

layers of dye/pigment molecules on the photocatalyst surface thereby reducing the light intensity 

actually seen by the photocatalyst. This is expected to reduce the photocatalytic efficiency and 

slowing the process. Longer degradation time is not suitable for practical and realistic application 

ofthe photocatalysis process [2). Also, use of higher amount of photocatalyst is undesired. 


4. Additi equirements: Other requirements by the company in regard to neutralizing the pH of 
issolved solids (IDS), COD and BOD etc. are not addressed by photocatalysis o 
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• Few efforts have been made in past to design bulk scale photocatalytic reactors (6) for treatlncnt of 
textile industlY waste water; however, the amount of water processed by such reactors is no close to the 
vclume of the waste water generated by the company on a daily basis. Noteworthy .arc the 
SOLARDETOX pilot plant Arganda del Rcy, Spain and PhoRTex lamp driven 500-liter plant at 
Augsburg, Germany. Later uses lamps rather than direct sunlight. Thus, although such efforts arc 
appreciable; they do not provide the complete I partial solution for the textile industry waste water 
treatment. 

Figure (I): Photographs of the waste water tanks from SOMANY EVERGREEN KNITS PVT. LTD., 

SOLAPUR, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA [2]. 


Table (I): List of textile dyes and our observations about their photocatalytic degradation by anatase

Ti02 (ccnventional photocatalyst) and Indian chuna [2]. 


Sr. Name of the dye Photocatalyst 
No Anatase-Ti02 Indian Chuna 

[CaO +Ca(OH)2] 

I Drimarene Black CLS Yes Yes 
2 Coloron Red RGB Yes Yes 
3 Novocron Red FL3G Yes Yes 
4 Novocron Deep Orange S4R Yes Yes 
5 Remazol B yellow 3GL Yes Yes 
6 Remazol YeHow RR No Yes 
7 Remazol Ultra Red RGB No Yes 
8 Remazol Red RGB No Yes (partly) 
9 Remazol Yellow GB 133% No No 
10 Remazol Ultra Caramine RGB No Yes 
11 Remazol Yellow RGB No No 
12 Novacron red TS 3B No Yes 
\3 Novacron Yellow H4G No Yes (Fast) 
14 Novacron Yellow SF 3R No Yes (partlii 
15 Novacron Yellow C5G No Yes (partly) 
16 Novacron Deep Cherry SD Yes (Fast) Yes 
17 Novacron Blue FNR Yes Yes 
18 Novacron Lemon S3G Yes N~-=::o. 
19 Novacron Blue FNG No Y'es'" .::..!;:"'4:._. :of ';: 
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20 Remazol Red RR No Yes 
21 Remazol Blue BB No Ycs (Fast) 
22 Remazol Blue ROB No Yes 
23 Remazol Yellow 3RS A YesJ Fast) Yes 
24 Remazol deep Red RGB Yes Yes 
25 Drimarene red CL BL No Yes (Fast) 
26 Cibacron Yellw LS-R No No 
27 Novacron Red FNR No Yes 
28 Novacron Red WIN No Yes 
29 Novacron Blue HRN No Yes 
30 Nova super Balek- R No Yes 
31 Nova Ocean SR No Yes 
32 Nova FN 2R No Yes 
33 Nova Blue TS -3G No Yes 
34 Nova Yellow old H-44N No No 
35 Drimarene Blue HFRL No Yes 
36 Remazol Red BSA No Yes 
37 Cibacron Blue CE No Yes 

38 Novacron Red CL BL No Yes 
39 Novacron Ruby SY3B No Yes 
40 Novacron Red FN 2BL No Yes 
41 Novacron Scarlet C-6G No Yes 
42 Novacron Balek Blue SGL No No 
43 Novacron Yellow B 3R No No 
44 Novacron Navy SOl No Yes 
45 Novacron Red 4N-3GL No No 
46 Remazol Navy RGB Yes No 
47 Remazol Blue RR No No 
48 Coloron Navy Blue RGB Yes Yes 

3. Conclusions: Photocatalysis is not a viable process for textile industry waste water treatment. Other 
applications of photocatalysis such as hydrogen production, air purification etc. might be more realistic. 
We also conclude that most cited, cherished, appreciated research area / process may not find realistic 
application; and socially useful technological developments should be celebrated more rather than 
number of publications by a scientist and citations. 
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